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Editorial 
The Other Press would like to issue the following apology, because you 
know the school never will: 
For all of those students who chose to come to dou9l01 coli .. • 
because it was dou9l01 coli .. •, we regret to inform you that dou9l01 
coll•9• is now Douglas College . 
All students who came to dou9l01 coll•9• because it was d0119101 
coll•9• and not Douglas College have the option of withdrawing 
from Douglas College . However, a $100 processing fee will be 
applied. (This processing fee does not go to defer the $14 500 price tag 
of the change from douglas college to Douglas College ; everybody 
dropping courses are dinged $100, whether it is from Douglas College 
or d0119l01 COli .... ) 
The Other Press would also like to apologize for this apology, which 
is silly. But we do take it back. Some may say, as some have already 
said, that we are dwelling on this whole thing. Damn straight! More 
students signed a petition against the new logo than voted in the student 
society--election. There must be a story here somewhere! 
But it is more than that. With this issue, the Other Press is celebrating 
twenty years of challenging the status quo, and we would like to remind 
you that your opinions matter. Challenge what the institution tells you. 
Challenge what your profs teach. Heck, challenge us, if you disagree. 
This is your school. Care. 
If you disagree with something the administration is doing, remember 
that we've got them outnumbered. We're not advocating civic 
disobedience here, just saying that you don't have to sit by yourself and 
fume. That can lead to ulcers, and besides, it's kind oflonely. So, if 
you're not happy with something, you've got a student society. You've 
got a newspaper. If we could get the BC government to freeze tuition 
increases, we can do anything. 
Welcome to the world ofhigher education. Now get offyourbutt and 
learn to think for yourself. 
Letters 
An open letter of THANKS to 400+ 
members of the Douglas College 
Community who participated in a 
petition .. . And some lessons learned by 
a college community. 
DEAR PETITIONERS-
It was a short campaign, just eight 
days of coffee and lunch breaks, di-
aloging and summoning support to 
save our traditional logo. Ninety nine 
percent of you were coura~eous to 
take pen in hand and question authori-
ty. We engaged in something called a 
democratic right. We did not achieve 
the objective to halt the implementa-
tion of a new visual identity for the 
college, an identity that each of us in 
our own evaluative thought process 
have seen as somehow repulsive. We 
did not stop the on-going waste of our 
education tax dollar and tuition dollar 
that is going to be eaten up by the im-
plementation of the new pride of the 
Visual Identity Review 
Committee ... these three disconnected 
obtuse triangles. We were bold to give 
it that "good old college try" 
though ... No question about that! 
Thanks one and all of the 400+ sol-
diers in the logo war! 
Much education occurred in the 
process of petition. I hope that you all 
experienced that education as I have. 
At a college we expect such education 
to transpire ... After all, it is our purpose 
as a community college, supported by 
tax dollars, to enhance learning by all 
means available to us. Through this 
petition process and the dialogue that 
took place around the issues, many 
lessons became apparent: 
We learned that traditional pride can 
be stepped upon by a few among us in 
authority who, for whatever reason , 
feel that it is appropriate to disregard 
twenty years of proud tradition. No 
amount of reasoning( newly concocted 
definitions for the new logo )can justifY 
what has been done to devalue that 
pride. 
We learned that those in authority 
found it appropriate to sell off the 
bookstore items bearing the traditional 
logo at half price, resulting in a direct 
loss to the ancillary financing, suppos-
edly to be used to update equipment 
and resources for learning. How ap-
propriate indeed! The message is clear 
that there is a degree of disregard for 
those we are here to serve by the so-
called stewards of our public educa-
tion dollars. 
We were taught a very important 
lesson in aesthetics by a commercial 
design company from outside our col-
lege community who in their wisdom, 
vision and special brand oflogo art, 
see disconnected triangles being far 
more appropriate for the marketable 
bookstore paraphernalia, the hats, the 
tee-shirts and etc .... Yes, more appro-
priate than the logo that has served 
well those needs for more than two 
decades. 
We've learned in a recently pub-
lished, expensively printed, document, 
distributed by our acting college presi-
dent on August the 8th, that the new 
pride of the Visual Identity Review 
Committee is derived from "ancient 
Phoenician and Egyptian symbols 
(1,000- 3,000 B.C.). Fa~cinating, this 
new information ... The VIRC for 
months has told us in their propaganda 
that our just 20 year old logo was "out 
of date and old fashioned" Now we're 
told that their new pride is derived 
from graphics near 5, 000 years 
old ... We are to believe that an expen-
sive ancient symbol, at a time of edu-
cation funding cutbacks is the respon-
sible choice over a relatively young 
symbol that for twenty years has 
served us well, and itself is "at once 
bold", "timeless", "versatile" & a 
very recognizable symbol that has 
been serving all mediums just fine, in-
cluding all electronic age mediums ... 
We were even proud enough to virtual-
ly introduce ourselves to the entire 
world at our WWW site with our tradi-
tional logo for over a year .. .Just how 
will the world see our college's identi-
ty now with the VIRC's new pride 
looking more like a martial arts weap-
on than a symbol for an academic in-
stitution? 
A lesson was taught that the three 
separate triangles of the VIRC's new 
pride represent "students, employees 
and the community". I find it particu-
larly disturbing as an employee to be 
depicted as a "knife blade", as several 
folks have seen in these disconnected 
obtuse triangles. 
The honorable stewards of our edu-
cation dollars are !!OW telling us that: 
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"Ultimately, Douglas College's logo is 
only a tiny (t:i:n:y) part of our mes-
sage to the community and the 
world" ... This is responsible rational 
for spending the gobs of education 
dollars to change the logo then? Heads 
up butts or what? ... We must ask our-
selves. Only fools would engage in 
what the VIRC has done in this, a pub-
licly funded institution. 
The private sector wouldn't be so 
stupid, would it? 
We learned about a practice now be-
ing engaged in by this institution 
called corporate subsidy, or corporate 
welfare. It's more and more evident in 
the new global economy. Essentially it 
is a practice of diverting designated 
tax dollars to the private sector .. Money 
for nothing in many cases. It is 
common for the principals of these 
companies, the corporate elite, the 
most advantaged in our society, to lob-
by their government leaders to stop 
spending money on the intended use of 
the tax dollar, ie; health care for those 
that need it, education in our case here 
at Douglas, infrastructure, social wel-
fare for those most marginalized in our 
society(eg; single parents). Yes, these 
elites are strongly in favor of taking 
from the tax base and lining their own 
pockets. At whose expense? Well, in 
our case here at Douglas, it is obvious 
at whose expense. A total of $14,500, 
went into the hands of the Praxis De-
sign Company. Money that should 
have been used for what our intended 
purpose at DoujZias College is: The 
education of the students from qual-
ity teachers, staff, learning resources 
and a facility that enhances the 
learning experience. What we .got 
from Praxis Design has absolutely 
nothing to do with benefits for learn-
ers! 
We learned that apathy has no place 
in our college life when it can result in 
the direct loss of valuable resources 
for learning. Apathy can and does let 
misguided decision making affect 
all of us. The lesson to remember is 
that we must always stand on guard to 
help those charged with stewarding 
our precious education dollars so that 
we never again get bamboozled into 
some bullshit marketing scam ... 
We have learned that our voices can 
be heard loud and clear. 
The Board of Directors at least dis-
cussed our petition for one and one 
half hour before tossing our petition 
out ... We have caused some people to 
think a wee bit, anyway. 
There are still many things to learn 
for any of you brave souls with energy 
left to question authority further. Let's 
call for a cleanup crew that might get 
some answers to the still many ques-
tions. 
Here's a sampling of what needs in-
vestigation: (The Phoenician/Egyp-
tian symbol for door ••• or "Triangle-
gate") 
Who were the people interviewed 
for their opinions about the traditional 
logo identity for Douglas College over 
the year long visual identity study, re-
search and testing that the VIRC has 
boasted to us about in their propagan-
da. Can we see the names and phone 
numbers please! There must be thou-
sands of data entries after a year! Our 
petition lasted only eight days and ren-
dered 400+ names and phone numbers. 
Shouldn't the four hundred six peti-
tioners have easy access to this infor-
mation, bellowed by the VIRC about 
all their focus group studies? The tax-
payers have every right to see this in-
formation collected at their expense. 
It's called The Freedom oflnformation 
Act. 
Who kept tabs on the total number 
of person hours that was logged by the 
(VIRC) committee members over the 
year and a half of the committee's op-
eration? This is vital data that we 
should know when the final tally is 
counted. One would think that this sta-
tistic would be very easily available 
from such a responsible committee 
charged with such a large task repre-
senting significant amounts of educa-
tion dollars. Tell us, members of the 
VIRC ... Should not this wage value be 
added to the $14,500. Praxis bill for 
total cost of bringing the three obtuse 
triangles to the safe haven of the 
CMO? 
How much employee time will be 
spent manipulating the HTML soft-
ware to change all of the home pages 
at our WWW site, that still bear the 
traditional emblem? ... This is taxpayer 
supplied education wages, directly 
related to the triangle folly. What is the 
estimated cost we'll bear against our 
education dollar to buy all new litho 
plates for the hundreds of forms, bro-
chures, maps, calendars, letterheads, 
standard printed matter that all has to 
be changed now. Figured it out yet? 
We'd be interested to see your figures! 
Has anyone priced the new paint job 
for the college truck? Won't it look 
spiffy with its new triangles? How's 
the tally looking for all the signage 
around the Royal Avenue site coming. 
Got all the contractors lined up for all 
the plexi glass signage in the parkades, 
the corridors, etc.? What about the ex-
terior signage? Priced the work to 
erect the scaffold at the southwest cor-
ner of the building for a sandblasting 
operation to eradicate our traditional 
symbol? How much for the sign paint-
er then to paint for us our triangles 
there? How much for the glass panels 
over the vending machines? How 
much for a new awning for the book-
store? Better get that ASAP! We 
wouldn't want to see the old emblem 
blazing on the awning, and have a 
fresh stock of triangle hats and tee-
shirts on sale within the store. 
Why were we fed propaganda about 
our traditional logo being "out of date 
& old fashioned", "turning away po-
tential students" ... , and now told by 
senior administration that we continu-
ally have to tum away students be-
cause there's not enough resources 
here at Douglas College to take them? 
How much for new Safewalkjack-
ets? The dedicated volunteers of this 
program wear jackets bearing the tra-
ditional logo. Cost for new jackets 
please. 
How long is the list of ongoing ex-
pense for these triangles? 
Is it possible that one of the nine 
staff of the CMO be assigned to bring 
us up to date each time we spend an 
education dollar on the triangles? The 
mandate, one would think, of a com-
munications office is to communicate 
to the community that is paying it to 
communicate or is this not so? 
Let's have the inside scoop on TRI-
ANGLEGATE, eh? 
Proud petitioners, what we must 
now learn is to salute the new pride 
brought to us by the Visual Identity 
Review Committee ... these three dis-
connected obtuse triangles. As we do 
come together under this new and so 
much more improved visual identity, 
let us remember our lessons well. We 
must always be willing and able to 
question authority peacefully, and to 
peacefully accept the outcomes ... We 
have to stand on guard, and be ready 
and willing to help those charged with 
stewarding our education tax dollars 
and tuition dollars, so that again we do 
not find ourselves wasting our educa-
tion dollars on marketing scam and 
folly. 
Again, Thank you for your signa-
tures and support for the July 8-July 
18, 1996, petition campaign. You 
show great spirit, great courage! 
jVIVA LA EDUCACION, SIEM-
PRE! ... and have a successful Fall se-
mester! 
Sincerely, 
Tom Childs, 
Douglas College Learning 
Resources 
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First in Canada, Last in Douglas? 
by Earle Gale 
S omething is rotten at the heart of Douglas College. Our administrators are treating 
First Nations students like garbage and 
simply sweeping them under the 
carpet. At least that is the opinion of a 
student who contacted the OP recently. 
How else do you explain the 
pathetically cramped First Nations 
office hidden away from prying eyes 
at room 2202? And how do you 
explain the lack of a mention of First 
Nations services in the 1996/97 
Douglas College Calendar? Worse 
still, how do you exphlin the complete 
absence of a First Nations office at all 
at the new David Lam Campus? 
Betsy Bruyere, First Nations 
services coordinator, is well aware of 
the facts and worries that First Nations 
students are getting the wrong 
message from college administrators. 
But Bruyere pulled up short of directly 
criticizing college authorities. 
"I'd really like to share," she said, 
"because that's the culturally 
appropriate thing to do. But I feel that 
I can't because I'm afraid I will 
compromise my job position and then 
I won 't be any use to the students." 
But she admits it is very difficult 
counseling students one-on-one in her 
tiny office while other students are 
waiting in the corridor outside. Still, 
it's better than it was in the early days 
of her job when she worked out of a 
mail box. Bruyere said she has heard 
students refer to the current facility as 
"another little reserve." 
But Wilma Clearsky, a second-year 
Political Science student, goes further. 
"I feel discrimination," she said. 
"There's apathy about First Nations. 
We're left out. Every other group has 
facilities and needs met." 
Clearsky said she would like to see 
a bigger facility for First Nations 
students, with a waiting area where 
she could socialize with other First 
Nations students. She said it should 
also be part of the Student Services 
area. Clearsky said she feels First 
Nations students have poorer facilities 
than other visible minorities, women 
and the disabled. 
"Life has been nothing but a big 
struggle," she said. "Now we're trying 
to get an education, we' re still 
struggling. We've become assimilated 
and now we're trying to do it the white 
man's way and we' re still struggling." 
According to the Aboriginal Post-
Secondary Education and Training 
Policy Framework, "responsibility for 
eliminating barriers to successful 
participation (of First Nations 
students) should reside not just with 
the Coordinators, but with all 
institutional personnel." 
But First Nations students at 
Douglas say the institutional personnel 
here just don't care and they continue 
to feel discriminated against. 
Despite this, Bruyere said First 
Nations students are "healing through 
education" and the numbers who 
enroll in college programs are 
booming. 
Across Canada in 1977 there were 
just 2100 First Nations students; Today 
there are 21000. 
Bruyere is delighted with the 
increase and said at Douglas the boom 
has been even more pronounced with 
88 "status" First Nations students in 
1995/96 nearly doubling to 163 this 
year. In addition, there are many non-
status and Metis at Douglas for whom 
statistics are not available, so the total 
population is actually much larger. 
Bruyere has developed a glossy 
resource guide containing advice and 
contact numbers to help deal with the 
boom but admits she might soon need 
a full-time assistant to help her deal 
with every student who needs her help. 
· Betsy Bruyere has been First Nations Services Coordinator at Douglas since January 1993. 
The office has organized First Nations awareness presentations and workshops. They have also 
hosted a Land Claims forum named Keegatoewuk (is speaking), and presented speakers from the 
Gustafson Lake Stand-Off. 
In addition, last year 762 people visited the office for drop-in counseling and a further 112 
attended pre-booked sessions. 
Upcoming events, to which everyone is welcome, will include; 
••. '•'•}:·:·w '':·······:·}~ :-::::::;-~-:-~:-
*1st Nations on the WEB: Revival and Renaissance (Sep27. i2-2pll].Bo~oom). F~~lqyv ..... . 
Bill~Ab<1riginal highway to disoover an incredible array ofeducationalh1attri!Us ='6Uiti:\Ut~d •••••· 
archival. Listen to E1ijahHaqlei's preserita1iohi6thtfSaerooasserobly>Me~fwolhenl>itllyoqp6t >·· 
Sound at their HQmePagemand more. · ..· .·.· 
* Unearthing Buried History: Rebuilding a Heritage (Oct 23, 2~4pm Boardrd!:ull). In the Last ···· 
Century anlndian Reserve ran alongside what is now Front Street in.NewWestminster.]ts .name .• 
was Qayqayt (pronounced Kay-:Kite). Rhonda Larrabee, Q~yqayt Chief, describes ber.ptQp}e!$ 
history and her land claim proposal. · · 
• What Helps First Nations Learners Finish College? ('Nov 4, l2"2pm Boardroom). More fst 
Nations Learners are enrolling in post-secondary institutions that ever, but.many do not complete 
'their studies. This seminar asks why. 
For further information on the work of the First Nations Student Services Coordinator, or for 
details of upcoming events, please contact Betsy Bruyere on 527-5565. 
- - ~~ -- ----,---
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Support staff 
stage strike vote 
by Paul Andrew 
S upport staff at all three Douglas College campuses have been advised by BC Government and 
Service Employers' Union to sign up 
for a strike vote so the union can find 
out of there is sufficient support to 
give strike notice to the management 
at the college. 
The bombshell came on Thursday 
when BCGEU members at the college 
held the vote at the campus in New 
West, the David Lam campus in 
Coquitlam, and the Thomas Haney 
Centre in Maple Ridge. 
Soren Bech, communications officer 
for the BCGEU, said negotiations have 
been proceeding with the college for 
about six months, but they have now 
reached an impasse . 
"Eventually you get to the point 
where you have to play a different 
card," Bech said. 
Tom Childs, who works for the 
Learning Resources Centre at 
Douglas, said the vote is in response to 
some "mean spirited language that 
management wants to put into the 
contract." 
"They want to have faculty installed 
as a supervisor instead of a BCGEU 
supervisor in an instructional area," 
Childs said. "That will probably 
double the cost to taxpayers, because 
support staff make about half as much 
as faculty," he added. 
The strike vote, which involves 300 
BCGEU members, will effectively 
close the college if the support staff 
agree to take action during the first 
week of the fall semester, Childs said. 
The vote is stemming from a 
meeting held last Wednesday that dealt 
with sensitive issues like the role of 
seniority in promotions and transfers, 
evaluation reports from students 
regarding the performance of support 
staff, and faculty administrators taking 
the place of support staff supervisors, 
who up until now have supervised 
their own departments. 
"That means senior staff will be 
using their seniority to move into other 
positions," Childs said. "And that 
means layoffs at the college." 
Also, unconfirmed reports from 
union members say a support staff 
worker at Douglas was fired last week 
on the basis of one student's 
evaluation of that worker's job skills. 
However, Bech said it's too early to 
confirm or deny any details that led to 
the vote, and that union officials will 
be making statements after all the 
votes are tallied. 
"If we can't resolve these issues, we 
may have to go on strike," Bech said. 
AI Atkinson, who is currently the 
acting president of Douglas, is 
representing management at the 
negotiating table and could not be 
reached for comment. 
At press time the unofficial vote tally 
was 75% in favour of a strike. There 
has been no comment from BCGEU as 
to the what possible job actions, if any, 
will be taken. 
College contemplates-~rem ier's . promise 
by Paul Andrew 
One of the promises Glen Clark made prior to his election 
campaign last spring was to freeze 
post-secondary tuition. Another 
promise he made at that time was that, 
if colleges and universities did not 
come through with 104 percent 
registration, he would cut government 
funding accordingly and shift it to 
institutions that have reached those 
government directives. 
"What they're asking us to do is put 
out 104 percent service on a 100 
percent budget," said Linda Holmes, 
president of Langara College in 
Vancouver. 
Peter Greenwood, vice-president of 
finance and administration at Douglas 
College, said he has the impression the 
provincial government will give post-
secondary institutions some leeway 
this year, because at this stage most 
colleges can't prove they have reached 
the required I 04 percent enrollment. 
"The issue is that the government 
was going to ensure any student in BC 
would get access this 
year. Currently, 
enrollment at 
Douglas is strong," 
he said. But when it 
came to pinpointing 
how Douglas will 
make up the extra 
four percent, 
Greenwood said he's 
unsure if it will be 
achieved by the first 
week of October, when late 
registration ends aod all full-time 
students (FTEs) are accounted for. At 
the end of last April, Douglas only had 
97 percent - a deficit of seven 
percentage points that must be made 
up if they are to receive full 
government funding. 
"One percent represents 50 
students," Greenwood said. "We have 
a program called Centres 2000. It's a 
unit of the college that provides 
workplace training where we will go 
right into the field and provide training 
for people on the job," he explained. 
"It's something that we would be able 
to claim this year that we couldn't 
claim last year." 
Greenwood said the work program should generate around three 
percent more enrollment if the claim is 
allowed, and added that a youth to 
work program, which is part of the 
B.C. Benefits Initiative, will probably 
supply an additional one percent. That 
will bring Douglas to 101 percent 
enrollment. 
"We hope we will pick-up that three 
percent through normal enrollment," 
Greenwood said. "Faculty and 
administration were recommended by 
(mediator) Jim Dorsey last spring to 
work together and enhance 
productivity," he explained. "But we 
weren't able to do that because our 
faculty rejected those 
recommendations." 
Douglas, which is expected to have 
a combined total of between 5000 
and 6000 FTEs between the new 
David Lam campus in Coquitlam and 
the New Westminster campus, might 
be able to split the difference and 
report that they have achieved I 04 
percent registration. even if one of 
those campuses falls short of 
government directives. 
"We're in a unique position here at 
Douglas," said Brad Barber, director 
of communications and marketing. 
"Because we are trying to fill a new 
campus on time and on budget, so 
we've been maxed out with our energy 
there," he said, referring to the 1200 
students that will fill the Coquitlam 
campus for the first time in September. 
Lisa Simpson, communications 
manager for education skills and 
training, says the funding for colleges 
is based on the number ofFTEs that 
each college estimates for a given 
year, and those payments are sent to 
the college every two weeks. 
"What we do is, if they haven't met 
the targets we agreed upon together, 
then they are penalized, or funds are 
held back for next year," she 
explained. "That's the system we have 
always used." 
Simpson went on to say the ministry 
might incorporate a system based on 
performance ranges where a college 
will either be given extra funding for 
achieving an enrollment that is above 
pre-set targets, or funding will be 
reduced if enrollment targets are not 
achieved. 
"That hasn't been formalized yet," 
she said. That's something that's being 
examined." 
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Hill from Hell Rumours from the Milhouse 
by Trent 
I like walking. 
I really like walking. It's almost 
unhealthy, this addiction I have to it. 
The smaller and more intimate the 
means of travel is, the more I like it. I 
loathe semi trucks, I don ' t mind 4X4s, 
I enjoy small cars, but if left to my 
own devices, I will bike, rollerblade or 
walk. 
I've walked days on end. Currently, 
my deepest desire is to hike the Pacific 
Crest Tl'lt!l, a sojourn of more that 
2600 miles and six months walking. I 
tell you this to predicate what I am 
about to say. 
Every day that I face the hill from 
New West SkyTrain station to 
Douglas, I do so with dread. 
It's irrational, I know, but I loathe 
those two blocks more than anything. I 
approach it with the same acceptance 
of destiny as Luke had when he set off 
for Cloud City, or Gawain when he set 
off from Camelot looking for the 
vessel with the pestle. (Or was it the 
chalice with the palace?) I don ' t want 
to go up the hill, but I have to. It's my 
destiny. 
I start up the hill and it's all that I 
can do to keep going ... past the Old 
Spaghetti factory .. . across the 
street. .. across the street again ... up past 
the comer store and Sky High 
Cafe ... and ... puff, puff ... up, to 
Douglas ... gasp. Oh come 
on ... puff. . .l'm .. panl .. not. .. gasp ... that .. out. .. of 
shape. 
You would think three years of 
walking up the same hill would have 
conditioned me to it by now, or at least 
made me stoic in the face of my fate, 
but it is not to be. You would think that 
I could face such a short distance with 
more verve and energy. But no, that is 
never the case. 
Perhaps it is the 60 pounds of books 
that I always seen to wind up carrying, 
even though I only have one class that 
day. 60 pounds is a lot to carry up 
those two blocks, but I've hiked 
greater distances and up steeper hills 
with a pack on my back before. 
You know what I think it is? All the 
things that I said should help me steel 
myself for the hill actually cause my 
deep-seated hatred. It's only two 
blocks, I say to myself. Two 
blocks. But two blocks are not 
long enough to bring out the 
long distance conditioning, 
General Manager 
Sun-Thurs 6am-12pm 
Fri-Sat 6am-2am 
nor is it long enough to take bus on the 
days that I don't feel like walking. 
(I've thought about it though. I've 
thought long and hard about hopping 
on the 120, powering up the hill and 
then just walking down half a block. 
But I cannot. My sense of honour, if 
nothing else, prevents me.) 
And three years of walking up the 
same hill does not make me resolute; it 
makes me bored. That's it right there. 
Three years of walking the same two 
blocks over and over. Three years of 
the exact same scenery. Three years 
caught in a rut, not going anyplace 
different. Not seeing anything new or 
exciting. That's what drives me on 
when I walk to the top of Lynn 
Mountain or to Widgeon Falls. That's 
what keeps me going around the base 
ofMt. Robson and calls me deeper 
into Golden Ears. The newness, the 
freshness, the sense of discovery. 
· There is precious little to discover 
between the SkyTrain station and 
Douglas, and what there was I 
discovered long, long ago. (Oh, look! 
A new advert for Extra Sugarfree 
Gum! Garsh! I would have walked 
three blocks to see that!) 
I am, at heart, an adventurer. I want 
to see the new, the different, the 
exciting. Give me mountaintop vistas 
and rugged dirt paths, not pavement 
and urban decay. Give me silent 
forests and babbling creeks, not 
crowded streets and cars belching 
poison. Give 
mea 
mountaintop 
experience 
where I can 
commune 
with God 
and nature, 
don't give 
me yet 
another day 
of classes. 
Where is the 
that? 
by Lindquist P. Milhouse, esq. 
Greetings, fellow nerds, and welcome 
(back?) to Douglas College. I'm your 
local gossip columnist and all around 
snazzy dresser, Lindquist P. Milhouse. 
I'm riot really an esq., but I think it has 
such a pleasant ring to it. My father is 
George Lindquist Milhouse, so I 
suppose I could get away with calling 
myself Lindquist Milhouse the second, 
but esquire is much nicer. 
Now that you all have my name 
firmly entrenched in your brains, I 
would like to divulge unto you the 
secrets of this fine institution, such as 
they are. 
For those of you who have been 
away over the summer, you 've missed 
one heck of an interesting semester. 
The biggest item of note, of course, is 
the abduction of Susan Hunter-Harvey. 
Oh, I know what the college board 
says, that she resigned, but why did 
she disappear so completely and so 
quickly? One day she 's president, and 
the next day, boom! Not a sign of her 
anywhere. My sources say the CIA 
was involved, and possibly a secret 
sect from Bavaria (the same one that 
was behind Bruce Lee's mysterious 
disappearance and all the reported 
Elvis sightings.), but I'm still not 
convinced that it wasn't aliens. 
Speaking of aliens, wasn't 
Independence Day a disappointment? 
You would think they'd take seriously 
the incident at Roswell, but they 
turned it into a joke! The whole thing 
was a sham, put out by the military 
entertainment complex to mislead and 
misguide people. Everyone knows 
that the aliens are not big cat-eyed 
creatures with bio-mechanical 
exoskeletons! Sheesh. How are they 
supposed to infiltrate humanity if 
they look like that? No, the real 
aliens look exactly like us. Haven't 
these people ever heard of men in 
black? 
Anyway, that's just my two cents. 
Hunter-Harvey wasn't the only 
resignation around here over the 
summer, either. Athletic Rep Chantelle 
Desharnais resigned from the student 
society over rumoured personality 
conflicts and moved on to bigger and 
better things. She is now representing 
students on the Douglas College 
Board. 
On the good news front, the Student 
Society finally started construction on 
the new student building. And it's 
about friggin' time. Many people are 
convinced that this strange event (i.e. 
something actually getting 
accomplished) is due to SS president 
Katrina Lennax's extreme force of 
personality. However, after 7 years of 
collecting money for the building, I for 
one don't care why it's getting built, I 
just thank the stars that it is. 
Not everything was roses for the 
student society. They suffered one of 
the most audacious bits of burglary 
this school has seen in a while when 
the student society offices were broken 
into in the middle of the day. Don't 
believe this was a daring crime? Go 
take a look at the student society office 
some day. Look through the glass 
walls. Look at all the students walking 
about you. Look at the security office, 
scant feet away from the student 
society. You gotta admit that that thief 
had some gall. 
The most amusing event by far has 
been the furor surrounding the new 
Douglas College logo. Some people 
have argued against the change 
because the aesthetic value of the new 
logo is institutional, not representing 
the human element of Douglas. Most 
people have just taken issue with the 
$14 500 price tag that hangs from one 
pointy comer of the triangle. There's a 
really nice bit of propaganda that 
explains the symbolism behind the 
logo, but it seems to me that ifyou've 
got to go through all the trouble to 
explain the symbolism, something is 
not working. Tom Childs from Audio 
Visual and Katrina, the 
aforementioned student society 
president, are two of the most 
outspoken opponents of the newly 
finalized logo. Staff returning from 
their nice summer holidays have been 
shocked and dismayed to discover the 
new logo. It's official now, but expect 
to hear people complaining about the 
triangle motif for years to come. 
Other Press Editorial Resource 
Person Trent Ernst spent a blessed 
month away from the office as he 
gallivanted across the country, but he 
has now returned to continue his reign 
of terror at the OP. Fortunately, he 
doesn't actually read the paper, so I 
feel quite safe writing this. Trent, a 
power-mad tyrant, was hired last year, 
much to the chagrin of the OPS 
collective. A failed assassination 
attempt early in the summer left two 
OPer's mortally wounded, and the 
spirit of the collective broken. If you 
want to help us fight this petty dictator, 
contact me, Lindquist P. Milhouse, at 
the paper. Thanks. Solidarity, brothers! 
Things are starting to heat up in the 
student society as the Canadian 
Federation of Students (CFS) once 
again rears its ugly head. Five years 
ago, Douglas dropped out of CFS, but 
CFS refuses to acknowledge that fact, 
saying that the procedure Douglas 
followed was illegal. Over the 
summer, while student society 
president and CFS detractor Katrina 
Lennax was away, the society voted to 
send four delegates to the CFS 
meeting August 21. $240 000 per year 
in society fees and the fate of the 
Douglas College Student Body are at 
stake here, so blood pressure levels are 
running high. More on this next issue. 
Letters... cont. from page 2 
f.' Dear Editor, 
Perhaps Mr. Andrew should have 
done a bit more research? In the "real 
world", a logo can take much longer to 
develop than three months. After the 
initial designs have been presented, the 
client then makes his/her choice(s) and 
the designer returns to the "drawing 
board" (no pun intended). Once 
changes are made, the artwork is then 
presented again (and keep in mind, 
Welcome! 
Congratulations on your new 
Campus. Looking forward to 
meeting you Morning, Noon and 
Night. 
Pick up your Starvin I Student Card ~oday! 
Available at the Student Society Office or the 
Bread Garden. 
Valid only at the Coquitlam Bread Garden 
we're dealing with a committee here, new logo will be used, I'm quite happy 
not an individual owner/president) for with the change. 
further approval/changes. This process Change is always difficult-
continues until all parties are satisfied. especially for those who are inflexibly 
The cost for logo design varies stuck in a rut. As a person who owns a 
depending on its final use. A small small advertising consulting firm, I 
two-person company may pay only just want to say that when a 
$2000, whereas CocaCola would pay corporation, whether profit or non-, is 
much more than only $14,500. Very making a major change to their visual 
often, when a company announces identity, research IS important. Image 
they're having a logo design contest, may not be the primary selling point 
unless the amount offered is realistic, for an eighteen year old fresh out of 
the logos entered are usually not very high school (although judging from 
good or unacceptable. In this case, a the barrage of ads we see geared to 
contest may have been viable, but that age group, I wonder), but it is an 
even to attract a smaller agency or an effective tool in reaching those who 
individual designer, the amount would are already in the workforce. 
still have people shaking their heads. Stop complaining like a bunch of 
Marketing, image, and design are old hens. There was a committee, they 
important when promoting a product made some decisions, those decisions 
or service of any kind. In order to were approved by the College Board 
avoid future change, a simple, timeless . and now it's over- move on. 
design is best (check out IBM). Sincerely, 
Having worked in the Christine Unterthiner 
Communications and Marketing 
Office, I know how difficult it was to 
use the old logo along with other 
design elements. After seeing how the 
PS. By the way, Mr. Andrew, what 
does the age of either Mr. Barber or 
Mr. Childs have to do with anything? 
President's Message -
Douglas College 
Student Society 
I would like to take this opportunity to welcome all new and returning students to Douglas College. The student society 
takes an active part in representing all students in various ways. We continually strive to ensure all students are given fair 
access and representation in our college community. The student society's main goal is to provide a strong voice on behalf 
of students, both within the college and externally through the Ministries responsible for our education dollars·. We also 
provide the students with services needed while they study at Douglas college. Each program in the college has a 
representative position available that are obtained through an election process . The elections are held both in the fall and 
winter semesters and each position is held for a one year period. If you are interested in helping out, or in working within 
the Douglas College Student Society please run in the fall elections. GET INVOLVED !! ! ! !. If you've noticed the 
construction going on north east of the Library, that is the new student building . A model of the student building is 
available to view outside the student society office. The building is expected to be completed in March or April of 1997. 
Please feel free to drop in room 2780 or call us at 527-5110 if you have any questions or concerns or suggestions. 
Remember it's your money we spend. Once again, welcome and best wishes for an enjoyable year. 
Sincerely , 
~<L~ 
Katrina Lennax 
President Douglas College Student Society 
DCSS EVENTS 
Barbeque at David Lam Campus 
September 5th 
3:30ish 
Barbeque at Maple Ridge Campus 
September 13th 
3:30ish 
' • 
No more trying to decode messages 
scribbled on the back of Cheese Puff 
bags. Because Call Answer from BC TEL 
takes clear, concise messages when 
you're away from home. Or on the line. 
And when you sign up for new telephone 
service, you get two months free . Which 
60 DAYS FREE 
(WITH NEW PHONE SERVICE)' 
CALL BCTEL OR VISIT YOUR 
NEW WESTMINSTER PHONEMART"" 
INTRODUCTION 
to the 
WRITING 
PROFESSION 
(PFRU 100) 
Ever thought of becoming a professional 
writer? Why not put your natural writing 
and communications skills to work for 
you! 
PRFU 100-050 (Thursdays 7-10pm) is 
an introduction to the writing profession 
open to all Douglas College students. 
You'll learn what it takes to be a 
professional writer--how writers write, 
what happens in the workplace, and how 
publications are produced in a client-
based setting. 
PFRU 100 is transferable to UBC, UVIC, 
OLA, and Malaspina University College. 
For more information about this program 
call Hal Gray at 527-5292. 
Douglas College 
will alleviate the frustration of roommates 
taking your messages. Call Answer does 
not, however, alleviate the frustration 
of trying to get BC Tr:L 
roommates to 1 r;;. 
scrub their own ~ ~ 
tile mildew. ~~ 
*Offer applies to new telephone service subscribers only . Some restrictions apply . 
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Out on Screen • • 
Vancouver s 8th Annual 
Queer Film & Video Festival 
August 8-17, 1996 
Reviews by Andrew Carroll and Gweny Wong 
Intro by Gweny 
.,.. - "This year's Out On Screen Festival includes thirteen programs from which 
to pick and choose, plus the Explicit series - a multi-disciplinary event 
focusing on censorship. For the first time we offer a youth program. Young, 
Fun and Fabulous describes this collection of videos made both by and for 
young people. Examining queer alternatives to the heterosexual model of 
parenting the Dyke Mom Program, also new this year." Out On Screen Program 
Intro 
·~· 
OOOOOOOOOOwhee! What fun we, 
Andrew and I, had at this film fest, and jeepers 
were we tired out at the end of the whole thing. 
I was excited to see that Out On Screen was 
happening, and wouldn't have made it to as 
many as I would have if it wasn't for the OP's 
good relationship with Video In Studios. The 
Festival has been beset by challenges like lack 
of funding, which was helped along by the 
munificent support of organizations, the public, 
and businesses, including looking for 
community and individual monetary support at 
viewing time. Another piece of contention was 
that Canada Customs had seized, and censored 
several films that were to be seen at a couple of 
the showings. Except, that dido 't stop them 
from presenting the films anyway because they 
still had the preview copies (HAH!). 
This year the 
films and vids 
were majorly 
overshadowed by 
Canadian features 
while the rest was 
made up of 
Foreign and 
United States 
ones. A few of the 
film makers were 
also locals like 
Ming-Yuen S. Ma, Thirza Jean Cuthand, Diane 
Barbarash, Maureen Bradley, and Ileanna 
Pietrobruno. Overall, the programs were good, 
varied and interesting. The attendance in 
general was also very good for most films, and 
many had people lining up earlier than the half 
hour indicated for pass holders. There was a 
good mix of censorship films, porn, political 
and religious programs. "These works, often 
produced on a shoestring budget, project a 
daring individuality not equaled l)y more 
mainstream projects. They provide a rare view 
of (queers) not assaulted by corporations and 
test audiences." (Out On Screen program intro) 
All the films were held at Video In Studios, 
Pacific Cinematheque, and Emily Carr Institute 
of Art and Design, Theatre. 
Sweet 'n 'Nasty: Womyn 's Sex 
Program 
LESBIAN EROTICA! This is 
what this program is all about, 
and from the name it has 
promises of absolutely delicious, 
lip smacking, juicy offerings for 
our collective enjoyment. Or so it 
says in the assurances of the 
program guide. The womyn's 
programs are always well 
attended because, well, hey 
what's more interesting than seeing representation of queer desire on screen. I was excited and 
enthused about getting the chance to view the films, and sat ready to be totally bombarded, 
mesmerized, and, in a figurative sense, drool. 
SILENCE, I, like so many other womyn, was very disappointed in Sweet 'n' Nasty. Most of 
the audience, most of the time did not give much in the way of applause which echoed what I felt 
about it myself. This is not to say that some of the films weren't good, for some were. A few of the 
films that I enjoyed, even out of context were,'/ Shot My W.O.D.,' ''/Wisted Sheets,' 'Dykes On 
Bikes,' and 'Grade AA Butt." Except, there seemed to be no continuous, and obvious flow from one 
film to the next. It was very choppy, and there was no build up. As I heard one person comment 
there wasn't any anticipation built into it to make it seem more palatable to our senses. At the end 
ofthe evening I felt I had practically wasted my time with about half the films that I saw, and many 
other womyn there agreed as well. I hope that in future screenings there will be more 
interconnectedness between films to make it seem more exciting. 
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·Show Me Your Documents: Queer Asian Histories 
Now here was one program that I didn't want to miss because I'm interested in anything to do 
with Asians. Of course, anything that is queer and of colour needs to be addressed as visibly as 
possible. This program consisted of three films called, 'The Lims Live In Ottawa,' 'Dirty 
Laundry,'and 'Shinjuku Boys.' 
The first film is a well done personal history of the Lim family recording how the head tax 
affected them, and interspersed with Canada's past and present policies on immigration. The 
second film examines Queer Asian Identity in the context of both the 1990's and the 19th century 
Chinese Canadian bachelor societies. 
I really enjoyed this third film, and will give you as much detail as space allows. The vid is about 
three Japanese men who are biologically female, and live their lives as men. The Japanese term of 
reference for these men is, Onnabe, and the Western equivalent, drag king or the 1950's term, stone 
cold butch. S.C.B. were refered in that way because they disliked being touched expecially sexually. 
The three men work in Tokyo at a place called The New Marilyn Club, a nightclub for womyn who 
love men who are womyn. Their duties are to be hosts, to welcome customers, ensure they have a 
good time, and if desired have relationships with them. This is an exceptional look at gender & 
sexuality in Japan, and what it means in terms of sex, transvestism, and lesbianism. I totally 
recommend all you straight, and queer folk alike to check this out if you get a chance. 
Major Motion Picture -100 
Videos: The Movie 
The title is deceiving. 
Although Steven Reinke 
actually produced one hundred 
videos, less than half of these 
were shown. Steve Reinke 
through these videos explores 
such issues as his sexuality, homophobia, pop culture, reality versus fiction and much more. The 
whole presentation was not one you could get away not thinking and indeed the first video was 
quite philosophical and hard to swallow. The videos, which were not played in order but rather 
ordered to make the video's make some overall comprehension. 
One of the themes that ran through many of the videos was this theme of reality versus fiction 
and the play between them. Video being a media which blurs this line. "Imaginings" turning into 
reality. However, not all the videos were serious. There were several that were just plain funny, or 
weird. Request is one of these. In it, Reinke visits some of his friends and asks them to take off all 
their clothes. To the audience's surprise the men do take off all of their clothes. A technique Reinke 
uses quite often is running captions at the bottom of the screen or himself speaking to add a 
commentary to the work. 
This can make the work more humorous. An example of humour using this technique is Reinke's 
'Stentor', a portrayal of angry masturbation while the commentary pokes fun at the character. Much 
of Reinke's work needs to be thought over for a few minutes to really comprehend it. However, 
some of it is just simple fun and needs not to be taken too seriously. 
Young, Fun and Fabulous, Friday Night 
This program, sponsored by GAB and Youthquest two youth lesbigay organisations, was 
one of the better programs of the film festival. Smart, witty and fabulous would be my 
comments. Thirza Cuthand, young Saskatchewan filmmaker had two of her videos 
featured. The first called 'Lessons in Baby Dyke Theory' is a hilarious look at a lesbian teen 
who just wished for more out lesbians walking the hallway of her school. So she thinks of a 
strategy to get more lesbians to come out. To. offer a trip to Vancouver to lesbians who 
wanted to come out was her first solution. The whole video, shot with a home video 
camera shows Cuthand's creativity and skill as a filmmaker. 
The second video ofCuthand's was 'Colonization: The Second Coming' about a Northern 
dyke and her vibrator which some aliens thought was a beacon. This video too was shot on 
a home video camera, but Cuthand's creativity shines through with little budget she pulls it 
off with fall-on-the-ground humour and wonderful wit. Another film which stood out was 
'Live To Tell', a documentary on the first lesbian and gay prom in the United States. It was 
an amazing and sweet investigation into gay and lesbian students who were able to have a 
prom in which they didn't have to act straight. Many in the audience were envious 
including myself. 
What happens when you don't quite fit into the freedom flag? This is the situation of 'A 
New Flag'. For those 'girls' who just don't fit in' this wacky film is for you. The first 
character is a "goth transvestite" and the second is a cross between a jock and a blond 
cheerleader. If youth is our future, then we will definitely have a creative and bright future 
indeed! 
YO, LA PEOR DE TODAS (1, The Worst of All) 
The Out On Screen program guide tells us that this foreign film is the work of Maria Luisa 
Bemberg, who is one of Argentina's most important, and intelligent womyn director's. 
Bemberg made her first film at the age of 59, and has continued to champion the rights of 
womyn in all of her works. Made in 1990, it is spoken in Spanish with English subtitles, and 
is I 09 minutes long. This film is based on the book, The Traps of Faith, by Nobel Prize 
winner Octavio Paz. The exquisite film tells the story of 17th century Mexican poet Sister 
Juana Ines de Ia Cruz, one of the greatest po.ets of the Spanish language. 
I knew I wanted to see 
this movie, and I nearly 
decided not to. Fortunately 
for me I did because this 
movie redeemed the entire 
film fest in my eyes. 
Meaning, this movie was so 
good that if the entire rest of 
the fest was a bomb I would 
still hail the festival as a 
success. It was said before 
the beginning of the movie 
that it wasn't really clear 
whether or not Sister Juana 
was documented as lesbian, 
but watching this film it 
doesn't matter if she was or 
wasn't. The attention she 
received from the new 
viceroy's educated wife, 
Maria, was marked, though 
subtle throughout the entire 
film. 
There was a point in the 
film where Maria looked at Sister Juana, and asked her if she would unlaced her bodice a 
little. Sister Juana initially hesitated, and then proceeded to loosen Maria's bodice a bit. It 
was then that the Sister noticed Maria's pregnancy, and made a comment about it. What was 
so significant about that moment was that the audience noisily realized the lesbian erotic 
overtones of that entire particular scene. It sure made me want to forget breathing, enthralled 
was I by the entire scene. The movie was helped along by the characters being well casted in 
their roles, especially Sister Juana ann Maria. Two womyn of such elegance and grace who, 
because of the film's characters, put the word "beautiful" to shame. Ooooh! What a great film, 
and now that I have seen it I am going to try to buy a personal copy of it for my own small, 
and meagre collections ofvids. Well, I guess you can say that I totally loved this film, and 
will heartily recommend it to you all, straight and queer folk alike, to catch it if you ever get 
the chance. To end this, as the program guide says, "it is a powerful indictment of religious 
and political tyranny, Yo, La Peor De Todas, is widely considered to be Maria Luisa 
Bemberg's most brilliant film." 
Variations on Desire: 
Men's Sex 
Gay men are often the most 
sexually liberated of all people and 
this program was certainly a 
testament to this. The Video In studio 
was packed for this presentation, 
which is no surprise. Unfortunately, 
the presentation that preceded this 
event at the studio: Restricted Entry 
about censorship was poorly 
attended. Enough about that lets get 
back to the topic at hand: SEX! In 
total ten short films were shown in a 
theatre so hot they had to tum on the 
overhead fans. 
To start off with, appropriately 
enough was 'Canada Uncut', about a 
gay couple poking fun at Canada 
Customs (those book burning fools at 
the border). 'Man Pissing, Man 
Jerking Off, set to music this was a 
revealing look into men's most 
favourite bodily functions. 'Why 
Arizona', the next video supposedly 
an erotic western left most in the 
audience wondering why. This film 
had some clever puns in it though, who knows if the audience picked up on these puns. 
Another video which stood out was "The Sad Story of a Gay Skater", about a gay 
skateboarder, the sound effects for this one are great. Thumbs up on the sucking sounds. 
My favourite video of the evening was 'Jonathan and David'. Well directed, produced 
and written. It definitely proves that the bible really can be interpreted in many ways. In 
this case a metaphor for erotic love between two men who practise safe sex. Scenes of two 
men making love are interspliced with screens of scripture and accompanied by middle 
eastern chant. 
Closing Remarks 
Well, my darlings, the film festival was simply fabulousss! Gweny and I had a great time 
watching and discussing the films while at the same time socializing with the fabulous 
people that made up the audience and volunteers of the Out on Screen Film Festival. 
Following the Saturday night programs was a closing party. Go Go Boys and Grrlz did 
their thing while the music was thumpn' to disco, funk, bhangra and soul. 
Explicit: The Party was great. The Video In Studio was transformed into a 
dance club. The dance floor was crowded, as well as· the lounge and 
balcony. 
The need for a queer film and video festival is quite clear. 
To express one's self, including one's sexuality is 
necessary to keep the gay and lesbian community 
strong and growing. As Allison MacFarlane writes 
"Have you ever Experienced censorship? How 
different is it from queer bashing? Is it a kind 
of violence, a violation? Is it political? 
Making images of queer sex, in all its 
forms, is certainly political. Simply 
being out, proud, and unapologetic as 
a dyke, fag, bi or transsexual is 
being political and challenges the 
status quo in this society." 
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Inside my glass walls 
I used to feel I was all alone OPie's But as I peer into endless vacant eyes 
Door after door opens into other's souls 
Giving of pain 
Of lives patched up 
and glue 
20th Anni Issue 
Celebrates 
Plastic smiles on masked lives 
Placing hope in each new day 
But in the end its always the same 
And I spiral in to despair as I see 
My life played out in another's 
Eyes. 
by Manjit Brar 
WHY NOT? 
And though I can't see the shape of things to come 
I'm learning to see the shape of things that are 
More important than why? is why not? 
Why? leaves you grasping at forces beyond your reach 
Why not? helps you to accept that anything is possible 
Good just as easily as bad 
And accepting this allows you to swim with the current 
Rather than against it 
by Kevin Sallows 
Happiness, Pain, Escape. 
There is magic inherent in 
Everything. 
We need to clear away 
Our cobwebs 
'lb see. 
There is so much 
Hard work 
It may never 
Happen this 
Way again. 
by Gweny Wong 
TICKET T 0 :OCST ASY 
I just got you the oth~r day 
Creativity 
The Rock Dove 
A oozy cooing echoing 
from the roof 
of the cement skytrain station 
where rock doves 
brood in homey nests. 
Many ooblinking 
as a bus pulls up and 
a fresh load of workers. 
Crossing the street 
a girl stops, midway 
A rock dove is doing dizzy circles 
pivoting aroWld on one iron weiiahi'Bln.Wiii 
oblivious to the crush of traffic, 
caught up in ameny-g<rround trip 
oflife or death. 
A grey, paint speckled worker also stops, 
noticing the girldismay 
and he too watches 
the dazed dance of the rock dove. 
Hooking 
from behind, 
a delivery van pulls up 
pushing to get past, 
but the trio remains 
solid in indecision. 
Calmly, quietly, 
the man bends over with both 
and picks up the frightened 
as one would gently, a golden 
and deposits it tenderly 
on the sidewalk 
among swirling dust and litter. 
TIDle pressures remembered, 
girl and man 
both head off their separate ways 
and I know I' 11 have you for a few more. and the rock dove, 
You're mine now touchedinlove 
I own you nowcarefully,gingerly, 
unless you're no good tries his new wings. 
in which case I'd throw you out with the rest of the trash of your kind. 
You are beautiful, though, lly!Viki 
in an almost illegal, sinful way 
Your colour - subtle pink - is the fairest colour on 
someone like you I've seen in a long time. 
Saying your numbers sends a shiver through my spine! 
38-24-33 
You've got other numbers, 
but those are in more discreet places. 
My mouth salivates 
at the thought of what you can give to me, 
and what you can do to me. 
I think I'll keep you close. 
I'll fold you up and place you in wallet until the draw 
Saturday night. 
Wish me luck, my dear lottery ticket! 
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T wenty years. I can't believe it. Okay, so in the grand 
scheme of things, twenty years is 
no more than a blip in the 
neverending continuum. A 
moment in eternity, the wink of an 
eye. 
But for a student publication, 
and one with no visable form of 
hierarchy or leadership (like a 
collective provides leadership), 
twenty years 1s pretty good. 
Oh sure, there are student 
papers that have been around for 
longer (the Ubyssey, or the McGill 
Daily come to mind), but most of 
them crre located at universities. 
Considering that Douglas' own 
history doesn't stretch back much 
farther than twenty years, the 
Other Press is doing pretty good. 
by Terry Glavin 
• 
Political activist and writer, he spent a number of years covering Native 
affairs for the Vancouver Sun. He now writes and edits books about BC, its 
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history and enivironment. 
I fthis thing had a beginning, you could put it around four o'clock in the morning, 20 years ago, in a 
portable trailer at what was then the 
Surrey campus of Douglas College. 
We were bleary-eyed and delirious. As 
I recall it, there was Gord Isfeld, Gina 
Fiorillo, Maureen Cassie, Steve Sapers 
and several other names that have 
disappeared along with the brain cells 
that died that weekend. You could also 
put the beginning of this thing at about 
three years before that, on the railway 
tracks behind Burnaby South High 
School, in the weeks before our 
graduation. That's how I remember it 
anyway: That same small group of 
people, and how we wondered what 
we'd do with our lives. We could get 
work on a sawmill green chain. We 
journalism was displayed in the pages 
of the "college newspaper," The 
Pinion, which appeared maybe once or 
twice a semester. What I remember 
about the Pinion was that Charlie was 
the editor, and Charlie knew his stuff 
when it came to the rubrics of basic 
newspaper journalism, and Charlie 
would spend the rest of the time 
regaling us with his war stories. He 
once dated the woman who became 
the wife of the Social Credit premier 
of the time, Bill Bennett. He had been 
a campaign manager for the "free 
enterprise" Surrey mayor, Ed 
McKitka, who ended up in the 
crowbar hotel on some fraud-type 
charges. The Pinion's managing editor 
was a woman named Alice Moore, 
who was an aldermanic candidate on 
could save up enough money and go to some "free enterprise" civic slate in 
university to bide our time until we the Surrey municipal elections. His 
decided what it was we 
by Dave Watson tn 
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Dave Watson was a writer and photographer at the OP from 1983 to 1986. 
D. 
Thereafter he briefly became a semi-nationally famous music critic (at one point 
he held the title of "Fifth highest paid Rock Critic in Vancouver"), currently 
reduced to making a living (a fairly good one mind you) as an Information 
Engineer on the Internet, plus he contributes a weekly technology column to the 
Georgia Straight. 
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I remember when I was about 10 years old in Saskatoon, reading a movie review and thinking that 
being a movie reviewer would be a 
great job. 
A decade later (1983) I was a 
Community College student, with a 
mediocre year ofKwantlen College 
under my belt. I went to a Community 
College for the same reasons everyone 
from the suburbs did after high school 
in the early '80s: 
1. Grades not good enough for 
University 
2. Which is just as well because you 
have no idea what you're going to do 
anyway, and 
3. Your parents will probably kick 
you out of the house if you aren't in 
school. 
So, the new Douglas College 
Campus had recently opened and I 
decided to go part time there and part-
time back in K wantlen, which was 
Pinion. So the name fell to the Other 
Press (we also ended up producing a 
poetry review for a couple of years 
called Otherthan Review). 
When Charlie came in the next 
morning, we were still there. We had a 
newspaper, ready to print. We said, 
thanks, Charlie. He had a look at the 
pages and seemed not particularly 
displeased, just a bit surprised by it all . 
Everything happened pretty fast after 
that. We gathered up our stuff, 
stumbled out into the morning sun, 
counted up what few dollars we had in 
our wallets, piled into Gord's dad's old 
Cadillac and hit the freeway for 
Hacker Press in Abbotsford. A few 
hours later, The Other Press, Volume 
One, Number One, was born. 
I hung around for a couple of years 
and wasted a lot of GPA and blew a 
number of courses dedicating most of 
my waking hours to the thing. We 
moved to the New Westminster 
campus, which was then on 
8th and McBride (and like 
the Surrey campus, is also 
then located off I 40th in Surrey in a 
bunch of old portable classrooms and 
temporary buildings. The new Douglas 
was way nicer, especially set into to 
the run-down state of New West before 
the Skytrain. Ah, and you could smoke 
in the concourse and hallways. And 
the Other Press office. (Back then 
Community Colleges were mainly 
known as "high schools with 
ashtrays." Now, of course, they're 
not.) 
So, it's registration, September 83. 
Go through the routine. Lineup, sign 
up, line up. Pay. And right as I exited 
there was a table of non-stressed folks 
handing out tickets for coffee and 
donuts in the cafeteria (where you 
could smoke, by the way). They said 
they were from the student newspaper. 
I said: 
"You know, when I was a kid, I 
always thought that being a movie 
reviewer would be a great job." 
..... 
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wanted to do when we grew 
up. Whatever. All we knew is 
that some of us knew how to 
write, and some of us knew 
how to use a camera, and 
when it came right down to it 
that's what we wanted to do. 
We just didn't know if we 
could pull it off and make 
enough money to survive. We 
... so he left us alone in the 
newspaper lab, and after he 
left, we went to work and 
started building our own 
newspaper. 
no more). By then we'd 
picked up people like 
Robbie Hancock, Keith 
Baldrey, Rory Munro and 
Neil Dowie. There were 
others, of course. They will 
forgive me for not citing 
them here, and Rory might 
forgive me for pointing out, 
with the benefit of the 
Statute of Limitations, that it 
re 
"' 
"' 
"' ~ z~~~~~~~~~~ 
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ended up together again at 
Douglas College a couple of 
years later, in the middle of the night, 
cobbling together Volume 1, Number 
1, of this thing called The Other Press. 
We had ended up at Douglas 
College mainly because we could 
afford it. It was closer to home than 
those big intimidating places like UBC 
and SFU. There were some decent 
instructors at Douglas College. There 
were writing courses, poetry courses, 
and what was described as a 
journalism course. It had been part of 
our credo, and probably part of the 
ethos of the age, that if you wanted a 
newspaper, it was best to build it 
yourself. We weren't all that interested 
in fitting into the cogs of the big media 
conglomerates (which is the way we 
used to talk back then). Some of us 
had already been hacking away for the 
Georgia Straight, Pacific News Service 
(out of San Francisco), and a variety of 
so-called underground newspapers by 
the time we found our way to Douglas 
College and enrolled in Charlie 
Giordano's journalism program. 
We liked Charlie. I should probably 
say that right off the top. But the thing 
was that what he considered good 
journalism was not exactly to our 
tastes, and what he considered good 
city editor (whose name escapes me 
right now) was the wife of a right-
wing Tory MP by the name of John 
Reynolds. There was a story in the 
Pinion of a visit by Reynolds to the 
journalism class. There was a full-page 
ad in the same issue for Alice Moore 
and her cohorts on that civic slate. 
Charlie later went on to serve as Bill 
Vander Zalm 's campaign manager, or 
campaign tour coordinator, or 
something, the year Vander Zalm ran 
(successfully) for premier. 
You get the picture. 
One night, we told Charlie we 
wanted to put the Pinion's production 
equipment through the paces a: its 
light tables, its Compugraphics 7600 
headline writer, its text-composing 
machines, all those strange pieces of 
equipment that, even at this minor 
remove of 20 years, seem as 
antiquated as steam engines. Charlie 
seemed impressed by such enthusiasm 
among his students, so he left us alone 
in the newspaper lab, and after he left, 
we went to work and started building 
our own newspaper. We hadn't quite 
decided what to call the thing. All we 
knew for certain was that we wanted 
to produce something other than The 
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was he who took a chainsaw to an 
adjoining office wall that weekend 
between security patrols, doubling our 
office space. Tequila was involved in 
this. I don't know what was going 
through the mind of the principal, 
George Wootten, when he came by to 
talk to us about the incident and could 
barely make out the people in our new 
office for the thick blue haze of 
marijuana smoke. 
Some of us decided to take our 
newspapering obsessions more 
seriously. Gordie and I worked a while 
for the Columbian, that long-dead and 
much-missed New Westminster daily 
that began in the 1860s and folded in 
1983. Gordie went on to the big dailies 
of Hong Kong and Tokyo. Gina 
Fiorillo is now a bigshot Vancouver 
labour lawyer. Keith Baldrey is now 
the Victoria bureau chief for BCTV. 
The last time I saw Rory he was 
driving a Porsche. I went on to the 
Vancouver Sun and elsewhere. Now, 
mostly, I write books, and edit books. 
And whenever a book comes back 
from the printers, it's a lot like that 
first morning in Abbotsford, holding in 
my hands, for the first time, The Other 
Press, Volume 1, Number 1. 
The Other One 
by Ian Hunter 
Jan Hunter joined the OP in the spring of '79, discovered he 
was the only one returning in the fall, and stayed, first as 
editor and then as ad manager, until 1982. After a long time as 
writer, editor, broadcaster and researcher, Hunter turned to 
hemp, helping Hemp BC start, and is currently proprietor of 
Sacred Herb-The Hemp Store in Victoria. 
When I ended up taking over the Other Press, it was at the end of its frrst glorious wave. By 1979 the OP 
had become one of the very few autonomous student 
newspapers in Canada, had had time to scrape together some 
professional looking, yet irreverent and punchy issues, but had 
suffered the inconsistent cyclical exoduses endemic to college 
student institutions. 
Knowing almost nothing about writing or editing, I was 
thrown alone into the OP vortex. But I managed to pull 
together a team with whom I had one of the frrst real 
adventures of my life. The experience taught me an incredible 
lesson of ego, self reliance, interdependence and perseverance 
as well as layout, writing and the media game. The experience 
left me less innocent and it largely shaped my views about 
writing and politics. 
I'd like to think that, almost 20 years later, the Other Press 
remains the "Other;" the slightly outcast, outlaw yet non-bitter 
strange almost-gone-to-far-this-time organ of the mad 
intellectual gutter scribes putting meaning to the strip mall 
culture and the seeking suburban students and their lost union 
gurus. 
Welcome to the Dungeon 
Or How I joined the OP, lost my virginity, became 
really popular and found myself in 10 column inches. 
by Trent Ernst 
Trent is the currently reigning OP Editorial Resource Person, which he 
defines as "a cross between managing editor and indentured slave." He's been 
around the OP since 1993, when he stumbled through the office doors while 
looking for His Canadian Lit Prof He remains bound and chained in the 
darkroom, where he can do no more harm to society. 
I f you know me now, you did not first year at the OP was much as my know me when I first joined the life anywhere and everywhere else. I OP. I was not the confident, self- blended into the woodwork, with one 
assured, handsome chick-magnet that I important exception; I could write. 
am now. No, I was a shy, quiet, Ah, yes. Seeing my name in print 
awkward lad. I fit in with society kept me coming back. The joy of 
about as well as Long Dong Siiver fits seeing my creation on the page drew 
into a codpiece, i.e. not very. me like a moth to a candle. I used to 
Fortunately, at the 6ther Press I found sneak around the library when the new 
a band of awkward misfits with whom issue came out to watch students read 
I could commune and break bread my article. That more than anything 
with. kept me at the OP. 
Well, not really. That came later. My As time passed by I realized that the 
Other Press was floundering. Oh, there 
was one or two people trying vainly to 
keep everything on an even keel, but 
in a collective situation, one or two 
people is not enough. Against my will 
I found myself becoming the third vain 
person, struggling with deadlines, 
obstinate writers and classes that 
happened at the most awkward times. 
But slowly, things started to come 
together. More and more people 
started pitching their umbrellas under 
the OP tent, and the Other Press 
entered a period of renewal and 
revival. 
As I began to get involved, I began 
to change. I found that prolonged 
exposure to writing meant that I could 
he Other pres 
whip off a B+ paper in a few hours. 
Which is a good thing, because more 
and more of my time was spent at the 
OP. More importantly, I began to 
change socially. Late in 1994 I became 
Arts and Entertainment Coordinator, 
and found myself in a position where I 
had to talk to industry reps and OP 
writers. And I discovered a new and 
surprising fact: people liked me. Or at 
the very least, didn't despise me to the 
extent that I had always believed. 
This was an important revelation to 
me, and it did wonders for my self 
identity. And because my voice was 
equally important as anyone else's in 
the collective, I began to feel equal to 
my fellow OPers. I began to see a path 
open before me in my future, where 
before there had been only a blank 
wall. 
It has pleased me to know that this 
waxing of the student newspaper has 
roughly paralleled my career at the 
paper. On days that I am feeling 
particularly arrogant, I start to think 
that this has something to do with me. 
But I know that this is just one of 
those "inconsistent cyclical exoduses" 
that Ian Hunter mentioned. Still, it is a 
good feeling to look around at the 
current OP and remember where it was 
just a few short years ago. These are 
good people here, and I am glad to 
count them among my friends. Just 
remember. You could be here too .... 
A Sordid History of the Other Press 
by Tim Crumley 
The Other Press is proud to be cause of Tim's first (and hopefUlly last) 
nervous breakdown. After six years here (more than a quarter of the OPes entire 
history) Tim moved onto the less stressfUl climes of amatuer lion taming and 
bear baiting. To support these habits he works at WYSIWYG. 
OPS membership fee was $4.50 at the 
time, and the DCSS cost $22.50. We 
were promised by the DCSS executive 
that because we were no longer DCSS 
members, our society fees would be 
returned. Then we posted signs around 
campus advising students that if they 
didn't want to pay their DCSS fees, all 
they had to do was join the OP. The 
signs were taken down pretty quick, 
and the policy was discreetly dropped 
(although not officially removed from 
the DCSS books until last year). 
M ost of you don't know me. I haven't been gone from Douglas for long, having 
hung up my keyboard just two years 
ago. But for most students, two years 
is all they want to spend at Douglas. I 
spent six. No, I'm not stupid. Maybe 
lacking wisdom, but I'm not stupid. I 
had the dubious honour of being a staff 
person at the Other Press. For a good 
part of that time I was the only staff 
·person at the OP. I stopped taking 
classes (full-time) in about 1991 , and 
spent my remaining years just working 
at the OP. But that's getting ahead of 
myself. 
The story I want to tell you starts in 
the fall of 1988. I had been going to 
Kwantlen College. Back then it was 
still a glorified trailer park. About the 
only good thing you could say about it 
was it was close enough to Surrey 
Place mall that you could still skip 
classes. I volunteered for the student 
paper there, and they sent me to a 
conference of student papers from 
across Western Canada, held, 
coincidentally, at Douglas College. 
That weekend changed my life. I 
met my to-be first roommate (a 
wonderfully hairy guy who drew neat 
commix about slugs) and got really, 
really drunk. Okay, so maybe it didn't 
change my life that much, but it did 
pique my interest in Douglas, and I 
decided to go as soon as I could afford 
it. 
I was working to save for school in 
the fall of 1988, so I decided to hang 
around and volunteer at the OP. Those 
first few years I spent at the Other 
Press changed who I am forever. It 
wasn't just the work. Of course, 
spending 72 hours at a time in an 
office with no direct sunlight or real 
air will change you indelibly, but you 
can never get those brain cells back. 
I met my first love at the Other 
Press. I made my closest friends at the 
Other Press, people I still hang out 
with today. My son was an "Other 
Child." He was at Douglas College, in 
the OP 3 days after his birth. (Rumour 
has it that his son was also conceived 
in the OP. -LPM, esq.) I had my first 
work-related screaming match at the 
Other Press, and there's more. There 
was a feeling of belonging there, 
stronger than I had ever felt before. I 
cut my teeth on politics at the Other 
Press. Developed a sense of morals 
there. Fought injustice there. Rolled on 
the floor laughing there. And yes, like 
most of the other individuals who have 
been in the OP, had sex in the 
darkroom there. And it was fun. 
We were rebels. Some of it may 
sound tame in comparison to the hijinx 
of other years (the adventures of Mr. 
Glavin come to mind), or other 
lifestyles, but it was a different time. 
I'm also not stupid enough to admit to 
everything I did. Anyway, student 
press has a long tradition of rebellion. 
Some of my favorite times at the paper 
came from living up to that tradition, 
Like the time we stole what we 
needed for the paper from the college 
(sorry, Mr. Leonard). I remember we 
acquired a rolling chalkboard from the 
Or the time we were banned from 
the DCSS for printing a story 
about. .. well, probably about some 
stupid thing that the DCSS was doing. 
They didn't like it, so they banned us. 
We had to do a story about it. It was 
news. One of our reporters, Matthew 
Martin, went to do the story. But there 
was no film in his camera. The strange 
thing about this bunch of executives 
I met my first love at the Other 
Press. I made my closest friends at 
the Other Press, people I still hang 
out with today. 
college, and it was two years before 
anyone noticed. They took it away, but 
by the next day we had appropriated 
another. 
Like the time we did the 'Inaugural 
Jack Daniels Production Night.' OK, 
so it wasn't that formal. Anyway, we 
were reading the masthead, which is 
essentially a list of credits saying who 
did what in the paper. We were trying 
to proof it for typos and such, when 
we realized that there was a credit 
given to the readers of the paper. It 
simply said "Readers ... You. 
We flipped. We went berserk. If the 
readers of the paper didn 't know they 
were the readers of the paper, they 
must be idiots. No, they must be 
fuckheads. So there it was, the next 
day, through the haze of the hangover. 
"Readers ... You, fuckhead." We got 
more mail about that than any article 
we printed that year. Hmm. 
Or like the time the student society 
banned OPers from membership in the 
DCSS. Any student who became a 
member of the Other Publications 
Society automatically lost their 
membership on the DCSS. We 
panicked for about a day, until 
someone got a bright idea: money. The 
was they hated their pictures being 
taken. They expected all the power and 
privileges the office accorded (often 
with 2% or less of the student vote), 
but they didn't want their pictures 
taken. They didn't want their meetings 
reported on. They didn't want scrutiny 
of any kind. So I told Matthew to go 
up with the camera anyway, just to 
scare 'em. He took lots of ' pictures.' 
Never let your leaders off easy, I 
always say. Petty? Yes. But it was fun . 
Or the time we published our first 
queer issue and a piece that almost 
landed us in jail. It was called "The 
Gay Man's Guide-to Erotic Safe Sex." 
Ooooh. It was a guide to safe sex that 
wasn't boring, because it had erotic 
storylines to illustrate the point that 
safe sex is still fun sex. In short, it was 
a way to save lives. But you know 
some people just didn't see it that way. 
We found ourselves under 
investigation by the RCMP for 
distribution of pornography to minors, 
because the Maple Ridge campus is 
part high school. Eventually the 
charges were dropped, but it was a 
tense period around the office. 
People will tell you that journalism 
is objective. Bullshit. My experience 
with the media (volunteer and 
professional) has shown me that that is 
never the case. Journalism isn't 
objective. Can't be objective. Never 
will be objective. The best you can do 
is wear your biases on your sleeve and 
forge ahead. The interesting part is, the 
writing is better that way. 
I was most proud of the times we 
weren't objective. When we took as 
stand, like we did with the Gay Man's 
Guide. Or when we stood behind the 
Faculty Association in the strike of 
1989. Or when we rallied behind the 
Frances street squatters. Or against the 
Gulf War. Or with the natives in Oka. 
These are the proper functions of a 
press, especially a community paper 
like the OP. We took stands. We raised 
issues. We tried to get people thinking 
about the issues that affected them. 
Not just nationally, but locally as well. 
With issues of campus safety. By 
keeping tabs on the DCSS, and by 
trying (this was a big bee in my 
bonnet) to get more than 2% of the 
student population to vote in student 
elections. In my six years at DC, voter 
turnout never broke 1 0%. We tried to "' .... 
"' point that out as much as possible. I'm ; 
still proud of that. 0 
Did we make mistakes? Sure. Every 
paper does. I regret not covering 
campus news with efficiency, ever. 
The staff was always too small, and it 
was a big job. So coverage was spotty 
at the best of times. We were also too 
cliquey; too cocky. It was a defense 
mechanism to cover our shyness and 
the insecurities that come from toiling 
over a labour of love you are never 
sure anyone else cares about. I would 
like to have been more accessible. I 
regret staying at the OP for too long. 
There comes a time when burnout and 
cynicism set in, and you become 
ineffective. I hit that point in 1992, but 
stuck around 'till '94. But do I regret 
the experience? Not at all. I will 
treasure the Other Press my whole life, 
despite my numerous protestations. 
I realized as I started to type these 
words that this is the first time I've 
written anything of substance since I 
left the OP. That scares me. I dreamt of 
being a writer for a long time, even 
before I got involved with student 
press, and it's almost as ifl need to 
sum things up before I can go on. 
Maybe this fmal piece for the OP will 
let me shut the door on my memories 
and open the door to new realities. 
Now I have one more thing to thank 
the Other Press for. Thanks, OP. 
Thanks, Douglas. 
I guess I missed something --
by Steve Gray 
Fall Registration, usually 
a mixed up time for students 
and teachers alike, ran ac-
cording to schedule with 
virtually no problems what-
soever. 
Gerry Della Mattia, the 
Registrar at Douglas College 
said that registration moved 
along quite smoothly. Ac-
cording to Della Mattia .an 
estimated 4200 students 
have registered and after 
....-late registration is complete 
there will be an estimated 
total of 5000 students at 
Douglas College; 60 percent 
of the student body are 
part-time students . 
When asked if another 
system of registration was 
being considered, Della 
Mattia said alternative sys-
tems were being considered 
for next year, but had not 
yet been permanently de-
cided. 
The problems that occur-
red with registration did not 
hamper the process in any 
way such as the computer 
breakdown that occurred 
early on the first day . And 
overcrowding is always ap-
parent in any registration 
process . Registration went 
smoothly and was even a-
head of schedule on its three 
day run . 
M f-;":;? :::-.-··· --. '--·· \ . . ~ N Ore \~~*L·.·'\ ~J~ '·· • - ·. # ;--:,;:;'/- . 0 .(;;;~:;~, c~:cc. 'tf" ' ·; · . . 
f:.c . - ~~: ~;< ~'· d . t as we satd, 
- ·--·- II e an JUS d . 
- ·- . h las Co eg ' d'd 't rea tt. 
We were ng t . people all over {)oug joe Students 1 ~ d'dn't 
We've talked to . ' editorial. Average Other Press sta ers • 
L-...ly read last tssue s d'dn't read it. Some . . 
noiJVU members ' a be fifteen 
Stude_nt Senate . . re there must ha~e ~n :;:,\~oW, what 
re~~~ do we bother, the~~tW~ ~~~s\ Ho~ you're~~~~~~~ editorial to ju~t 
t'{ people who rea ' . f u - is each of you s well This is a cham 
of twe;you to do - all fifteen o y~how it to somebodY ,da~ don;t knoW if you' II 
1 wan be they'll even . anything, an 
one friend . MaY don't have to wnte ·n be a 
editorial, but y~u don't do it. d Maybe the college WI 
have bad \uc~ ihyto~ave better luck if you o. . about the 
B t you mtg .d ••Who cares u ·f ou do. . nd they sat . " Guess what better place' Y_ with some tnends, a are? What a Joke. . pie 
We were talkmg knows who they · that the. fifteen peo 1 Who even . of course, . h senate Student Senate. I This is assummg, I who voted m t e 
folks - the jokes on \you ~he same fifteen peoP e d get 
. this are a so L-~· to run, an readt~g funnY tQ get som~IJVUY course, becaU~e 
electton .. peo. pie thought it wo~ld be her ·and they'd wm, ~~stand up at the 
These vote for htm or ' . And then they use this 
all their frien_d~ t\o mber of votes tow,'"· t going to serve, beca 
eed ·a plttfu nu . diots I m no ~~~;e m~ti~g a:t:.~~~u~~~'t th;t be ·~s~a~aybe, you got your :~ie;~ i~ 
organizatton IS~ l _t be better if maybe, ~d· es to vote for you, soy thing!~! 
Well, would:r!~lf and got all your ~~y s'ee to it that the dol=:n- go to 
run, or ran y~ n the senate and act~ w. Even without_ the edoing that and 
and then- sa o., It can happen you nho ld be doing thiS, or 
bout that~ h' k you s ou How a ''HeY It '" · g senate nd saY, uspectm the senate a do "tl" ks among uns ld you h \p you ' · h art attac It that cou I'd like to e ·ght cause some e k d of positive resu s d odds are 
Granted, you m•,d be amazed at the ,;n would be better an 
members . But yo~ fee\ better, the co _ege 
could have . You d a ood time doing '~ · 
'II have a hell of g ' It's your chotce . you 't or don t. Think about ' . . 
:·.~:~·-·· 
~;;__..--.: 
TUne ~'~ ~~~e~ther correspondence 
an estimated g ney inc\udlng counts. 
It will cost d take over six ~ed balance of ac all ac-1~ dollars an {)oUglas Col- suh C D I .C. insur~s of 
months for th~ocietv to tully T e nts. to a max• mum 
lege Stu1~~~s frozen in the ~~~- C S S has already 
recover Bank The D. · · · roximately Northla~dC S s.· had inv_est~ received ap~ent letter 
The ·. . t~rm depostts .'n $26 ~ but a r stated that $76,~be~a-based com~erf'~~ fro~ the c.D.I-f'the balance 
tbhe t which collapsed '" a 60 per c~nt ot ly $30,000) 
an . " ( proxtma e metirne September .. dealt with, ap \d be payed out so . The 
"Its bemg ed treasurer wou t twO weeks. 
stated neWix-elect has asked in th~ _nex $20,<XX> plus any 
Shelly zwanch who it \nsur- remammg ued before ~~-
the Canadian ~pos tor the interest accr,t be arriving ttl\ oratiOn 1 1985 won nee Corp f h account. • ·1 1 1986-~xact status o. ~r~uced by after Ar~s ~f interest on th~ 
Legislation tn rnent has The of ds has been estt-
h federal govern frozen un ·s1<XX> t e mated at over . 
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Cod is a carrot. This is my opinion 
and I have every right to express it. 
Sure, you may laugh and well you 
should for it is a stupid idea. But it is 
my idea and a stupid idea is better 
than none at all. So until something 
better comes into my head Cod will 
remain a carrot and I will continue to 
kill rabbits as part of my crusade. 
Some may say that I am a blas-
phemer. They are absolutely correct. 
I am but so is everyone. It is 
impossible to be faithful to every 
religion in the world at the same time. 
There are too many and much too 
varied . Yet-I have found none so far 
that share my belief that Cod is a 
carrot. Its a shame really. I could use 
a few friends . There are so many 
rabbits in the 'world that there is no 
way I can destroy all of them. The 
problem lies in the fact that they ar:e 
so cute and few people of any moral 
value can bring themselves to slay the 
beasts . I know I can't. So my religion 
becomes a farce . Sigh. It's depressing 
really. I wonder how many religions 
never get off the ground because the 
basic idea behind it is ridiculous? I 
wonder how many do well anyway? 
I' m very confused. I wonder if being 
confused means I'm getting smarter? 
Thanks for reading . I would have 
turned the page halfway through my 
babbling if I were you . 
john Stickums 
Coqultla• ccl1llp~ 
oHiclally ope-d 
11JJ 
·Registration Farce Over 
Dr. Henry Esson Young once 
•said, "How I wish I could sit on 
a cloud and see how things work 
out." 
Those words were recalled by 
his daughter, Mrs. Heele, as 
she received a pin from digni-
taries of Douglas College as 
guest of honor during a lunch-
eon at the official opening of the 
new "Dr. Henry Esson Young 
Education Building" in ~oquit­
lam on Friday afternoon. 
Speaking of her father, who 
died in 1939 at the age of 77, 
Mrs. Heele described him as "A 
vigorous personality" and a 
man who bad great cbarm, 
"especially with the women." 
The proceedings started with 
an informal gathering in the 
lounge of the Coquitlam campus .. 
and moved onto the official 
plaque unveilil'g outside the 
main entrance. 
Before leaving the lounge, the 
Principal George Wooton intro-
duced and thanked those in 
attendance and declared, "This 
is the first cocktail partY without 
alcohol I've ever been to." 
Representing the ·govern-
ment, in the absence of Educa-
tion Minister Pat McGeer, were 
his Deputy Minister Walter 
Hardwick, Associate Deputy 
Minister Andy Soles and Health 
• McClelland also said he was 
"anxious to see a pioneer (such· 
as Dr. Young) rewarded iJt this 
way." 
Walter Hardwick said Dr. 
Young made "a ~ative differ-
ence'' in every field he was 
involved in, and that he made 
"marked and creative changes 
in our world." 
He said Dr. Young played a 
vital role "in the health and 
education systems of this pro-
vince." 
In interviews following the 
ceremony, both Walter Hard-
wick and Dr. Wootton spoke of 
the further financial status of 
education in B.C. 
Hardwick said, "college 
councils have been informed as 
to what the situation is. The 
revenues of the province are not 
as much as had been thought ... 
and colleges should budget 
accordingly". 
He said, "colleges have to set 
priorities ... now." Colleges have 
to know • 'what is needed to the 
community.'.! 
Dr. Wootton outlined Douglas 
College's four education areas--
the transfer program, career 
program, vocational program · 
and community education. 
"There may be reduction in 
courses", said Wootton, "and 
the vocational program has al-
CATHERINE SMAILES 
Whoa there. Just because you 
completed registration in five 
minutes last year, did you really 
believe you could do a Roger 
Bannister this year? 
The first hurdle upon arriving 
at New Westminster Campus 
was to find registration. All that 
the signs said was Info. Nary a 
word about registration. But on 
rounding the comer of a building 
there was a sight to delight the 
cockles of every b~aurocrats' 
heart. A line up. 
The girl at the second desk 
inside the door looked lonely so I 
skipped the first line up and was 
promptly doc~ed $15.58 for an 
outstanding library book. Pay up 
or you go no further. Then it was 
back one station for queue 
jumping, _and start again. 
Collect a few blue cards and 
sprint across the garden to the 
second building. This was obvi-
ously designed so that all those 
.' who realised, at this stage, the 
futility and errors of their ways, 
could cut loose and run. 
Met by a weary official who 
agreed a certified cheque was a 
certified cheque, but that the last 
one he looked at was signed by 
.the girls father. 
Hand over blue cards, hand 
over money, total time: 45 
minutes. 
That was thursday when 1300 
students went through. My spies 
tell me it was very quiet on 
Friday. Time for jaded instruc-
tors to sip cinnamon tea, tell 
rude jokes of which they had 
forgotten the punch line and lay 
the pap~r towellinJl to catch the 
tears of saturdays hopefuls . The 
poor suckers who were greeted 
with"courses full,courses full! 
Officially, Jerry Dellamatia, 
in charge of the Douglas College 
Admissions department, said, 
"3,800 ·students registered in 
four days. There were a few 
hectic periods but no serious 
holdups. It worked better than 
Sept. when many students pre· 
registered, and because of pre-
requisites in some courses got 
into the wrong courses and 
caused havoc for the administra-
tion". 
Just one thing. Would 
some-one please kick the com-
puter next time they go past it. I 
returned my library book the 
next day but I'm still waiting -
for my $15.58. 
Student Councll.1111lssing 
•presun~eil dead? 
Minister JJob McClelland. ready suffered." 
John Sutherland, College ' Wootton said, "We'll just For the second time in less dents, which they're supposed 
to be doing. They're not even 
showing up for meetings.'' 
are not putting in time," Croil 
complained. Council chairman, in introdu- have to prime a bit here, prime a than a week, the Student Coun-
. Bob McCl 11 d at'd he cil conducted a non-meeting in ctng e an • s bit there, apd bleed." 
bell ed 't th rati'on the student lounge on New ev 1 was e co-ope Also attending the ceremony 
between departments that made were college council members, 
all this possible. faculty and staff, local MP Stu 
&fore unveilinu the plaque, M. LA' G K rster members turned out to last 
;,o Leggatt, s eorge e 
Bob McClelland stated that M 11 M yor Friday's meeting, attended only , and George ussa urn, a . . . . 
"education and health can't . 1 . f R' h d Mayor by Vtce-chatrman Jamte Croll Gil B atr o tc mon , . 
operate in isolation .. we need to h f Pitt M dows ' and Coquttlam campus repre-
Dan S arope o ea 'I advance in the methods of . ti d' ector sentative Leonora Grande. 
Ian Manrung, exedcu ve betr of Leonora Grande said the 
delivery to people (in the ser- of Riverview, an mem rs . · 
vices they need)." the Student Council. other Counctl members were 
.;..;.;_;..;;.~.;.~------------iiiiiiii••••• • 'not even repr~senting stu~ 
Westminster campus. 
Two of the eight Council 
Surrey campus representative 
Blak~ Murray is attending the 
Association of Canadian Com-
munity Colleges conference in 
Ottawa, and his co-representa-
tive from Surrey campus, Nancy 
Champagne, was known to be 
· busy, but the four other mem-
bers could not be accounted for. 
"We have people who are 
putting in time and people :who 
Grande added that "when 
people run for office, they 
.should consider their respons-
ibility.' : 
Croil said that he would like to 
see Ray Harris, intramurals 
co-ordinator and Croil' s oppo.. 
nent in the Oct~r elections, 
take pai1 in running the Student 
Council. 
Former Student Council 
chairman Grant'Dahling attend-
Elections unconstitutional? 
Van Nus Nixed 
Acting Student Council 
1chairman1 Eric Gilstead has 
decided to go ahead with the 
Sept. 29 Student Council elect-
ions despite the fact they may 
be unconstitutional. 
Gilstead said he decided to go 
1head with the elections on the 
!ldvice of the Student Society 
lawyer Leo McGrady, but said 
McGrady would look into the 
situation when he returns from 
Kitimat the first week in Octob-
er. 
lined in the Student Society 
:onstitution, and ammendments 
to the constitution and its by-
laws passed at the meeting may 
be declared invalid. 
The original by-law defines 
· the governing bodies of the 
Student Society as the St1,1dent 
Council, comprised of a chair-
man, a vice-chairman, and the · 
::hairman of each of the campus 
::ouncils, which are in turn 
::omprised of a vice-chairman 
and other members-at-larJle. 
~iven two weeks clear notice in 
advance. Carol Grout, New - · 
Westminster council chairwom- · 
!ln, said last Wednesday that 
notice of the Sept. 7 meeting 
was given less than a week in 
!ldvance. 
TERRY GLA V1N 
Roland Van Nus, Chairman of 
Surrey Campus Student council, 
was impeached by unanimous 
consent of the Douglas College 
Student Society on Sunday Feb-
ruary 1. 
In a telephone interview, he 
claimed that "unless you get the 
whole student body behind you 
with some specific demands, it's 
a waste of time". 
Sone of the charges against 
Van Nus include 
The offices open to election 
chairman, vice-chairman, and 
two membl(rS from each campus 
· were defined in an ammend-
ment to a Student Council 
:onstitution by-law that was 
passed at what might have been 
!ln unconstitutional meeting. 
The Sept. 7 annual meeting, 
held in the cafeteria on New 
Westminster campus, was not 
organized in the procedure out-
The Student Society constit-
ution states that ammendments 
to the consitution and its bylaws· 
may be made at "any general 
meeting of the Society", but the 
Sept. 7 meeting was not within 
the constitutional definition of a 
"general meeting". 
Two kinds ·of ~eneral meet-
ings are defined m the constit-
ution. The "annual meeting" 
must be held in October and 
"Special general meetings" 
must be called either upon the· 
request of the Student Council 
:>r upon the request of 100 
Student Society members, and 
must also be given two weeks 
:lear notice in advance. 
Jim Anderson, the Student 
Council adviser and Financial 
Awards Officer for Douglas 
College, said last Wednesday 
the only alternative facing Stud-
ent Council, if the elections are 
held and later declared null and 
void, would be to re-conduct 
elections once the Student -
Council positions are constitut-
ionally ratified. 
According to Student Society 
Chairman Grant Dahling, Nus 
"didn't show a responsible com-
mitment to his duties as Surrey 
chairman." 
In response to the charges that 
he hadn't done anything, Nus 
stated. "I don't think there is 
anything that can be done.'' 
"Most of what happens here at 
the college happens in back 
rooms." 
Nus was disillusioned by the 
whole . philosophy behind stu, 
dent politics at Douglas. 
- Failing to show up for 3 
meetings in a row. 
- Failing to run elections. 
-Cancelling elections in pro-
gress. 
- Not co-ordinating activities 
for students. 
In response to the charges •. 
Roland claimed that he sat on 
seven committees, held a jazz 
concert, and didn't "squander 
the students money". 
"I didn't rip anybody off' he 
said. "I didn't do anything like 
that". 
. - Pat Johnson photo 
Interim Student ConneD chairman Eric GUatead 1 
In case you didn't know, the 
perspective is our opportunity 
to talk about ourselves, and an 
exciting story it is. 
For example, we nearly lost 
our newspaper office in the 
office reshuffle last week. 
So we wrote letters to the 
campus advisory council to 
explain the facts and we 
~eaded for the meeting. Just 
m case, we wore our guns . No 
problem, they turned out to be 
great guys and the office is 
still ours. 
The greatest problem facing 
us now is not having enough 
p_eople. About eighteen people 
stgned up at the beginning of 
the semester, and who knows 
where they've all gone. Some 
took one look and fled, others 
got buried beneath their text-
books, and a few died that ftrst 
production night. A handful of 
the new ones survived and are 
now blending in with the old 
ones - that is, we're all 
haggard and overworked. 
Which brings us to the 
second JSroblem - not enough 
hours in a day - except 
production day which goes on 
and on and on .... but usually 
there's no time for anything 
but work, work, work and 
write, write, write. So if any 
of our instructors out there are 
reading this and decide to 
perspective i 
ha':e mercy on us, it would 
sure be appreciated. It would 
help if we had more staff and 
also things will get better 
when the ne~ people stop 
y.oasting precious time by go--
mg to class. 
So how do we convince you 
to join The Other "Press'? 
Here's _a living testimonial · 
from one of our ace reporters: 
"I work on The Other Press 
because I like the practical 
experience of doing lots of 
writing. It satisftes my cur-
iosity about what's going on 
around campus. Also it's new 
and exciting. We have lots of 
pub outings. I have the oppor-
tunity to voice my opinions. 
I'm really having fun." 
So what's the stupidest 
thing we did this week? It's so 
embarrassing - at suppertime 
on production night four of us 
went for something to eat. 
And got locked out. If you 
noticed a strange person on 
the sidewalk of Columbia 
Street yelling at a window 
above the Royal City Cafe, 
that was one of us. And the 
two people inside weren't 
much help because the keys 
weren't there. Oh boy, how do 
you like that? - six sets of keys 
and none with us. 
So how did the paper get 
fmished? It was a miracle. 
·Independence for our ne~s­
paper has cost us dearly. Not 
only are we overworked, un-
derstaffed and confronted 
with danger everywhere we 
go, we're also ftnancially des-
titute. 
In fact, ·we're so broke that 
we almost couldn't send any 
delegates to the upcoming 
CUP conference. Ingeniously, 
we ftgured a way. Two Other 
Press members have been 
bundled up and stamped 
Special Delivery, and will be 
sent air mail to Winnipeg. No 
dinner and 'drinks luxery for 
them, but it only cost us half 
price. 
We hear the mail flight isn't 
very reliable, however, and if 
we lose two more staff we will 
be in big trouble. 
Would you like to be in a 
position of authority and make 
decisions affecting the student 
neV(spaper and the entire 
college? You can have this 
abselutely free by running as a 
student representative on The 
Other Publications Society 
Board of Directors. And since 
no one else is running, there's 
an excellent chance you '11 be 
chosen. For more information 
just phone this number: 
S2S-8684 in the ~aytime. 
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.-----i our viewl------
lt aD started in a SO-watt radio station in Fresno ••• no no no, that's 
not quite it. The history of The Other Press actuaUJ started in 1975, 
wbeii a few journalism students and interested lriends realized the 
wea!messes of the administration publicatiOn, 'rbe Pinion, and 
decided to start a student newspapec. 
They kept referrUtg to the new paper as the "other" papel", and 
the name stack. At first The Other Press was based in a trailef- on the 
. Surrey campus, but in 1976 the papec moved its office to the broom 
closet at the rear ol the New Westminster campus cafeteria, where it 
. is now situated. 
During its young life, The Other Press bas emerged as a quality 
• J!apel' and baS become one of the most respected student papecs in 
Caiwla. 
It's ~ts ha..e come ·~ because of the bard working 
and dedicated staff that bas III8DDed it during its formative years 
(which includes now}. 
It's not easY~ 40 or SO hours a week (24 hours straiPt on 
Mondays) and beiDa ·paid a low salaiy, if any ~ at aO". Oh, 
we're not~ the Dlues or feelina ~for oUrselveS. If we didn't 
like our~ we obviously wouldn't"""be do~ it. 
In fact, lately, we have been putting a bit Of extra time in, t,hinking 
about the pa~'s future and try!ng to do somethin2 about it. 
We have realized the shortcom.ing_s of coming under the pressures 
of student council. Since they contrOl our budget, we sometuDes find 
QW'Selves unable to criticize or report fairly on the student council. 
It is essential to the survival aDd quality of a student newspaper-
that they remain separate and free frOm the influence of any student 
government. It a1s0 ·~ without saying that they must remain just 
as separate and free frOm the administration as well. 
The &eedom of the press is sometimes an overworked term, but its 
importance cannot be over-emphasized. The student newspapecs 
must act as a sort of watcbclos ·of the student's and other people's 
interests. Where and how is~ money being spent? Is ianybody 
~ a raw deal1 or a fair deal? We Clo our best ID trying to keep our standards ~ and if we see 
somethina ~ we , try to ~ it. But sometunes that isn't 
~ible il you hi.e the feoPie. Who con,ttol your JDODey breathing 
~ 1!fJr deck~ llllllUte and cbeckina ~word. . 
L _~,that basD t ~ too muCh ~ year, but it haS . 
.oappeoaiiD tbe past and at could happen 8piD aext year, 
:- . -
. · That is. why The Other Press has decided to come to you, tbe 
s'tudeatsz widl a proposal for an indepeadant publications society. 
This ~ woa&a, 01 coarse, be open to aU students and would 
,...,._ material ia thte stucleats interest. Besidesie' The Other Press newspaper, it would, for the 
moment ' the Otherthan Poetry review, a • ingly 
successful with readership around the world. surpns 
Some ~ me argued against our proposed society. Student 
council president Da..e Johnston doesn't diink .we are ready for 
autonomy. He says that we ba..e not sllcrftd "continuity". In other 
wonts, our existance bas been~ year after year and there is no 
quarentee that the society would live on after the present staff 
moves on. · 
These are unfounded fears. A$ mentioned before , we have been 
~ stronger in every department, every semester. We have 
Diore democratic, more consistent, and more organized than 
=student orpnizatioo on any campus, student governments 
Other people worry that there will not be enough money to fuod a 
~tion society • This can be expected, but a ~tion soCiety, 
m caking over the Com1"98phic and the Otberthan review 
payments as well as cutting d8wD on the office administration costs 
Of the student society, would not be asking for a lremeOdous amoUnt 
of .money. . 
So, we humbly ( if The Other Press c:aD actually be allowed to be 
humble fOr however brief a time) ask your support. Youcan show 
your su~ by showing up at the Annual General Meeting on 
Tburesclay. We will be presenting our motions and it will be time for 
you, the student, to decide whether- ~ not you Y8lue a true1y free 
press, or whether aU our work bas been for naught. 
We have been~ to help yop for the las( three years, so please, 
~t this once take a little time and try to help us , and yourself. 
. ·t us \n the 
,, or "'s' · 
. . . t cafeter\a 
NewYJes · 
h\nd the iu'ce be ,, 
mach\ne. 
1118 
Once again Douglas College students are doing what they 
do best· nothing. . · · 1 
The fact that a federal election and possibly a provmcla 
election are coming up is no excuse f?r stud~dt apathy_ or 
lack of involvement in the upcommg stu ent society 
eleSctiodns. thy has always been noticeable at a 
tu ent apa H h' 
communit college such as Douglas- College . ow ever' ~ .Is 
· y c0 r the lack of candidates for student soc1ety 1s no reason l' 
seats . ning for As of press time' there w~s no one run 
vice-president interqal, vice-president e~ternal , t~easurer, 
New Westminster chairperson , and CoqUit_lam chairperson . 
Frankly we find this behaviour depressmg ._ h . 
How d; students expect to have any say m how t e_lr 
student activity fees are being allocated , much ~st a sayhm 
how the college is run? Do students ~ctually e !eve t at 
without adequate student representation 'they can exp_ect 
student activities such as pub . nights , da~ces, ttrt~ng 
events not to mention such thmgs as stu ent o ymg 
groups' to fight tuition increases, and budget cutbacks? 
We know better . ·· N s · 
About three weeks ago, 3,000 s~udents m ova coua 
marched on the provincial l~g1slature and ~et the 
government knov<' they were agamst reduced fundmg and 
cutbacks. h' k h Regardless of what some ~~u?ents. may t. ~n , t ey can 
fi ht back and influence admm1strauon pohc1es . All you, t~e students.- have to do i_s make yourself heard. d 
Go to the student society office on your campus an 
inquire about possible jobs you can do_ for your camp~s . Gd 
to a student council meeting or a mulu-campus meetmg an 
inquire about things that will affect students or that may not 
be beneficial to students . 1 h h 
But for your own sake, try to at least learn ow t e . 
system works . You'll not only become more _aware, but 
you'll have some say on how the student soc1ety spends 
our $11 each semester:..- It'_s y_our money, and you have. a ~ight to know what is d?ne w1th 1t. But tha~ s not all there IS 
to becoming involved m your student soc1ety. . . . 
In times of financial restraint and budget cutbacks It IS 
im erative that students are aware of what they ca~ do to co~bat the rising costs of a post-secondary education and 
reduced funding. · 1 
Students of the late 1970's are confn;mted w1th a ower 
quality of education ~s a result of contmual cutbacks and 
reduced student serv1ces . 
At Douglas College this is a very real problem. 
Douglas College was built in 1970 as a temporary 
campus, with buildings meant to be used no more than five 
years and it is still in existence today. Students at Douglas 
don't' have some of the services that other colleges or 
universities are able to provide. 
For example students at Langara have student lounges, a 
permanent c~pus, and gym facilities . Yet Douglas 
College has several temporary campuses and no gym 
facilities on any campus . Douglas College stud~nts d~ have 
the use of Queen's Park Arenex, but only when 1t falls mto a 
strict schedule. 
Student apathy is not only a problem at Douglas College, 
but at other institutions also. • 
Out of a population of 22,000 full-ume students at UBC, 
less than 30 students have attended the annual general 
meeting during the last three years .• 
Thirty students in three years . 
Almost certa._inly, this portrays t~e stat~ of student 
involvement on campuses ir:I B.C. and mdeed, m C3lnada. it 
It is net a desirable attitude, nor is it a healthy s1gn . 
They have a duty to serve .the stUdents! but in order to do 
that, th~y have to be aware and responsible to work on the 
behalf of the students . r h 
Only by people becoming involved, can they acc_omp IS 
that. 
D. C. in future. Permanent campus will feature windowless buzldings and wzll be constructed 
entirely of Lego blocks. Duplicates of "New Campus Sites" can be bought at better D.C. 
hook.stores for $25. · 
Glimpse of new campus 
by Keith Baldrey 
Douglas College unveiled the 
first glimpse . ~f the propose<t 
model of the permanent New 
Westminster campus at a news 
conference Monday. 
The new campus, to be 
located at Royal Avenue and 
Eighth Street, is designed to 
accomodate 2800 full-time stu-
dents , and will have the 
capacity to expand to 45oo 
full -time students. It-will cost 
over $25 million. 
ConstructiOn should begin in 
eight months , according to the -
architects, Carlberg-) ackson. 
The campus should be open to 
students by the fall of 1981. 
Mayor Muni Evers of New 
Westminster called the model 
"a milestone in the develop-
ment of our downtown core ." 
Evers said that he was · 
pleased with the model, but 
alsocalledtheparkingsituation 
at the campus "critical" . 
''I think we should look at 
Dear Editors: 
additional parking," he said. · 
The model currently allows 
for 580 parking spaces, all of 
them located under the cam-
pus. Negotiations are presently 
underway with The First Cap-
ital City Development Company 
for additional parking spac.~ 
near the campus. 
Although the campus will be 
patterned closely after the mo-
del, the exact building plans 
have not been finalized . The 
need for more parking may 
ious departmen.ts withm the 
college . 
''Y au have to look at this 
model as a very general state-
ment, with very little detail," 
said the architects : "It's a site 
analysis, not a final design.'' 
The site of the campus covers 
6. 7 acres, and the land is sloped 
towards the Fraser River. The 
college will be built on this hill, 
which will almost hide the 
.campus' buildings from view on 
several main streets . 
cause some changes, as Will the 
final space allocation for var- ! 
I 
Since only the roofs of the ! 
buildings will be visible, land- : 
scaping will be done on them to 
create a "park-like atmos-
phere," according to the ar-
chitects. 
A main concourse will also be 
centrally located in the campus . 
It will be fed by the main . 
transportation routes , and will 
be accessible from all parts of 
the college. 
The campus will include a 
gvmnasium and theatre facil-
ities. The college has also been 
given five acres for recreational 
fields, but the exact site of 
these fields has not been set. i 
. The Pacific T~rminals site . on ! 
the Fraser River was originally 
given to the college, but the 
college will try to obtain land 
closer to the new campus, 
according to college planning 
officer Hank Naylor. 
It should be considered a 
grievous insult to the intel-
ligence of the entire stud-
ent body; that The · Other 
Press after ·interviewing 
· onl_y one-? person can feel 
have representation on the 
Multi Campus Council. We 
think, to research the story 
at lease the campuses 
should have been spoken 
·to, if not to the Society 
Executive. 
representatives, the Doug-
las College Student Society 
has had little success' 
abating the problem." It i~ 
your job to inform the 
, students, so if there is 
apathy tell them, but do it 
correctly without your own they have· enough facts to . A d th ft · . · l)HI1t • .:...&-dl.t.; •• . ,. · ~ • ,. •. . • ~ en a er prmtmg 
an_ df~ICJe •. • I refer~ .. 'th'1nt<lrf9®l'l~fm gatf' 
your art1cle published Nov- to attack us for apathy and 1 ~mber·22~· 1979 "()C~S quote, "Student .apathy at 
ware~ess. Week Flops". Douglas College is so wide-
Douglas Coll~ge has nine spread most of the students 
·.:~~~nee ·ot apathy inter-
. ~· 
Sincerely, 
External, · campuses, f1ve of which don't· realize It and our 
r----------------------------------- , -
·. Conspiracy. 
Ted Lorenz . 
Vice-President 
DCSS 
by Pat Worthington lin Crouter, a Surrey represent-
Thieves broke into the Sur- ·ative, walked i~to the student 
rey student society office on society office Friday morning 
Thursday, Dec. 8 and stole. the around 8 o'clock a_nd_ discovered 
stereo that was used to play the the stereo was mtsstng. 
music in the cafeteria . ''The campus stereo is miss-
At about the same time the ing ," said Collin. 
stereo bel<~mging to the Rich-
mond student council was.,sto-
len by unknown persons. 
Frank Gilbert, the ex-Surrey 
student representative , sus-
pects a conspiracy. 
"I suspect a conspiracy," 
said Frank. 
The drama began when ·col-
Bob Tinkess, vice-president 
internal, reported to Rick Rey· 
nolds, the campus supervisor, 
that the stereo was gone. 
"It's gone." said Bob. 
The insurance company was 
contacted and is no,w investiga-
ting the claim.· 
Permanent N~ campus 
delayed - again 
by Rob Guzyk approved," Graydon s'aid. 
Construction of the new "There's always a chance it 
permanent New Westminstt.. might not he!, but we have to 
cam pus could begin as early as be optiiPistic." 
November, according to Doug- "The architect has moved 
las College planner Wes Gray- from the preliminary design 
don. stage to the production of 
"We'd like to think there's a working drawings," Graydon 
20 per cent chance that we'd be said . 
demolishing and dewatering Construction of the new 
this Nov. _pr Dec.," Graydon permanent campus will take 
said. · - place in different stages known 
Graydon said approval for as "~ast-trucking." 
the college is expected to take Th1s method consists of con-
place within the next three to tractors working on different 
five weeks. steps before the final drawings 
are finished. 
"We figure it's going to be continued on page two 
7c}t 
VI-
Permanent campus ready for' 82 
·· -by Brenda Gough 
have been some delays, but 
there were none that could 
have been helped. '" f~E~~~~~~~Si5J:~lf!~~~~~~~~~· After five years of ;"' Planning and ~egotiatin~ New Westmtnster per------""~t-:;~~~k~~~~~~33l;!!iiiiC~~~~~~S:!ril~manent campus should be operating by the Fall of 
''The delays resulted 
from many factors . The 
preliminary design period 
was expected to be finished 
in April 1979, giving it 'a six 
month period," Graydon 
stated . 1 'However, more 
work than was expected 
delayed it by four months 
and it wasn't firtished until 
.. _ ...._ .. ....... ... ... 
1982. 
-- The permanent campus, 
r to be situated in downtown 
! \New Westminster, has 
' \ bee'n a major project on the 
·; minds of staff and faculty . 
\New Westminster campus 
\principal , Bill Day stated 
\that the staff has done a 
superior job, and he is 
proud to be part of it . 
On the other hand , Stu-
Society president Les 
Brett stated "it was taking 
too damn long." 
''Last year' s president 
was told 1980 at the \at-
-est ." stated Brett. 
Wess Graydon, project 
planner of the permanent 
campus, stated that there 
cont'd from p~ 1 1 
August 1979." 
1 'There were also delays 
from Victoria," Graydon 
stated. "Two and a half 
months were lost waiting 
for their approval. Only one 
month was considered, and 
it to6k three and a half 
months ." 
1 ' Administration should 
have considered more time 
tor Victoria to negotiate the 
plans, then there wouldn' t 
cont'd on p. 2 2 
Architect's vision of the omcourse lor the permanent New westminster campus to be 
.. r,udy..in 1982. · 
i~g about socialism." 
. ~he group has plans to 
mv1te provincial New De-
mocratic leader Dave Bar-
rett to speak on the subject 
Manning's original idea 
w~s to set up an NDP club 
at Douglas, but found that 
he could get no funding 
from the Student Society 
according- to DCSS Trea-
surer Caroline Steinson, as 
~hey cannot provide. fund-
mg for any .political group. 
Any fund-raising would 
have to take place off-
campus but, as Manning 
commented, the group 
would require little fund-
ing. 
Book Steal· tng a 
$24 000 problem 
by Brenda Go~gh Book st · The security · t 
. . eaung on campus volves t . sys em in-
hbranes has become a 'th aggmg every book 
$24,000 problem for Doug- ~1- a material that will 
las College. ngger an alarm when 
. Jan_is Kraeider , a Surrey passed through the gate 
ltbranan mentioned earlier Thherefore, if anyone walk~ 
that most books are stole~ t r?ugh without signing 
when they are in heavy ~~~~h~~k out, they will be 
demand , and there isn't ~nough to go around. When "We have noticed that ~n ~eavy demand, and there ~~e type of .a three ring 
ISn t e~ough to go around. mder, and brief case sets 
When tnventory is taken in off_da ~~lse alarm." F~iesen 
the summer months some sal . But there is nothin 
• of the stolen book; show we can do . about it. We ar: 
up . now hangmg signs before 
"It's odd though , t~e gate, warning students 
Kraeider laughed, "Cri~i- ~J.~,~hese items will set it 
or bemg stolen." Friesen said that there fnolo~~ books are the worst Two security systems have been a few cases when 
each costing $12,000, wer~ a book has gone through 
set up at Richmond and the gate, but the librarians ~~~~r libraries, last Sep- r::~:~'l.:~:~~~ students 
. "At f . 
. Janice Friesen head r · . lrst· some students 
brariari for aou'glas Col: ~~~e 0~~nded," stated 
lege, said that, "Without' a gett~:n, But n~~- .we're 
doubt, ~osses have dropped spons: , a pos1t1ve re-
d_ramatlcally . Other libra- . · . 
nes in Vancouver with se- th F;les~~-dJd say however, 
curity systems have ·proved . a untl mventory is taken 
that the system works kn ·onfe year, they won't 
well." now. or sure how well if· 
workmg. •s · 
of "What is Socialism?" 
There was also discussion 
of the possibility of debates 
between students or mem-
bers of the faculty or 
speakers and .the group 
may _want to present a 
socialist perspective to stu-
dents on issues such as 
cutbacks. . 
A . - h ~ri~~~~~~ · Y attacks students 
Perhaps you've noticed ~~ety members. sion-making process of stu-d:nJs by students and for 
~ u ents, stick your h d the posters in the variou There's more work in-cafeterias and hallways o~ volv_ed but they don't have 
Douglas College offering to ~0 glv~,up ~heir life to being stud_e~ts an opportunity to rep, satd Hallgate. 
part1c1pate in the act 1 F~r. those interested in fun~ioning of the stud uat parttctpating in the deci-
soctety. en 
Unfortunately, as wit-
mto an f ea 
· Y 0 the student 
SOCiety offices. 
They'll be glad to help 
you . 
nes_sed by the response the 
~tety has received there 
IS a · ' g!owtng amount of 
apathy m the student bod 
What is needed. for N y. 
Westminster, Coquitla~ 
and s_everal other campuse~ 
are five students per cam-
pus to act as student 
Wild blaze terrorizes 
Ukranian .. delicacies 
presentatives. re-
Atthe present time N 
Westminster and C~u~ 
lam are operating. with no 
~tudent reps. This situation 
IS not allowing students full 
a~cess to the student 
c1ety. so-
at~i?se~~e-ad student ap-
ta
. d t, however con 
me t · ' -
ciety b ~ JUSt student so-
usmess 
d ·Pubs, tourn.aments and 
ances being affect d b 
lack of d e Y a 
. stu ent part· · tJon. ICJpa-
For the position of stu-
~ent rep the student sOciety 
IS l~ki_ng for people who 
~e wJIItng to serve as a go-
tween for . students and 
A noon hour fire at Nel' 
Food Services disrupted h:t 
. food service last Tuesday on 
the New westminster cam-
pus. 
According to Lorraine 
Bonneville, a worker at 
Nel's, the fire started after 
she returned from trying to 
phone her boss, Earl Wa-
gan, to tell him the propane 
line had frozen. 
High pressure propane 
passed through the frozen 
~ater in the regulator, start· 
mg the fire in the burners on 
the stove. According to 
~agan •. Bonneville did the 
ng~t th~g by activating the 
extmgutsher then, however 
Bonneville said that all of 
the hot food was ruined 
. ii~cluding three dozen pero: 
gtes she had just made. 
The propane, which also 
heats the building, was then 
turned off and cold food waa 
served throught ·the after· 
noon while outside temper-
atures hovered n~ar zero 
degrees. 
"We never even closed 
down," said Bonneville. 
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Wilkinson speaks on split 
by Greg Healces 1' d' b t f.f b h' h h · · 
· ve mg tstances e ween sta mem ers w 1c as dustnes as the two maJOr enter the work force · • • he 
Anthony Wilkinson, pre· campuses, lack of spac~, caused unrest in the past. · opponents. said. • 
sident-elect of Kwantlen financial, and economic "One of the great ·pro-· "We are in confronting 
College spoke Friday on the problems have plagued blems with the last system times. The 60's were the 
organizational structure Douglas in the past and will was that no one was ac- years of student power the 
proposed for the newly-for- continue to affect Kw~ntlen countable. We have to get 70's were' faculty powe; and 
med Kwantlen College. "but only on a hghter away from the us and them in the 80's institutions are 
Wilkinson told over 100 scale." . · syndrome, "Wilkinson . going to be attacked from 
staff and faculty members "Any new system con- explained, who added that all sides. For the first time 
at the Newton campus that t"ins vestibles of unreality.. there will be no shakeup of students realize that the job 
Douglas Colleges' past sys- We're in an almost no win the present administration. can be done elsewhere," he 
tem was not working be- ·situation, but I think that in . ''I favour a system where said. 
cause of a .combination of the future it is a win everything is out on the Wilkinson said that com-
g~ographic economic pro situation." he said. table and if someone panies like C.P. Air and Air 
· blems and "confusion in the Wilkinson stressed the doesn't agree with some- Canada are already training 
staff function." fact that he hopes to cut one, then, they should say their own apprentices be-
He said that great tra- down quarrelling between so". cause they can't get auf-
Wilkinson said that the ficient supply of adequate 
new system will be student workers out of the schools. 
and client orientated and He also mentioned that 
that it will meet the social there an~ private teaching 
and community needs south companies whose sole pur-
of the Fraser. pose is to teach for a profit. 
Wilkinson said he has a "In the future, students 
deep concern for the future are going to demand more 
of colleges and universities certificates and m9re voca-
because increasing compe- tional and career emphasis . 
tition is coming from non- There are going to be mas-
academic institutions . He sive demands for retraining 
labelled businesses and in as more and more women 
Wilkinson mentioned that 
the grea~ travelling distan-
ces between the campuses 
was one of the major ob-
stacles of a multi-campus 
structure . 
"We have four widely 
seperated campuses and a 
public transit system that 
can only be doscribed as 
neanperthal. The problem 
will be compounded when 
we are ·faced with gas 
prices of $2/gallon," he 
said. 
Wilkinson said that Lang-
ley, Surrey and Richmond 
should eventually develop 
so that they each can offer a 
full range of courses . 
"We're looking ahead to 
the possibility that there 
could be another split within 
5-10 years . But, we don't 
want to have to go through 
the same trauma connected 
with this SJ!lit ." 
And. so does Day 
f ., ;•' 
· · 'Tb' . . · · · c~·d a ~-~~··ed~c~tio~ai' syst~;,;j~~; 
Kwantlen College during a speech to over 100 staff and 
faculty ,members at the Ne~ton · campus. 
:~-.~. ,;.:-'l.;.; .'.·~-~-,._ • . , ·-::;~;, .. Photo by Greg Heake111 . · 
i\-..> .. ·:.~·A"!-~  •. / ~~-~LI·.:.~~- .. • ~ - ...... ~-~;.,. :· .... ....-,~ .. ...... . ..... ..: ~ ~. ·:. 
Why are you reading this editorial? 
Didn't you know that editorials are the most boring 
part of any newspaper, only read by boring people an~ 
the writer? • 
Maybe you're reading this editorial because your're 
interested in what Tht: Other Press has to say. If so, 
then read on. 
Next September, The Other Press is going to be short-
staffed . That's not a new problem, this paper is always 
low on people-power, but what is new is the sererity of 
the problem. 
One person does not a newspaper make and right now 
one is the total number of returning staffers for next 
year. Without more people there is a possibility that 
this paper may not publish and that predicament would 
perturb previous years' pressers. 
Besides the opportunity of staying up till all hours of 
the night working on this journalisticly excellent paper, 
staff members have the shared pleasure of dropping 
courses and/ or achieving low grades in order to produce 
the best possible paper for the students of Douglas 
College. 
And besides the incredible amount of fun the staff has 
drinking on production nights, we also provide an 
essential service to students that is neglected by the 
other media in the college, namely informing students 
about issues on and off campus. One week It may be a 
big story on tuition increases, the next maybe program 
cutbacks, or overcrowding,.or vandalism, or any number 
of topics that are relevant to j>ost-secondary students. 
And as we've said so many times before, no one person 
runs the show. Everyone, whether on their f1rst issue' or 
their f'tftieth, gets a say on all decisions. 
Other Press reporter, 
Greg Healces, spole recent-
ly with Bill Day, the newly 
elected president of Douglas 
Colle gil about · the tollege 
split. Day has lfeen associ-
ated with Douglas College 
since its inception in 1970. 
How aware do you feei 
the .1 students are of the 
· coU~g, split1 
I suspect that many don't 
realize that it's a total split. 
It's not just a change of the· 
internal organization. I'm 
not sure alot of faculty 
realize it either (.laughs). 
Could you give us .some 
history on the split1 
Back in 1969, .eight school 
districts-- Maple Ridge, 
Coquitlam, New W,estmins-
ter, Burnaby, .Richmond 
Delta, Surrey and Langley 
recommended to the; go~ 
vernment that there be two 
colleges, one on the north 
side of the Fraser river and 
one on the soutl) side. But 
the goverment didn't agree. 
Th_e college wu built u.nder 
the assumption that it would 
split eventually whet~er it 
be 1900 or 1980. The long 
and short of if is that 
Douglas grew to the point 
where it was . not war king 
properly and it couldn • t run 
as a unit. ' 
Why1 
Because of the size of the 
region, the difficulty in cros-
sing the river. and the 
traveling distances between 
the campuses. The college 
board decided last spring to 
split and the Minister of 
Education agreed. 
Will the split affect the 
quality of education1 
Not deimitely not. 
Thr~ugh having a smaller 
orgamzation less time wilJ 
be spent on meetings. just 
for the sake of having 
· meetings and more time will 
be spent on communicating 
between the campuses and 
to touch base 
are effects on 
registration going to be 1 
What other majr,r areas 
will the split effect'! 
The split will effel:t eve-
rything, Student Society, 
College Board, budget, 
working ·conditions, 
business systems, job~ of 
staff and political relation-
ships. 
What do you mean by 
''political relationships 1'' 
Since' Burnaby will be-
come the biggest single 
population for Douglas, we 
expect political activity wi-
thin the community to in-
crease. After all, isn't the 
college suppose to be in-
volved in the community? 
How will the budget be 
split? 
The division of the :Bud-
get "Will be a 50/50 split. 
But since the nursing pro-
gram will stay with Dou-
glas, it will make us a little 
bigger. 
Will Kwantlen . courses 
be recognized by all major 
institutions'! 
I suspect that registration 
and public interest rna) 
increase on the south side to 
the river because, for the 
first time, they will have 
their own institution. The 
north side already has BCIT 
and PVl and it (Douglas) 
will probably assume a 
smaller profile. ·But the Yes , the Kwantlen cur· 
south should experience an riculum has been approved 
upsurge in interest. by all major institutions . 
· A·lkies unite! 
by L. Coholic 
So you're free Thursday 
nights and you think Doug-
las College doesn't offer 
anything culturally and so-
cially stimulating to warrant 
your participation, eh? 
Well, alienated one, your 
time has come. 
The multi-campus council 
· has recognized the exis-
tense of the "Thursday 
night discussion club.' • The 
club meets every Thursday 
night after class at the 
., College Place Pub in down-
town New Westminster 
Membership is open to 
any Douglas College stu-
dent who seeks ''to go 
beyond knowledge and de-
fined wisdom in search of 
relative truth. • • 
College Will b 
by ch · P. e moved 
rts age by Year el!d 
Oasses will 
the new nor be held 
camp b at 
vernber 8 h us efore N !lJUst check . 1ng . ernergen 1-"" at t e 1. o-wes~ Graydon ear_lesr, says 
P_hyslcal Plan ' Director of 
vrces_ t and Site Sec-
Previous -th_~ lockout e~~tl~~tes since ;nr ·October an~ ~,ave been 
st_ "Wvember 
Programs 
ally move to should gradu. 
over the the new -0 next rw sne 
" U' _exns and fire cy lght-
ntd we ger h alarms 
can 't move " t e Permit w~ 
H , says G ' e says "1: raydon 
areas under t •ere are stili 
Probably u -1 construction D Otl th ' 
ecember'' e end of 
' 'By thee~d f 
e:xpecr r h o the Year 
o ave we 
movedinro h everybod 
H t e ne- £ · Y 
n_e delay: A:: months. 
perrnn is ne d Occupancy 
College can rne ed before the 
ove 1 
. nspectors 
. e hopes Do "" acdity' · 
wfdl be compler ~glas Colleg~ 
0 the old \\7i f Y rno-ved our ~nd Agnes s~.s b:jd-¥cBride 
e new Year. J lOgs by 
Bye-bye, Old Campus 
As productrJn night draws closer, I have to think about 
this old building that I have spent many a sleepless night 
(including this one) in, putting together the student 
newspaper. It occurs to me that this may be the last timt: 
the Other Press is produced. 
All thoughts are ,now turned to the new building as 
classes officially stan to move today, November 9th. I 
wonder how student life will be differ once we are 
relocated into the shiny new building. The old McBride 
site may be ugly, but it's comfonable. 
Things are going to be pretty stiff at the new colleg~ with 
administrators worrying about anything tarnishing the 
new building. We as students will have to treat the new 
building with respect, wich is expected of people who are 
given a $40 million building in which to learn. 
I feel son of sorry for the old building, neglected and 
pushed aside in the excitement of the move. I keep 
thinking that the atmosphere at school in the new building 
will be somewhat regimental compared to the relaxed 
atmosphere I feel we all enjoy at this old campus. I'm 
hoping that the students can assimilate to the newness of 
the building and eventually make themselves feel at 
home. 
by Caroli•e Harm 
Douglas College in CFS 
votealn merenCJOm 
·auring ari-AGM that 
. reached quorum in name only. 
by Ia• H u•ter and 
Chris_ Page 
"I find it ironic that 201 
people have just determin-
ed the fate of 3,700," DCSS 
president Kevin Halh~ate 
said at last Friday's Annual 
General Meeting. 
Hallgate was referring to 
a decision to join the Can-
adian Federation of Stu-
dents -which resulted in 
rarsing student fees by $4. 
The twenty people were 
those left . tQ. v.ote on- ,the · 
CFS referendum. Acc9rding 
to the new constitution .that 
was also approved· at that 
meeting, by Jaw· 10.35 
"Quorum may be declared 
if no challenge is made." 
No challenge was made 
even though the AGM nev-
er actually achieved the. 
required 100 people for 
quorum. 
DCSS vice-president Sea-
na Hamrtton attributed the 
dismal respQnse ofthe stu-
dents at the AGM to bad 
timing (Friday of mid-term 
week), ~tudent apathy, and 
lack of planning because 
the Student Society had 
concentrated on the upcom-
Whats missing from this picture ••••• QUORUM! 
ing anti-cutbacks campaign . 
"It was like a slap in the 
face," said Hamilton after 
the-meeting, "I couldn't 
help but take it (the poor 
turnout) personally ... as a 
G:FS executive, I have to 
continued . on page 2 
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. sheiil' s silence sherne 
falls flat 
by Chris Page 
Silence may be golden, but 
not at Douglas College, it 
seems. 
Education Minister Bill 
Vander Zalm's speech at 
Dou$las College's official 
operung March 18th was met 
by applause! despi~e S~e~t 
Society Prestdent Tun Shem s 
plans to meet it with silence. 
Shein blames The Province 
for breaking his confidence. 
Publicity in the media des-
troyed the plan, he said. 
Other protests came from 
banners with messages like 
''We want to learn. ' ' Students 
unrolled '1f you think educa: 
tion is expensive, try ignor-
ance" as Vander Za1m finish-
ed his speech. 
Colleges are still being built 
in B.C., he told a crowd of 
about 900. He called the build-
ing ' 'the finest college facility 
in North America. ' ' 
ince. He said that Douglas 
College could not admit ~00 
people who applied this year. 
Following Stanton came 
Shein who said the new cam-
pus is better than the "glorif· 
ted trailer park" on McBride 
Blvd. He barely mentioned 
education cutbacks. 
Student Society Vice-Pres-
ident Alanna Whirley said 
later that she would have ap-
proached the speech more pol-
itically. 
"It wasn't the time or 
place," said Shein. 
Of the political tone of Stan-
ton's speech, Shein said "He 
has his views; I have mine." 
College President Bill Day 
was among the other speak-
ers. He gave a history of the 
college. 
Bill Day, Tim Shein and 
Ralph Stanton were among 
those not.clapping after Van:. 
der Zalm's speech. 
'. ' 
However, Faculty Associa-
tion President Ralph Stanton 
noted in his speech that B.C. 
spends ' less per person on 
education ~any other prov· 
Bill Vander Za1m donated a 
tree to the college, which he 
planted by himself. 
He was expected to use a 
gold painted shovel, but it was 
stolen. 
Behind the scenes at the opening 
1111 
by.B~ Phtlrn 
On Friday March 18, 1983, 
the Douglas College concourse 
was full of activity; setting up 
for the opening cerimonies. 
The concourse was filled 
with chairs that were all re-
served for VIP's and special 
guests of the college adminis-
tration and the attending 
socred politicians. The stud-
ents were to sit on the cold 
cement or stand. 
During preparation, the col-
lege administration had dis-
covered and removed some 
protest banners that some de-
termined students had spent 
the night planting in strategic 
places for the cerimonies. 
They were placed on some led-
g_es and steel suppon beams 
up the sides of the glass en-
closure. One could not be 
reached and can still be seen publicized banner, was diSap.; 
above the 8th street concourse pointed in how the cerimonies 
·were 'stacked' with socreds, 
entrance. Another was sue- but was pleased with the pub- · 
cessfully reco!Cred by these licity the banner received.· 
students and tt was released Other determined protest· 
ov.e~ the concourses 4th level ers placed .their banners in ~g !'-5 Van der Zalm fm- classroom windows overlook-
tshed his speech. ing the concourse but Van der 
. ~~ough ~e banner !e~- Zalm had his back to them. 
mg If you think Educatt~n ts The cerimonial golden 
Expensave, try lg110r1111ce , shovel which was to be used 
was seen. by many people at for the cerimonial tree plant· 
the operun$ and on ~. the ing was stolen by unknown 
demonstratton met mmunum persotts and the tree ~Ianting 
suc.c~s. The concourse was a was performed wnh an maJo~tr . . of well dressed, up- ·ordinary shovel. 
per middle class people, some During the planting a man 
of which occ:Upied the 're· approached Vander Zalm and 
served' seats, • ·applauded said, "You've fucked welfare, 
every speech about the 'nee- you've fucked municipal af. 
essity' of education cutbacks fairs, you've ~ed ICBC and 
with much enthusiasm. you've fucked education! Why 
Ken Peters, creator of the don't you stick to gardening?" 
Vander Zaln1 is not a~nused 
t • • • 
by Ian H11nter 
The television blinks on. It 
is a slow news day at the CBC. 
It must be for the re~ner is 
asking Education Minister Bill 
VanderZalm what he thinks of 
a cartoon from the Other Press 
entided ''Ways to Assassinate 
Yo11r~ Minister.'' He 
is not amused. 
Reponer Larry Rose con-
tacted VanderZalm Friday 
after seeing the cartoon in the 
February 2nd edition of The 
Other Press. The ·shon news 
item began with a brief pan of 
the canoon; show~f; carica-
ture of Vander being 
blown up with a shovel, elec-
tricuted at a ribbon cutting 
ceremony, being stabbed 
through the hean with a wood- · 
en stake and about to be killed 
by a ticking clam shell. while 
scuba diving in the Gulf Is-
lands. Cut to Bill. 
VanderZalm said he 
thought it was in poor taste 
and that he would be contact 
ing Douglas College to try ~d 
~prevent the students of Doug-
las college from being funher 
exposed to free thought and 
expression. 
Douglas · CoUege President 
Bill Day says VanderZalm has 
not yet contacted him about 
the cartoon and "haven't 
thought about the matter at . 
all'' adding ''The Other Press , · 
does what it decides to do .. .it 
isn't . under my jurisdiction: 
-
Editorial Coordinator for the isn't libellous. We don't con-
Other Press Nancy Powell . sider the cartoon to be at all 
says "Unfonunady I missed libellous, although some 
the origional news cast but, as people might ~d i~ off~ive. 
we're an autonumous news- I fuid what he s domg to edu· 
paper we can say almost any- cation offettsive and other 
~g .. ~e want so l~ng as it newspapers have shown him 
to be the asshole he is.'' 
The Other Press has yet to 
be officially contacted by any-
one about the cartoon but, if 
there is sufficiant interest, it 
may be re-ran or even expand-
ed. More next week. 
, ' ' .. 
CAMPUS BOOKSTORE ROBBED 
$15,000 theft 
'inside job' 
A Douglas College student 
and an employee of the 
college were arrested Thurs-
day and charged with the 
Wednesday night theft of 
almost $15,000 from the New 
Westminster campus book-
store. 
New Westminster police 
apprehended Shirley Olsen , 
a cashier in the bookstore, 
and student Edward LaFa-
vor, in possession of the 
stolen money Thursday 
night . 
Police were ft.rst notified of 
a theft Wednesday evening 
by Olsen, who claimed she 
was attacked from behind by 
a young man wearing black 
pants ~nd running shoes as 
she left the bookstore with 
the money, which she claim-
ed she intended to deposit in 
a bank deposit box. 
Olsen and LaFavor were 
both charged with posses-
sion of stolen goods, but 
Olsen was also charged with 
public nuisance for mislead-
mg police. 
All the money was retriev-
ed except for about $100. No 
further information on the 
case was available at press 
time. 
Maple Ridge inflammable 
Other Press infallible 
by Jeannette van Eldik 
Although the Maple Ridge 
ca·m pus looks like a fire trap 
and rumor had it that it was, 
Andy Andrews, dean of the 
campus, said it is not and the 
Maple Ridge fire chief has 
confirmed that statement. 
"It isn't as much of a fire 
hazard as the New Westmin-
ster or · Surrey campuses," 
Andrews said. It has been 
inspected by the police the 
fire department and the city. 
There is no smoking al-
lowed in classrooms, there 
are many fire extinguishers, 
no plugs are overloaded and 
there are no ac~umulations 
of rags or papers, Andrews 
said. Each class is equipped 
with a smoke detector and an 
exit door leading outside. 
"We're probably as good 
as an ordinary elementary 
school." 
According to the Maple 
Ridge Fire Chief the old 
elementary school where 
Douglas College classes are 
being held is to be ' demo-
lished in just over a year, 
which has probably led 
people to· believe it was 
condemned. 
Ken McKoy, campus su-
pervisor, said Douglas Cam.-
puses meet the building code 
specifications. The only 
place smoking is allowed is 
in offices where ashtrays are 
provided and in the cafe-
teria. 
McKoy commented that 
they try to keep the halls 
clear of people and things 
but there is one problem in 
the 100 building with. a class 
splitting into groups and 
moving into the balls with 
their chairs. 
There is also no vehicle 
parking within 25 feet of the 
building or in fire zones· and 
although they try to avoid it 
they usually have to tow one 
or two cars away a year so 
people will get the message. 
Maintenance supervisor 
Wes Gibbons said, '!Douglas 
College is well protected. 
The fire department can be 
here in two minutes. It's the 
people that create the hazard 
by blocking accesses.'' 
Douglas College has a fire 
alarm system which has two 
inspections a year, a water 
system and, in the case: of 
Richmond campus, a sprink-
ler system. 
Gibbons didn't dwell on 
the technicalities long, but 
he was quick to point a .finger 
at the Other Press. "The 
Other Press oifice is a fire 
hazard. Fires are caused by 
an accumulation of papers,;, 
he said. · 
The Other Press office 
very seldom has 'papers 
stacked in corners' as Gib-
bons said. And if they do it is 
only when they come in and 
are being distributed. More 
of a fire hazard than The 
Other Press office is the 
smoking which is going. on in 
classes where no ashtrays 
are provided. · 
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Bookstore robbers 
sentenced 
by} eannette van Eldik 
A former Douglas College 
bookstore employee and a 
. former college criminology 
s~dent and part-time secu-
nty guard were sentenced 
Nov. 3 to six · months in 
~rison and two years proba-
tion after robbing the college 
bookstore of$14 357 on Sept 6. , . 
S~irley Olund, 34, charged 
wtth theft over $200 and 
Edward LaFavor, 19 char-
ged with possession ot stolen 
property, were charged in 
New Westminster Provincial 
court. 
Olund, married and the 
mother - of three children 
w~s also to!~ to seek psychia: 
tnc counsellmg on the advice 
of her probation officer after 
·she pleaded guilty on the 
grounds ot mental instability 
because of marital problems 
during the past year. 
On Sept. 6, Olund cashed 
a cheque for LaFavor, the 
court Y~as told, so he could 
purchase a car. He came to 
t~e bookstore later that eve-
nmg and picked up over 
$14,000 in cash and cheques . 
When Olund finished work at 
a~out 10 p .m . she waited five 
mmutes and phoned the 
police claiming she had been 
robbed .as she was getting in 
her car tn the college parking 
lot. 
. LaFavor then burnt $7,458 
m ch.eques, ~brew the money 
bag •? .the nver and hid the 
remammg $6,978 in cash. 
. On ~ept. 8, LaFavor, feel-
mg gutlty, turned himself in 
to police, disclosing the 
·whereabouts of the money. 
. Olu~d and LaFavor's rela-
ttonshtp d~ring the last year . 
was descnbed as a 'morbid : 
attraction' by LaFavor's law- · 
y~r . Ol~~d had been finan- · 
ctally atdmg .LaFavor during 
the last year m order for him 
to remain in school. They 
had talked of robbing the 
bookstore ar registration 
rime in july. 
To the Editor, . 
One of my students left t.he exam!n-
ation room just before Chns~mas With 
only the following note on ~IS ans~ 
paper:"Having ignored th1~ subJ~ 
for the past few weeks, I Sit here tn 
the harsh glare of reality being unable 
to and indeed, not having the heart to 
write this ·examination ." · - ' 
This particular student has some 
rather noble ambitions as to what ~e 
wants to do once he has completed his 
education, but is being held back by 
his inability· to pass ~he preparatory 
courses in mathematiCS . <?ther stu-
dents have approached me tn the past 
week and have seriously .suggestt 
that I give them a passmg gra e 
because they are being ~eld b~ck 
from studying the real.ly 1nterest1~g 
higher level courses tn other d~s-
ciplines . . .. 
It occurred to me that, tn reqUtn~g 
them to pass certain s~a!ldards tn 
mathematics, I. was exeros.mg a form 
of censorship on the posstble career 
choices the student could make. . 
In light of the public outcry agamst 
any form of censorsh.ip in areas such 
as the media in particular and moral 
choices in general, why should we, as 
instructors in this college (or any 
other college tor that matter) , be 
allowed to continue our own form of 
discrimination ~gains~ stude~~s o~ th~ 
basis of their academtc qualtfteattOn~ . 
I there not some inconsistency m tea~hing a student in philodsop~y tha~ 
there are no absolute sta~ ar ~o~~­
then grade that student s pe d b-
. that same course an a . ~~c~:~~ n~~n~~~~ !~a~~r~~~~t ~~ 
the instructor? th We have freed ourselves. up to e 
point where we can commit adult~ij 
without public censure.' but ~ci;l~s 
get hung up on danglt!lg pa E r h 
and misspelled words tn an ng IS 
es~~~ividuals who take their chosen 
lifestyle tor gran~ed fo:ed':~:~r~h~~ 
reason become mcen . Mad 
detect a grammatical error l.n th.e 
H tter It we are pro-chotee tn one a · · hy should we 
area of ·our society w t 
. to stand in the way o 
contmue nd t'-elr-chosen professions 
persons a II t b't 
through the ap~lication o ar I r~ry 
standards? Consistency woul~ r~Utre 
d a ll forms of exammatlons . us to rop hed me to 
The students who approac 
arbitrarily up-grade their mard.ks have 
be unto see through the taca e, e~en 
. g h 't The lessons of relative 1f we aven · h'l h 1 s learned from moral P 1 osop Y 
va ue d h uld be applied in all areas 
can an s o · 
of our society . 
AI Harms · 
Douglas College Math Instructor 
·Everything -give; 
you .canrer 
I know this is an old story. I have 
heard it from teachers and students 
alike. 
But as I am a new student here f 
feel strongly that this issue should be 
kept alive. The college's classrooms 
and the library's environment are not 
comfortable for students to study in. 
The classrooms that are nearby the 
street are very noisy. We can con-
tinually hear the traffic loudly passing 
by outside. 
... 
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During cold days, the heating 
system never seems to work. Some-
times I have to put on several. 
sweaters and a Coat when sitting in 
the classroom. Thanx for coming ~f my main b !IOns(sic). When o ~ee-There is also no air in the class-
rooms or in the library. Sometimes I 
l · someth-
ng goes wrong tn th 
can t\ardly breathe towards the end of 
a class. · 
I would like to thank th 
students of Dou I e 
lege for sh . g as Col-
in the stud owu~g interest 
student society I e 
ftrst t d . ' am the 
The fluoreScent lights in the college· 
are eye killers. I recently. read some 
articles about them, and apparently 
they are the worst lights for your 
eyes. They may save the college a few 
dollars, but' how about our eyes and 
our health? I only use the library 
because I have to use the reserved 
books, otherwise I would stay away 
from.there. I have found that after a 
short time reading in the library my 
eyes are very tired .and I feel a 
burning sensation . I wish that the 
college could put a few table lights or 
some other kind of lighting in, instead 
of these fluorescent lights. 
take . o a mtt wrong and 
not onFyll fi responsibility' 
s · or the student . ent soc1ety 
Thts is what ~e 
there for in h. are promote . w Ich to 
and an awareness 
understanding f 
what we do s . 0 
ents Parti . . eemg stud-
. ctpate in senate mee~ngs, activities or 
spectal General M ' · 
is what we Iik eetmgs 
e to see 
. Standing up and . voic-
~~~ ~ourl ~pinion when 
. ee either for or 
~tety' but also myself · 
would like to thank. th 
s_tudents who have e 
tmually supported con-
student society and al~ 
the students who . 
their · · VOICe 
opm10ns · regular 
the meetings. at 
Were( sic) hear( . ) 
learn and I stc to 
Ive (~ic) Ie!;:;ealtell y_ou, 
Take the time t ot (stc). 
I think the college administration 
should give everyone's health a high-
er priority. 
agtan~t something is 
showmg me that . .~erested. Getting yopeur tnl -
mvolved th · op e Is year was one 
sen~te meeting i~' s a:nd a 
penence to be had by all.ex-
Thanks 
. Scott Nelson 
President, n.c.s.s 
Elizabeth liu 
First Year Fool 
To begin at the beginning, 
which has been a historical 
point of commencement for 
many years, I am a··freshman 
student at Douglas. "So 
what," you might ask, "so 
are lots of other people." Ex-
actly, and to further this, 
everybody at the college was 
once a new kid on the con-
course. Which brings me to 
the topic of today: Douglas 
College through the Eyes of a 
First Year Fool. 
Registration: What a nasty 
word it is. The entire experi-
ence was about as relaxing 
as the FLQ crisis. Who cares 
if you don't need Basket 
Weaving 120, it's an anthro-
pology credit, isn't it? 
"Will you be paying by 
cash, cheque or credit card?'' 
Gee, I was hoping kind of 
hoping that they would ex-
cept old 6/49 tickets (I've got 
hundreds of them.) But tui-
tion isn't the only expense 
facing us, there's bus fare, 
rent, food, Student Society 
fees, extra administrative 
costs, locker rental (it 
doesn't even have a sound-
system or breakfast nook) 
and of course text books! 
Gone are the days when 
your teacher arrived with an 
annload of texts for the en-
tire class - no charge. You 
didn't even have to sign a 
leasing agreement. It seems 
like a dream now, doesn't it? 
Now I pay ,$30.00 for a book 
for the privilage of defacing 
it. Writing in texts used to be 
exhilirating way of denying 
authority, now the thrill is 
gone (and so are the little 
black moustaches I always-
drew on the photos.) 
So now your instructor 
arives in class not with an 
armload of books but with a 
handout listing the 12 texts 
you will need for his course 
and 17 essays due in next 
class. 
I say all this assuming you 
have made it ·to your class. 
There's plenty that can go 
wrong before you get there. 
For instance, I've noticed 
that during the first few 
days, freshmen experienced 
a loss of motor-
coordination. I say this 
because many students had 
to take the elevator instead 
of braving on flight of stairs. 
There also seems to a lack in 
ability to translating the 
words 'push' and 'pull' in to 
motion. Some people just 
walk right in to the doors, 
others wait for someone to 
come along and open it. 
I was quick · to learn that 
there is no bell system at 
Douglas. Wow! I was 
actually responsible for tel-
ling time myself. It's lucky 
that I have a digital watch. I 
set the alarm just so I would 
feel at home. 
Speaking of feeling at 
home, people can walk into 
class with fries and coffee if 
they so choose. However, 
ordering pizza in is frowned 
upon (unless you get 2 and 
split it with your instuctor). 
What's this? Did you say, 
"Call me Bob?" Are you 
certain you wouldn't prefer 
'professor', 'sir' or 'your 
holy worship'? What a 
change. The only problem is 
that my parents can't figure 
out why I am always writing 
essays for this 'Bob' friend of 
mine. Can't he do his own 
work? 
At the college there are 
plenty of opportunities to 
make new friends, and 
cuitivate new enemies too. 
A fun way to get the library 
staff to notice · you is to walk 
through the detection 
system with tin foil and 
kitchen magnets .in your 
pockets. 
Although I have only been 
at Douglas for four weeks, I 
have managed to identify 
some of the more popular 
~lines' being bandied about 
the concourse. Some of my 
favorites are: "What do you 
want be when you grow 
up?", "Let's go to my place 
and STUDY" and "Hey, did 
you see that bird smack into 
those windows?" 
By way of a conclusion, I 
would just like to say that 
high school and college do at 
least have one thing in 
common: every one still' 
bitches about the cafeteria 
food. But so long as I stay 
away from the dogfish and 
minute rice special, I t!link 
that I will enjoy my stay ·at 
Douglas College. 
Hobbs 
CFS talks back 
1 
Welcome Back 
By John McDonald 
Happy New Year! 
Spring 87 registration 
brought a record number of 
students into Douglas College 
and some extra money, a 
"post-Expo gift" from the 
provincial government, meallt 
more courses for those extra 
~tudents. 
Trish Angus, Registrar for 
Douglas College, said she 
thought registration "went 
very well." She reported a un-
official preliminary number of 
5,318 students through the 
gates, excluding ABE and 
Maple Ridge students. 
"It looks like we're going to 
have the most students since 
the split," said Angus. 
Douglas College and 
Kwantlen College in Surrey 
were originally one school, 
with K wantlen splitting off 
from Douglas in 1982. Douglas 
student population was over 
7000 spread over eleven 
campuses before the split, said 
Angus. 
The split, discussed as early as 
1978 within the college, was 
part of a Ministry of Education 
objective to have a college on 
both sides of the Fraser dating 
frem the early Sixties. 
College statistician Doug Tal-
ling, confirmed that registra-
tion numbers had exceeded last 
falls record registration but 
cautioned that official figures 
won't be in until after late regis-
tration is over at the end of next 
week . 
Students were generally 
pleased with the registration 
process but some voiced dis-
pleasure at the sparseness of 
course offerings for new stu-
dents. 
By John McDonald 
··It's really being unfair:· says . 
Marg Fartaczck. Pacific region 
chairperson of the Canadian Fed-
eration of Students. of DCSS inter-
im president Michael Booth's 
comments concerning the national 
student lobby group. A campus-
wide referendum is scheduled for 
March lOth. 1987 when students 
will vote on withdrawing from 
CFS. 
"There's no old boy's network : · 
said Fartaczek . ··11"~ really unfair of 
him to label us a network when 
going from a college in the interior 
to a college in the Lower Mainland 
is a natural progression:· 
She also disputed his claim that the 
regional executive spend over 70<;{-
of their budget on salaries. 'Td 
rather he focused on the amount of 
work that goes into communica-
tions between students:· said 
Fartaczek . 
The three paid posistions on the 
Pacific region executive draw a to-
tal of $71!.000.00 in salaries out of 
an annual budget of $141!.000.00. 
accordinl! to Fartaczck . 
Fartac;ck said that Booth was 
abo a member of the regional ex-
ecutive and very active in its affa-
irs. ""It"s up to all the student 
unions (in B.C . ) to get involved. 
The more your ~tudent union con-
tributes the more you get back."' 
··Lack of communication is .not 
~omething you can blame on one 
person:· she added . 
"We"ve been doing a way better 
For Your Information: 
This is to 
and students 
infortn the staff 
of ·Douglas Col-
lege that the Other Press lVill 
now be producing a weekly 
ne-wspaper. 
President ousted 
"Democracy is never unjust," says 
Scott Nelson, of the Feb. 5th DCSS 
special general meeting where he 
was forced to resign . 'Tm just glad 
more students are becoming aware 
of what the student society can do 
for them and how it can affect 
them ." 
Nelson, who was accused of 
"will ful and total abrogation" of 
the student society constitution 
was swiftly voted out by a seem-
ingly vengeful crowd. When 
"question" (a demand for an im· 
mediate vote on a motion) was 
called, several people in the crowd 
"objected" forcing a vote on 
whether to proceed to "question". 
An overwhelming majority of the 
crowd said yes to the immediate 
vote. 
Mike Bouchard, a supporter of 
Nelson, then attempted to end the 
meeting by questioning "quorum" 
(whether the meeting had enough 
legal· attendence to proceed) and 
leaving the meeting but chairper-
son Mickey McLaughlin ruled the 
quorum motion invalid and the 
impeachment motion continued 
again with an overwhelming ma-
jority voting "yes" . 
Nelson said afterward that he 
was "disappointed that some stu-
dents who raised their hands 
didn't get a chance to ask ques-
tions ." 
"Several students said after-
wards that they really didn ' t know 
what they what they were voting 
for," said Nelson . "One thing I'm 
asking is why he jumped over two 
agenda item~ to the resignation of 
the president." 
"Nelson, a veteran of student 
politics as the president of his high 
school student government, said 
he was not sure if he would run 
again for the position of president. 
"It all depends if they hold a by-
election," said 
·•you don't have 
be involved in 
iety ." 
Nelson, adding 
to be president to 
the student soc-
Student society treasurer Chris 
Lirette, who also faced an im-
peachment motion at the meeting, 
said he thought the meeting was 
unfair to Nelson . 
"I think the people who wanted 
him ousted had a slanted view and 
they came into the meeting with-
out any consideration of his per-
sonality and what he's done for the 
DCSS," said Lirette. 
"I think people tended to victim-
ize him because of his support for 
the athletic levy," he said. "He was 
rail-roaded and he didn't have a 
chance ." 
Of the 121 name petition calling 
for his own impeachment, Lirette 
said "the 120 people who signed 
the petition obviously didn't show 
up." 
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job getting some attention for stu-
dent concerns," said Fartaczek. 
"The results speak for them-
selves.·· 
Stephen Scott. executive officer 
for the Pacific region. called the 
creation of the provincial govern· 
mcnt"s Student Assistance Advi-
sory Committee a good example. 
"Our big part in that was hold-
ing the Student Assistance Task 
Force:· said Scott . .. A direct result 
of the prcassure was the creation 
of the committee with a mandate 
to improve the student assistance 
program." 
"Stan Hagen (Minister of Ad-
vanced Education and Job Train-
ing) said it was an excellent 
and that it would be 
priority." said Scott. 
"We're keeping the pressure u 
and we expect positive changes,' 
Scott said, "more money. bene 
remission, something." 
Scott added that CFS will 
mounting a post-card campaig 
· where students from eight univer 
sity and college campuses woul 
send post-cards to Hagen urgin 
action on student aid. 
He also pointed to CFS seats on 
the provincial Youth Advisory 
Council and the B.C. Student 
Loans Appeal Committee as ex-
amples of CFS sucess. 
OP called negative 
He calls it "the coup or the OP." 
Who's "he" and what's ''it"? 
"He" is Scott Nelson and ''it" is 
his impeachment at the DCSS spe-
cial general meeting on Feb. Sth. 
Accused or constitutional abroga-
tion, Nelson believes the Other Press 
and their constant "negative cover-
age" had much to do with his oust-
ing. 
"I certainly feel the OP has not 
published anything positive about 
the DCSS," said Nelson. "As far as 
personal vengeance goes, you have 
to expect a little or that when Yl!U are 
in the politkal seat." 
Nelson said he thought none or the 
Other Press coverage in the 86-87 
school year had reDeded well on 
him or the student society. 
"When you have ex-members or 
the OP coming up to you and saying 
it is all negative down there, you 
gin to wonder," said Nelson. 
Nelson added that he had ''learn 
a lot in the last year and I can't r 
gret it." 
Society treasurer Chris Lirette 
who also raced impeachment at t 
SGM, said he didn't appreciate t 
"editorializing" on the front cover 
or the last issue or the Other Press. 
The cover featured a cartoon show-
ing cowering politicians sitting on 
spring-loaded ejection seats 
labelled with the names or the DCSS 
executive. The figure labelled 
''Scott" w- in the midst of ejection 
and was published before the SGM. 
"It was a pre-conceived notion or 
what could happen," said Lirette. "I 
think it could have affected the out-
come or the SGM." 
February Sth SGM: stude.nt backlash against athletic levy and con-
duct or student society president Scott Nelson. 
As well, a backlash appeared 
against the motion passed at the 
Dec. Sth SGM where a number of 
athletics supporters appeared at 
the meeting and moved to have 
the DCSS support a pitch to college 
management for a seperate athletic 
levy. Students voted to have any 
mention of the levy struck from the 
minutes of the previous SGM as 
well as removing their support for 
the original proposal. 
Other agenda items included 
motions to change the name of the 
DCSS executive position of secre-
tary to vice-president external and 
a motion endorsing the expansion 
of the DCSS external activity pro-
gram to include some Fitness Plus 
locations with a SO¢ surcharge ap-
plied to entrance. Both motions 
were lost in the confusion . 
A.G.M. S.O.L 
By Aeriol Alderking 
The DCSS AGM was cancelled 
when Rick Shepherd asked for 
quorum at the beginning of the 
meeting, on Thursday, March 17th. 
There were approximately 33 
people present. The SGM on 
February 25th was also cancelled 
when quorum was asked for by 
Herb Hanna. There were 78 stu-
dents at that meeting, but as stu-
dents were leaving prior to the end 
of the meeting, only 60 were 
present when quorum was called. 
Herb Hanna said that the reason 
it is important to have at least 100 
students at the meeting is that there 
be adequate student body repre-
sentation. He also said anything 
passed without quorum is illegal 
and can be challenged and struck 
down. 
The next AGM will be held 
April 7th. Rick Shepherd said this 
way "April 7th gives us time to 
work effectively to achieve quorum 
because I know someone will call 
quorum again. If we can get a stu-
dent committee to actively pursue 
the attendance for this AGM, hope-
fully we'll have at least a 100 stu-
dents there." 
As quorum was called im-
mediately upon accepting the agen-
da. no DCSS business was handled. 
'This next AGM is critical" says 
Shane Pollack. "If we don't provide 
audits on a yearly basis we lose our 
status as a society and cease to 
exist" One of the agenda items is to 
choose the auditors. 
This is not the only reason to at-
tend the AGM though. There are 
other issues being raised such as the 
funds being lent to athletics. Four 
athletes were lent $800.00 to curl in 
Manitoba with the understanding 
that the money was to be paid back 
by December, 1987. Only $100.00 
has been paid to date and another 
cheque for $100.00 bounced. The 
DCSS also lent $4000.00 to the 
men's and ladies's basketball teams 
to go to Hawaii to play exhibition 
games. They repaid $2000.00 but 
were unable to pay the balance and 
asked the DCSS to write their debt 
off, which the DCSS did. 
This is just one example of the 
agenda items to be discussed. As 
Shane said, "This is the student's 
time to voice their concerns." One 
concern that might be worthy of ad-
dressing is the recent escalation of 
job action by the DKFA. 
Another agenda item is the 
amendments to the DCSS constitu-
tion. One such amendment would 
not allow people wh9 have been 
impeached from their positions to 
run for office for a period of five 
years. 
Scott Nelson, who is running for 
vice president, was impeached 
from the position of president of the 
DCSS on February 5th, 1987. Scott 
was accused of election ir-
regularities in the Oct 8th by-elec-
tion. This story was covered in the 
Other Press November lOth, 1986 
issue. The CRO said that his polling 
clerks overheard both Scott Nelson 
and Mike Bouchard telling people 
to vote for Bouchard. Bouchard's 
ballot was pulled by the CRO who 
was then allegedly threatened by 
the pair. "I was there when they had 
their discussion and no threats were 
made," said Nelson, who added, 
"but I probably would have hit the 
son of a bitch." 
The December 8th minutes of 
the senate meeting addressed a 
problem with the ski club sociaL 
There was apparently differences in 
the ticket and raffle sales and 
$80.00 went missing from the 
shooter bar. Chris Lirette reported 
"Revenues turned in were confus-
ing. There was money transferred 
from the shooter bar to the cashier, 
and the money was not seen for 
quite a while. The President, (Nel-
son) who was a student that night, 
brought money from the till without 
proper accounting. The Social co-
ordinator chased him back to the 
OCSS office and brought back a 
receipt. The sobriety of the Presi-
dent was questioned at this time." 
Scott replied, "This was the third 
time I collected the money. It is not 
a matter of sneaking around with 
the money. I was asked to take the 
money due to the fact that there was 
too much in the till to handle." 
Chris goes on to state that "after 
the money was counted, the Presi-
dent and Mike Bouchard threw the 
money around the office. It hasn't 
been recognized that the executive 
in charge or the President can take 
money from the cashier; a serious 
violation on the part of the Presi-
dent" 
There was a party held after-
wards in the DCSS in which Scott 
took part. There was drinking, 
dancing on the tables, and beer bot-
tles smashed on the floor. Security 
tried to remove the participants and 
were met with animosity. Discipli-
nary action was taken and Scott was 
requested to tum in the main office 
key to Terry Leonard. He was 
denied access after 9 p.m. and had 
to make a written and verbal apol-
ogy to the security personnel in-
volved, Terry Leonard, and the 
Senate members. 
There was also a motion at this 
meeting calling for the resignation 
of the President. Chris said, 
"throughout this meeting and pre-
vious meetings there has been con-
cerns regarding Scott. He states 
rules are made to be broken." Brent 
Wilson said regarding the SGM that 
had been held, "Scott did not ac-
knowledge the challenge to the 
chair and at this time swore and was 
drinking before and after !}le meet-
ing." Scott said, "he tends to be 
nervous and wanted a drink." 
At the Special General Meeting 
held February 5th, 1987 it was fur-
ther found that there were ir-
regularities in the quorum count for 
Later. Scott Nelson said that due 
to the past incidences that have oc-
curred, the Ski Club has asked t~e 
Senate that Julian Smit not be In 
charge of the social. Impeac-h-
ment 
Threat 
The problem is connected to a 
motion put forward last semester by 
Rick Shepherd and Julian Smit to 
revoke the Ski Club's charter after a 
Ski Club social involving $592 in 
damage to the washrooms, and 5 i_n-
cidents of fighting in which secunty 
had to expel people. The Ski Club 
by Jeff McKeil claimsthatthepeopleinvolvedwere 
The Douglas College Ski Clut: not Ski Club members. 
has threatened to impeach Rick · Julian $mit said that. "All of the 
Shepherd, the DCSS Executive action taken by myself and Rick, foi-
Secr.e'ary, and JuliM Smit- . the lowing the incidents of violence a~d 
Nursing Representative on the damage at the last social, were In 
DCSS Senate, if Julian Smit is the order to safe guard the DCSS 
Executive in charge of the upcomin~ Senate and all the students fro~ 
Ski Club Social. They intend to 'pack costs relating to damages then, or 1n 
the Special General Meeting to be ... _ , ...... ~" 
held Thursday February 25th, at Scott Nelson claimed to have the 
noon in RM 2201 . support of the Senate, the Ski Club 
Scott Nelson, the Vice President 
of the Ski Club. University Transfer 
Representative on the Senate. and 
a past President of the DCSS [until 
he was impeached) said, during a 
heated exchange in the DCSS office 
with Rick Shepherd and Julian Smit, 
"We don't want you in . The Ski Club 
wanted your resignation w.hen you 
were giving them a hard time last 
time." 
members, the Ski Club executives 
and the DCSS President and Vice-
President for their request to have 
Julian replaced as the Executive in 
charge of the Ski Club social. A ski 
club member found in the concourse 
agreed. 
Anena Johnston. the President of 
the DCSS said, "As far as I'm con-
cerned, Clubs in the college should 
not hold senate members for ransom 
because of political decisions they 
. Referring to the Ski Club's threat have made." 
of impeachment, Rick Shepherd 
said, "If they'll do it to me and Julian 
over something like this, they'll do it 
over any1hing." 
1 
the passing of the athletic levy to 
which Scott argued that he had done 
the count himself. It was at this 
meeting that Scott Nelson was ac-
cused of "willful and total abroga-
tion" of the student society constitu-
tion and was swiftly voted out. 
Scott was also President of believe it is important for student 
Colmneetza high school student to attend the AGM. It is the oppor 
council and was impeached for tunity, not only to voice concern~ 
"overstepping his authority and but ask questions and become mon 
abuse of power." · aware of the functions of the DCSS 
This is why the DCSS executive 
During the past year Scott has 
had to appear before three discipli-
nary hearings, one of which was for 
assaulting the bar manager. He had 
been instructed not to serve Scott 
and informed the bar staff to do 
likewise as it appeared that Nelson 
was intoxicated. 
Currently the Yeti Ski Club, of 
which Scott is Vice-president, has 
been accused of selling tickets il-
legally at their social on February 
26th. There appears to be $100.00 
missing from ticket sales. Scott in-
formed me that the ski club was 
giving Crimestoppers, $100.00, but 
this is supposed to be done through 
the DCSS and Rick Shepherd said 
that no cheque, to his knowledge, 
was issued. Later Nelson changed 
his· statement to the effect that the 
missing money was from ticket 
revenue that had allegedly been 
given to the cashier but no receipt 
was given to the ski club member. 
Nelson also stated that the ski club 
would be willing to write the money 
off so as not to accuse anyone? 
There i,s a conspiracy at 
Douglas College. 
A big one - it affects me, you 
and students to come. 
They are replacing the paper 
towel dispensers in the washrooms 
with hot-air dryers. 
I hate hot-air dryers. 
Bitch #1: They don't work. 
You can "rub hands vigorously 
under vent" for an hour, all you will 
have are wann, damp hands. 
Bitch #2: Only one person can 
use it at a time. If I am on my way 
to.class, I don't want to have to wait 
in line to dry my hands, with the 
traditional paper-towel dispensers 
. this was not a problem. 
Bitch #3: It makes a lot of noise 
Bitch #4: If I spill something a 
my locker, what am I supposed t• 
do? Pull that section of carpet it u: 
and run it down to the hot -air drier 
Bitch #5: It makes me feellik 
I am at McDonald's. Mind you. 
have heard Douglas College 
referred to as "the McDonald's o 
higher education" ... 
The college raised tuition thi 
year, can't they stop cutting bacl 
just a little? 
JefrHous 
-
-... -
''Let's Stop 
1 
this No 
nsense'' 
by Marion Drakos 
Last Thursday night Douglas 
College students, angered over the 
labour dispute between the college 
adrninstration and faculty, held a 
rally in the concourse which con-
cluded with over 250 students dis-
rupting a meeting of the college 
board. 
Refusing to answer at first, f";;;;;::;;riiiiiiiiiijii!ijiij:iijjjiiiiiiiiiiii[iiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Hughes finally stated, "the matter is 
Students marched into the col-
lege board meeting chanting, "No 
way Bill Day," as they circled the 
room. University Transfer Repre-
sentative Jamie McEvoy, acting as 
the student's spokesperson, 
presented the Douglas College Stu-
dent Society's demands to the 
board, calling for around the clock 
negotatons, asking the Board to 
recognize the present situation is a 
direct result of lack of funding and 
demanding the Board petition the 
government for a larger budget. 
"Comments made by students 
will be taken under consideration," 
responded Hughes on behalf of the 
Board. 
Student Donna Amererely 
repe&tedly asked if "the Board (is) 
willing to meet in the same room 
with faculty, face to face, acro~s the 
table." 
up Ito: the mediator" 
Nursing student Donna Carey 
asked the board about graduation 
for 6th semester nurses telling 
them, "You are dealing with des-
tinies." 
College President Bill Day 
stated that in the event of a can-
celled semester the Board will go to 
Victoria so students will not be ac-
countble for the money borrowed 
in student loans for this semester. 
He also said that they will ar-
range for continued payment of 
Unemployment Insurance for stu-
dents in special U.I. sponsored 
seats. 
Before entering the board 
meeting students gathered in the 
concourse to listen to speakers 
from the Student Society, the 
Faculty and the NDP Education 
Critic Barry Jones. 
D.C.S.S. President Aias Perez 
opened the meeting by reading let-
ters recieved from the Capilano, 
Malaspina and Langara Student 
Societies supporting the strike . 
Commenting on similar input 
at the Canadian Federation of Stu-
dents conference last week, Perez 
said, "this (the strike) is now ana-
tional issue. n 
Faculty President Pam Burry 
tf> 16 September 31996 The Other Press-Twenty Years of Unrestricted Growth 
cited the "unwilligness of ad-
minstration to discuss working 
conditions" as the main reason the 
strike lasting as long as it has. She 
also blamed the use of a mediator 
for slowing down the negotations. 
"Lets stop this nonsense and 
get on with a resolution," she said. 
Cafeteria Cr~cking Down on Shoplifters 
by Dena Nishizaki 
Have you innocently walked 
out of the cafeteria carrying your 
plateful of dinner, a glass for your 
pop, or perhaps a mug? 
If you have not noticed the sign 
posted in front of the cafeteria -it is 
considered shoplifting. 
Even if you do not necessarily 
shove the plate in your bag or purse 
to take home and add to your din-
nerware collection.Even if you 
leave the glass sitting in the class-
room after you use it - it is still 
considered an offence. 
Shoplifting would include any 
metal or glassware taken outside 
the cafeteria. The site supervisor for 
security's main concern is not only 
the cafeteria manager, Ted Malek, 
losing money on stolen tableware, 
but he is also concerned about 
people "walking on broken glass." 
If a person were to walk out-
side 'the cafeteria premises with a 
piece of cutlery such as a spoon, it 
would be considered an offence. As 
site supervisor for security, Fadi 
Baydoun stated "it is considered 
theft under $2 000.00 according to 
the criminal code." 
When a person is caught 
shoplifting from the cafeteria for 
the first time, the student or faculty 
member will receive a warning. The 
person will be "required to provide 
a student or faculty ID" and 
security will "keep track" of the 
individual.If caught a second time, 
they will be charged and it will 
become "a police matter." 
One student remarked, "you 
don't want to use those plastic cups 
which hurt the environment." 
"I mean are they losing that 
much.I would rather use a glass 
which they can wash right away 
rather than the other (styrofoam) 
ones which they throw away and 
don't serve a purpose." 
The cafeteria manager was on 
vacation and not available for com-
ment. 
The site supervisor was not 
aware of anyone being charged and 
believes the instances of shoplift-
ing have "substantially reduced" 
even though he admitted, "anyone 
can sneak things."But so far, he has 
not seen anybody shoplifting since 
the sign posting." 
College Butts Out 
by Matthew Martin 
Do I organizations." 
. ug as College will be a non-
smokmg zone by August I st. . According to Terry Leonard Th~ policy wilL apply to all Dtrector of Facilities and Serv· ' 
people 10 all internal areas f th , the college will save thousan~~~f 
college d · o e 
an 10cludes the exterior 
rooftop and courtyard ar Coli B eas says 
ege ursar Peter Greenwood 
. . ~ouglas College has a respo~­
stbthty to adopt such a policy 
ree~w~ says, because Douglas 
s an mstitute that boasts a tr 
ealth Sciences Program. s ong 
T~e College will offer non-
moktng co 
urses to assist 
mployees ~ho have trouble kiclc:-
g the habtt. Greenwood is also 
nfident that enforcement will not 
a problem. 
"~e will have to ensure ade-
ate stgnage so that everyone is photo by Ma I -
lly ~w~e that the building is non- lighting t~lr fast ron Drakos 
okmg, said Greenwood, addin 
t most people will support th~ 
ve. ~ollars that used to be spent repair-It~g I smoke damage to carpets 100 eum and 'J . ' 
" ' ' ventt atJOn systems. "People are enlightened as to dangers of smoking and secon-
smok~. Our actions are consis-
t With many other 
' It s a reality. It's something 
that s happening everywhere" said 
Leonard. 
photo by U.rlon Drak. 
Environmentally concerned students "shoplifting" cafeteria plates 
Vegetarians 
Like to Eat 
Good Food 
Too 
To ICLFoods (operators of the 
cafeteria): 
I would like to bring up somt: 
concerns that I have about the food 
served in the cafeteria 
I do not eat meat of any kind: 
neither red meat, chicken or 
seafood. I am finding it increasing-
ly difficult to find meals in the 
cafeteria that service my needs 
nutritionally, aesthetically, and 
financially. 
The meals served in the 
cafeteria for vegetarians are con-
sistently the same. There are no hot 
entrees. That leaves a vegetarian 
with the option of having some 
salad, which is astronomically 
overpriced when compared with 
the non-vegetarian entrees, or 
eating a sandwich. Of all the 
sandwiches availiable in the 
cafeteria there are two I can eat: 
cream cheese or egg salad. Oc- another's personal preference. 
casionally, there will be a bowl of I am sure you will find (as 
soup that I can eat. Considering my have discovered) that not onl• 
financial position (I am struggling vegetarians eat vegetarian food. i 
on a student loan), I most often find a dish is prepared with care as to tho 
myself eating a sandwich. I ·am way it looks and tastes, people wil 
quite often at the College for long buy it because it is good, and als< 
periods of time because of my for a change of pace from dishe: 
course load, and therefore I end up with meat. 
eating sandwiches all the time. Please reconsider your menu~ 
That is not what I'd call nutrionally so the concerns of vegetarians are 
.-b-:al
701
an,......ce:-d_e_a_t_in..si!_ _____ _, met. I know that there are a lot ot 
@1) 
~ 
us around the College, and I know 
that we are tired of sandwiches or 
salad. 
Tim Crumley 
Dear Other Press, 
Are you guys (sic) a bunch ol 
High School grads or what? Yow 
date of publications on your last 
issue is January 15th 1990. Great 
eh. Please do not Publish nty name 
I fear reprisals form my rompe~ 
..__~An.--d'o_n_an_o~th'e_r..,..le...::vze..,..l,...,.i"""t i's_re_al..,..-~ room friends. 
ly disapointing to know that you Name Withheld (obviously)b3 
will never get to eat a hot meal as Reques1 
long as you are at the College. Like Ed Co-or No": Aside form 
I have mentioned before, I am at the yo Ill' dijiculties with grammar aiUJ 
College for long periods of time, so punctulltion, you made a glaring 
I don't get many hot meals. I am misi4U. The date on the issue in 
tired of the cafeteria question read "January 5th, 
ma~agement's disregard tor 1990." Great, Eh? 
-
-
--
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Other Press Leaves Hovel, 
Has Lebensraum 
by Norman Gludovatz 
The Other Press, your 
friendly neighbourhood 
student newspaper, has moved 
to a new office in our wonderful 
and expensive college. 
The staff of the paper 
moved into their new space on 
July 30, at Room 1020, formerly 
the Macintosh and IBM 
computer lab. 
Tim Crumley, Office 
Coordinator for the Other Press, 
was pleased about the move. 
''We're finally out of that old 
A Brief Look at DCSS Happenings' 
byPeterMai8Came Colle.ge Administration are office will remain in control of Coll~frominstitutingthe17% 
The Douglas College subnutted. the DCSS. tuition fee hike. 
Student Society survived a In o~er DCSS news, some Kirk Ritchie and Mickey On July 18, DeVoretz, DCSS -
choppy Spring semester _ and tran~cr1pt.ions of minutes McLaughlin were declared President, presented an 8-page 
did it with money in the bank. preVIous will be changed. honourary members of the brief to the Douglas College 
Julian Smi t DCSS · The DCSS office has made DCSS. Board of Directors, who were 
Treasurer annou~ced at a complaints about the "content Ritchie was a member of the meeting to, among other things, 
Representative Committee and appearance" of the minutes DCSS for one year, and he was ratify the increase. Also in 
Meeting July 8 that the fo~ recent meetings, with the involved in an anti-racism attendance were Lehti, 
Spring/91 budget has been mmutes f~r the. meeting ofJune ~Pai&n in Spring !,991 ~ed Vice:-President Ex~~ Ri~d 
distributed and a surplus 24.f91 bem~ smgled out. The 'DancemMyShoes .HeiSalso ~on,an~ProvmcialChairof 
remains. nunutes Will be redone from the authour of an acclaimed the Canadian Federation of 
"The Spring semester timt~pe recordings made at that Nrepti?rt, /'A'E00du~~tialonp for Fi~st StudThents, Br~d La~gne. brought in $10 000 00 · e. a ons ngm ersons. e motion to mcrease fees 
revenues and ~pe~t s~&~.~ The Dewdney DCSS office ~cLauglinhad~naDCSS passed easily. 
less than allocated, therefore almost ceased to exist last Numng Repre~ntative for two The next Stu dept Union 
leaving a budget carryover of month. years, later serving as Speaker of Building committee meeting is 
$16,000.00." Douglas College wanted the the House. His efforts earned to be on August 7 or 8 at S:OOprra. 
The Summer /91 budget is IX:SS' s only site in Maple Ridge him the title "the whip". Committee chair Ralph Jalu1 is 
not complete yet and will not be for office space, but after Sascha DeVoretz tried her asking interested people to 
complete until figures from the i~quires ~y Marleen Lehti, best, but failed to stop Douglas attend. For mo.re infonnation, 
V1ce-Pres1dent Internal, the go the IX:sS office.* 
Y~p. You may have noticed there's no news 
• - J • 
Library Thefts Continue 
by Alexandra Cordeiro 
Douglas College Library is 
still having problems with theft 
of personal belongings of the 
students. 
one that was stolen last 
semester. 
"During (library) 
orientation, we tell students that 
they can leave there stuff here 
(behind the library desk)," said 
Jean Cockburn, library staff. 
Fadi Baydoun of Physical 
Plant denies that anything has 
According to Corey Stuart, 
staff supervisor in the Library, 4 
or 5 complaints are recieved 
every week. 
a been reported stolen in the last 
three semesters. But the library 
fill out reports only when 
something of theirs gets stolen, 
not students'. 
"Everyday I get 
complaint", said Stuart. 
Stuart also believes that it 
may be organized with one or 
two people who are not Douglas 
College students. 
The stealing of parcels, 
mostly bags, occur when 
students go to the bathroom or 
book racks. Last spring two bags 
that were stolen were found 
near the college with the money 
missing. The library plans to put 
up a new sign warning about the 
stealing to replace the previous 
"When it's students, we 
don't fill out reports," says 
Virginia Chisholm Head 
Librarian. 
Cockburn said she walked a 
student to security because she 
was so upset about having her 
bag missing. 
If your belongings are 
stolen, call Security at local 
5405. 
"Life is completeiy, utterly fucked because of the war." 
- Tim Crumley, Production Coordinator 
~~~ __ Se?_t~~ber 3 1996 The Other Press Twenty Years of Unrestricted Growth 
"t•\' . -, ' .... · -·- ·1·,-,---~---,.· .... _ .. --_-·--,..·----~--------- ...... :.. ... _. ____ ,.. _________ ~· --
l ,"):;J.•l-'-"'-' ,;, _,~·tJ 't• J'Jc r·t:S.:--r-t,;..·J}flc~Y.s o. ·_;_,.t.S,;t:c.t·,I(..D.\.1: 
pace," he said, "and it's a g 
thing, too. There were a lot 
things that we couldn't 
because of the size of that off 
We had no darkroom, no sp 
We had things we needed 
boxes for a year because of 
last move." 
The Other Press was mo 
into a temporary space in 
summer of 1990, as the a 
containing their old office 
turned into a series 
classrooms and lecture thea 
The staff hopes to hav 
fully functioning off 
(including · ·darkroom) 
September. 
The computer lab mov 
1231. 
The Other Press invites 
and all people to the office ~ 
look around, a talk, and 
knows what else. Come 
durin~ normal office hours, 
say h1 - we're interested 
seeing you.* 
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DC$5 Gets Student Building Started 
by 11m Crumley 
The first majorim passe to the 
completion of the Douglas College 
Student Union Building has been 
breached. 
The Douglas College Student 
Societysignedalegalagreementwith 
college administration to collect fees 
18 
for the building of the student centre 
last week,. although the College had 
been collecting fees for the construc-
tion of the structure since the spring 
semester of 1989. 
The Student Union Building 
was designed as a center for stu-
dents, containing the DCSS offices, 
as wellasmeetingrooms, a womens' 
I Other Editorials & Opinions ~ 
EDITORIAL 
Welcome to. Douglas College and the Fall 
Semester,1992. Things are a little. different this 
year as far as registration is concerned. Grade 
pointaverage(GPA)isnowafactorindetennining 
priority (the time in which you register). GPA 
registration has been in the works for along time; 
however, in the. past ~trong lo~bies armed with 
strong evidence that GPA registration is a bad 
idea prolonged its arrival. This year, unfortunately, 
few protested and it became reality. 
_GPA means people who don't live at home 
and/ or can pay for their education and rent and 
not work may not get high enough grades to 
register early. GPAregistration, combined with a 
stingy student aid . program, high tuition fees, 
and other factors, may make post-secondary 
educationmorehasslethanit'sworthforpotent:ial 
students. 
Abouttheonlypositivethingaboutregistration 
that can be said is that courtesy of the NDP, there 
is a tuition freeze in effect. However, the price of 
books hasn't been fJ:ozen. Look for the 
administration to recoup their losses any way 
theycan. · 
So school is hell. But console yourself with 
this: The Other .Press has prepared this special 
jumbo edition to give you lots· to read while 
stan~g in line and you can check us, and our 
wares, out at our table. See ya in hell. ·. 
centre, a pub, and other areas. 
DCSS vice-president external 
Richard Marion was pleased with 
the signing of the agreement. 
'1t's one of the momentus 
things that has happened to the 
IXSS," he said." At least the student 
fees are secure. ... they [college ad-
ministration] can't hold them. 
"Now we've got a good 
agreement. ... it's enforceable.'' 
Because a legal agreement 
with the college was never signed, 
the money collected from student 
fees did not have to go towards the 
student builciing. 
Under fue new agreement, 
ground must be broken before Janu-
ary 1, 1995, or the college has re-
served the right to seize the fees and 
give them to the Douglas College 
Foundation. the registered charity of 
Douglas College, to be earmarked 
for scholarships and bursaries. 
This marks the first activity 
on the Student Union Building in 
two years, when the college first 
agreed to collect the fees for building 
construction. 
Marion said the major reason 
forthedelayinbuildingconstruction 
was the absence of an effective advi-
sory committee. 
"The committee just sat there 
Apathetic Tumout For 
Multicultural Week 
some events were good, but they 
were due to personal contact from 
the organizers. Many of those who 
attended werecamefrom outside the 
by lmtiaz PopaL 
Douglas College students 
don'treallycareaboutissuesofracial 
equality or racial justice. 
Turnouts at events during 
the recently organized Multicultural 
week and Frrst Nations awareness 
week were dismal. H We had to 
around making announcements in 
classrooms to get people to attend 
some of the events,H said Klause 
Michealson one of the organizer of 
the Multicultural week. 
Although the turnout at 
college. 
"Its unfortunate, most 
people don't feel the need or don't 
care enough to go to one of these 
events, n said Haroon Khan, a theatre 
student. 
"I saw the posters and 
banners, but I didn't find the time to 
gotoanyoftheevents, that'smyown 
excuse and my own apathy," said 
Neil Art,. a second year arts student. 
So long, and 
thanks for all the 
and did nothing," Marion said. 
The committee stood vacant 
for2 years. 
The next step towards com-
pletion of the building is the signing 
of a land use agreement, which the 
IXSS is looking towards. According 
to Marion. they are examining land 
use agreements from other institu-
tions and devising a strategy to 
present to administration. 
Marion is confident that the 
process should not take long. 
'The land use agreement 
won't take as long as the other con-
tract," he said. '1twill beeasytodo." 
More class, less 
fleas, okay? 
shouJd~ Douglas College student 
vesomeclass. Considerin 
our newspaper represents g 
haven't shown mu h cl YOU. we 
c assataJL 
All students pay$4.50 .c 
newskn.. .. I d , 10rour f, r-. on t believe Certain 
our- etter words · · 
much class m pnnt shows 
or professionalis If 
are going to start to sho m. we 
and pride, I think cl:me class 
newspaper is a good Ia g up the 
Remem . p ce to start. 
With d ber, if you hang out 
have fleaOS:' people will think you 
No nilllle or stud In futurr 1e • e:nt number fish 
I have been going to "D?u~~ 
a long, longtime now, and I ~nlut s 
time to say what has to be scud. 
ll1ld Jron! liSe mclJUk your n11me 
rmJ;ons ""~on""!! letter sub-~. Rnd indtcRte if you wish to 
VI llnOnytnous. 
5o why the hell do I have to 
pay $4.50 for this paper? I can't even 
read it half the time. I feel tota~y 
dismembered (sic) by the paper· I m 
not a part ofil 
If you're going to spend my 
mone tomakethispaper, youshoold 
putJ'methingin itllike. How about 
some funnies or something? 
I dare you to print this. . 
Jason Fralmg 
ur-Arts 
-- -------·- -·-- --
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Douglas College Announces New Campus 
New Pinetree Way Campus 
for Coquitlam now in the works 
By Niki King-Jocks 
It's official - th· -.ew campus is 
coming! .,. ·· 
On June 16 · ' .ouglas College 
Board passed a • Jn to accept the 
provincial gover: .t' s proposed budget 
to build the new Plnetree Way Campus. 
The new campus will be located in 
Coquitlam, and the Advanced Education 
Ministry has committed over $34 million 
to go towards building the new school. 
The motion carne about after much 
hard work and negotiations on the part of 
several members of the Board of Directors 
ofDouglas College including James Doerr. 
Dean of Community Programs and Services 
and Peter Greenwood, College Bursar. 
The original budget proposed by 
Douglas College was turned down, but 
aftera 16%reductioninsizeoftheproposed 
complex, a new budget was accepted by 
the Ministry. Dispite the reduction in size 
the actual budget only went down 0.9%. 
The new budget allows for the 
spending of approximately S 1400 per 
square metre towards the building costs, 
up from the previous $1200 per square 
metre in the original proposal. The average 
high school in B.C. is funded at only 
S 1385 per square metre. 
Although the new budget has 
provided for the plarming and construction 
of the building itself, funds have yet to be 
found for the construction of parking and 
recreation facilities . There are, however, 
somehintsonthehorizonthatS 1,000,000 
may be coming to go towards funding the 
recreation facilities . 
Both Bursar Peter Greenwood and 
Director of Physical Plant Terry Leonard 
have met with the Coquitlam School Board 
to discuss the possibilities of advancing the 
construction schedule of the new high 
school that will be built opposite the 
college site. Some feel that the educational 
link that this will provide will be beneficial 
to the community. 
The new campus will allow students 
that already attend Dougl;u College and 
live in the Coquitlam area to attend school 
closer to home. It will also allow potential 
students that live in the area e;uier access 
and give people who can't commute a 
chance to go to college. 
Committees will be formed to aid in 
the plarming and construction of the site. 
A Program and Service Development 
committee will be headed by the Dean of 
Human Resources to look at the . 
development of the programs that will be 
available at the new campus. 
There will also be a Project 
Construction Committee which will look 
at various things that should be involved in 
the planning of the new complex, including 
reflecting the needs of minorities and 
provision for people with physical 
disabilities.. The committee will be 
composed of members of the Board of 
Douglas College, faculty, students, and the 
president of the College, William Day, 
will be involved out of interest only. 
The college is currently in the process 
ofplacingadsandhiringprojectmanagers, 
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This is Tom Perry, Minister of Advanced Education . He gets a// the credit for 
everyone else's work on the budget for the new campus. 
spaceprograrnmers,andarchitectstomake ·so the decision on who gets to draw 
the building a beautiful place to be. pictures will be a tough one. This num 
Originally, there were 2 2 different will be narrowed down to five and 
architectural firms interested in the project winner will be chosen from one of 
:. t~rs~~sr:~~ ha~ an 
,t amazillg 'tup.e atJhe DCSS 
, .B,wb~qu~ J~e 4ih~The}t ::are 
:·'.:•'''-':'·._··.:. ··- ·- ' :_· .. ·:·, ' . ·· .·:.-:· . ..- -_, 
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;Spare Some Change For an Iced Tea, Man? 
NOT The Horsels Mouth 
'3y Jason Kurylo 
Let's not pussy foot around it. 
Our cafeteria is a fucking rip-off. 
I don't have the time, nor the stom-
ach, to examine the entire menu 
so I'll simply concentrate on a fe~ 
key products. 
also avoid the tedious debate about 
the Campus Deli. The sandwiches 
they m_ake are actually digestable, 
and qwte often taste pretty darned 
good. More specifically. let's focus 
chance to chat with that cute bru-
nette from my acting class. Yes I 
admit I've shelled out the two bucks 
for a bottle. Hell, I've even bought 
roughly ~I. 2 0 per bottle, for you 
·math maJors ... ) If you want to go 
all the way. I have a Costco card. 
That gets me 24 bottles ofSnapple 
for SI8.56. Do the math. 
robbery : fifteen cents for hot water. 
Okay, I'm not too worried about a 
dime and a nickel, but when I buy 
one of their ancient Egyptian tea 
bags, I don't expect to have to dig 
through my change pocket before I 
try to wring out that second cup. 
You'd think ICL could absorb that 
fifteen cents. Or at least put it to 
good use, and purchase new oil for 
the deep-fryers. When was the last 
time they charged you for water at 
the White Spot' 
Call me crazy, but I've always 
thought that services provided in a 
given environment should both sat-
isfy the needs of the consumers in 
that environment, and do so at a 
price those consumers can afford. 
I don't knqw; maybe it's the Mother 
Theresa in me. 
What we have on the Douglas 
College campus fs something en-
tirely different. ICL Services, a Di-
vision of White Spot Limited, has 
exclusive rights to all foodstuffs 
sold here. All three major outlets 
on camp~ are outright owned by 
them. This, of course, explains that 
mysteriousTriple-0 deja vu feeling 
you get- free- with every over-
priced morsel. 
We live in a deep-fried, frozen 
food society. so let's not get into the 
half-baked fish sticks and the greasy 
pre-formed burger platters. Let's 
on what may be the 
most important 
consumer product 
invented in the last 
fifty years: Snapple. 
"Made from the 
best stuff on earth " 
Snapple has b~­
come one of the 
largest selling pack-
aged drinks in the 
world. You can't es-
cape It, it's all over 
the place. Our hal-
lowed campus is no 
exception . If you 
don't get here before the noon rush chan~es are you won't get your fa~ 
v~urne flavour. Near closing, you 
m1ght not get any at all. Even the 
Mint is gone, sometimes. All this 
despite the fact that our cafe charg~ 
an outrageous S 1.99 a bottle! 
I must ~on~ess, I've been guilty 
?f crumbling m weakness, giving 
m to the convenient location and the 
one for a friend. Can we think about 
this for a second, though? 
If you walk down to the local 
Chevron, they'll gladly hand over 
the Snap. for SI.25. 7-11, not 
known for its' fair pricing strategy 
(Hey. it's 3 am, where else are you 
gonna go, mister?) ,lets them go for 
S I . 3 9 each. Safeway, the crown 
prince of overpricing, generously 
offers 4 bottles for S4.86. (That's 
L o g i c 
(what's that, 
right?) dictates 
that a company 
the size of White 
Spot doesn't buy 
their product at 
Costco. Volume 
volume, volume ' 
and all that.. . so: 
if they're paying 
less than 8 0¢ a 
bottle, why the 
hell are we paying 
two bucks? And, if 
they aren't paying 
less than that, what bonehead is 
making the dedsions at their of-
fice? And how do I apply? 
Another example of highway 
I realize that a company has to 
make money on any given venture. 
However, when White Spot enters a 
college campus full ofloan-ridden 
overtaxed, overtired, overworked 
~students, you'd hope they would take 
the opportunity to help out the op-
pressed masses. As it is, considering 
the pnces and the quality of the food 
at our esteemed eatery. one thing our 
stu~ents aren't is overfed. 
Apathy? Who. car.es7 
To the Other Press: 
1bis ~been my first ye;u- atDougw 
College, and I'd like to say that I'm pretty 
disgusted and dismayed with the overall 
student attitude around here. Apathy 
seems to be the password, with very few 
people really giving enough of a fuel: 
about things to actually get involved. 
Project High a good opportunity for teens 
by Objective Journalist 
We have the facilities to put together 
a decent Student Society, with plenty of 
publicity in a half-decent student paper, 
and thus a good relationship with an 
enthusiastic student body. Unfortw1ately. 
we don't have any of these things, and 
that really sucks. 
Our sports teams are some of the best 
in the nation. For God's sakes, our 
women's volleyball team went nearly 
forty straight games without a loss this 
year, and who knows about it ?The team, 
their family and their friends. 
The men's baskeball team carried 
home the BC banner, and won the silver 
at the nationals ... Lord knows if we'll 
hear anything about it in your paper. I 
hear a young lady actually won the 
women's national badminton title three 
weeks ago, and do we hear about it? 
NO!!Why? 
I suppose it's not my place to say. I 
mean, ifi want sports coverage so badly, 
I should do it myself, right? But with a 
campus population of over 5000 
students, Douglas should have at least a 
handful of eager, hungry beavers 
jumping at the chance to get practical 
journalism experience. (Or political 
experience. Or volunteering, club, or 
tutoring experience.) 
On the other hand, if the two games 
I attended this year are any indication, 
I'd hazard a guess that no one on campus 
cares what our sports teams do anyways. 
No one goes to the friggin' games!!! 
Somewhere, someone is going to 
have to figure out why the Douglas 
student body couldn't give a shit about 
anything. And then, they should do 
something about it. Myself, I'm going 
to do the typical, yet respectable, Douglas 
College shuffie, and go back to my 
homework. 
Besides, Seinfeld's on ... 
A Very Disappointed Art Van de 
Lay 
The Other Press has started scratch-
ing baclts and hopes that its collective 
back will be scratched for a long time 
to come. 
dents' lives have changed, even in the 6 with the Other Press. 
yeus I've been out of high school." "It's been a fun and interesting ex-
The students will be left mostly to perience so far," said Project High mem-
their own devices, with the OP staff· . ·t>er Kristi Kenyon. 
The student paper has started an in-
ternship program for high school stu-
dents code-named Project High. 
helping and providing support where "I've met some nice people and done 
needed. some cool things. I hope I will be able 
Students from I 0 Lower Mainland 
secondary schools were approached in 
late April to puticipate in the program, 
which bril\gs the students together to 
produce a paper aimed at other second-
ary school students. 
"Youth in our society are treated to use the experience I get to further 
abysmally," said Office CoordinatorTim my working experience." 
Crumley. The Project is the first attempt by the 
"They're tre~ted as non-persons, like Other Press to reach out to hiRh school 
they know nothing. We know th~t these students, but they are planning more 
students ue more than capable of mak- • ventures in the future. 
... 
• • 
Eight members ue currently involved 
with the project. 
"It's a great way to get to know how 
secondary students perceive their 
world," said project coordinator Jason 
Kurylo. 
"I've been out of high school awhile 
and it's interesting to know how stu-
ing their own paper, by themselves. We 
just want to foster that relationship." 
Project High memebers would re-
ceive what normal Douglas College stu-
dents working at the Other Press would 
receive: writing experience, desktop 
publishing training, computer skills 
training, photography training, ~nd 
more. 
The students would be asked at the 
c 
.!? j 
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Doctor becomes next Douglas College head 
completion of the project to volunteer 
by Drew Anapul 
The Douglas College presidential 
search is over. 
Dr. Susan Hunter-Harvey from 
Brandon University will now step 
into the ultimate administrati\>e position 
here at DC. 
Hunter-Harvey's no-nonsense 
approach to college restructuring, along 
with her view of presidential 
involvement at every level of"acfinfnis-
tration, suited the unique atmosphere at 
the three Douglas College branches. 
In her presentation to the audience 
at the Presidential Colloquium in April, 
Dr. Hunter-Harvey impressed the 
Presidential Selection committee with 
her ability to communicate her ideas by 
listing aggressive tactics she employed 
in the past while working for Brandon 
University. 
"The centrality of the learner 
comes first," Hunter-Harvey said. "I 
would like to create more flexibility for 
students ... by providing more options," 
she continued. 
. Hunter-Harvey also expressed her 
concerns regarding laborers who were 
laid-off and wanted to go back to school 
to up-grade individual education's to 
compete for high technology jobs. 
"When workers in the construction 
industry are laid-off, the college must 
be able to accommodate them," Hunter 
said. 
Hunter-Harvey is currently con-
cluding her duties as vice-president of 
academic research at Brandon Univer-
sity in Manitoba, and also as an associ-
ate professor in the department of 
sociology at Ryerson Polytechnic. 
The new President of Douglas also 
has an impressive list of credentials, 
including an M.A. and a Ph.D. from the 
department of Political science acquired 
from the University of Hawaii. 
The mos.t impressive aspect of 
Hunter-Harvey's presentation was the 
fact she was not afraid to do battle with 
politicians in Victoria who are creating 
educational policies for the college 
community in BC. 
"I would confront the ministry 
responsible in Victoria first, rather than 
being passive, and simply accepting 
[budget] cuts by dealing with them at 
the local level," Hunter.explained. 
Karin Henderson, chairperson for 
the Douglas College Board, says one 
of the reasons Hunter was hired for the 
presidential post is because the Board 
saw her as a "dynamic an articulate 
person who is passionate about students 
and their needs." 
Hunter-Harvey's competition in-
cluded John Waters, the Dean of 
Acedemic Studies at Capilano College. 
... 
elcomel 
Nonsense 
Or for those of .you without 186' in your ·students numbers, W 
Along with about half the population of the lower mainland, I tried out the new 
ALRT during the freebie trial runs last month. ' 
The "Skytrain" was ·packed with history-makers· families out on an adventure 
f?r_the kids, curious young adults, and lots of gaggles of teen-agers getting thrills 
ndrng up and down the line all afternoon. There was oohing and aahing all around 
as thetrain snaked its way through Burnaby, from young and old alike. "This is 
almost as much fun as a roller-coaster," enthused one black-leather-clad teen . 
A- fo~nd their react_ion amusing, but understandable. For me, having lived six 
years rn Toronto, a nde on a subway train was nothing special. Taking the train 
dozens of times a week, it becomes part of the humdrum everyday existence 
which we all take for granted. · 
I'm sure it will be the same with the ALRT. This month's big adventure will be 
CO!flmon~lace ~y the summer, and by this time next year people will hardly even 
thrnk of 1t, or remember a time when you had to take the 120 or 112 bus to get 
downtown from New West. 
. It's like that here at the College, too. People forget, or don't even realize, that 
JUSt a few short years ago this big, beautiful campus was just a gleam in an 
architect's eye. Now we take it for granted. 
We also ~ake for granted things like the Student Senate or this newspaper. New 
students thrnk of them as some arcane organization, filled with people who have 
~n there for ~ec.:des and certainly don't want any silly young fools with naive 
1deas ~nd-lackrng m academic knowledge coming around to bother· them. And 
re~u~nrng students who have never been involved don't see any major reason for 
rurnrng a perfect record by getting involved now. 
Nothing could be further from the truth. Most of the people on the senate and 
th_e O.P. ~ave been here for a year or less. We're hardly repositories of ancient 
w1sdom-:-1~ fact, we~re not ~eally much better informed than the average student. 
The only d1fference IS a des1re to "get involved". · -- - · · 
. So, why should you? Ask not what you can do for involvement, but ask what 
rnvolvement can do fo_r you! Of course, it looks good on your resume, but did you 
ever wonder _why busrnesses look_ to hire people with padded resumes? Working 
on a. co~nclf or newspaper g1ves you hands-on experience dealing with 
orgamzat1ons and people which is invaluable in real life and should be a major 
part of anyone's education . ' 
. Besid~s, it ' s fun! Even if yo~ do_n't plan to take over the college as the first step 
rn y~ur schem~ fo~ world domrnat1on, you can meet a new and stimulating circle 
of fnends, enJOY mtellectual drinking sprees and wild discussions on issues of 
earthshaking import, like whether buying O' Keefe Hi-Test will hurt South African 
blacks . 
So,_ com~ on down! You have nothing to lose but your boredom, and everything 
~o gam . Th1s semester could be another humdrum, dull time at this waystatiori, or 
1t could be the most fun you 've ever had in your life! Give it -a chance ..... 
--OThER EdiToRiAls--
Get off your apathy 
Okay, here we are, another issue of the Other Press 
and s?me profound social issue has to be given due 
attention. 
Do we write· about the tens of thousands of\ 
Sal':'adorians b~ing massacred in the name of a puppet 
reg1me protectmg American imperialist agression? Or, 
how about the annual hue and cry over the slaughter of 
seal pups in Newfie Land? Perhaps our current labour 
troubles warrent some exposition with garbage up to our 
as.s~oles . and _telephone lines lying useless behing 
mllhng p1cket fines? What about the mid-term blues? 
. No, that should have been written about in the last 
paper. 
So what th.e fuck should I talk about then? Should I 
rehash t~ese old subjects and relate them to today's 
alert, canng student body? Bullshil! Today's student 
body doesn't really give a fuck about today's issues and 
only picked up this .paper as an escape out of boredom 
during a break from basket weaving in the lower 
renaissance 301. 
Frankly,. I don't even know why I am writing this 
stupid piece of prose, is it because I care of what is 
actually being said here? Is it because I just have some 
column space to fill after guzzling a few beer? That's 
itl That's. why I'm writing this stupid "Other Speak"! 
Weti sh1t , I mean the punk nihilistic point of view is so 
prevel~nt today, why can't I take that point of view too? 
So giVe, me several cases of generic beer, plant me in 
=·=:::= a comfy chair, stack the room full of penthouses, and put 
Charlie's Angles on the tu_be . T and A all the way 
Ian Hunter ·-:· 
:;:-
As you read this letter 
you're probably thinking, 
''Oh God, not &!)other letter 
about the SGM and the 
Athletics department." 
Well if you did, you are 
partially right, thus you 
are also partially . wrong. 
This letter is about the 
apathy of the Douglas Col-
lege population. 
on that particular topic is 
that we as students are con-
cerned for the welfare of 
students in general not for a 
certain department, for ex-
ample let us say the athletic 
department. 
Society or jocks (sorry, a 
freudian slip). 
This newspaper has been 
cidled a dirt rag and 
certain jocks (oops athletic 
department members) have 
made references to the 
''Other Inquirer". The 
reason for this is our 
paper's main news and ed-
itorial focus has come upon 
the controversy of the 
DCSS President, Scott Nel-
son, and his biased connec-
tion to the athletics. 
The reason for our focus 
Since the rest of the stu-
dent populace (excluding 
the athletic department) 
seems to be apathetic to-
wards school politics, it 
has become incumbent that 
we at the Other Press try to 
educate the masses about 
the happenings at the col-
lege and issues which affect 
YOU a student of any dep-
artment or status. 
We at the O.P. (Other 
Press) are willing to take 
verbal abuse. If you note, 
most of the abuse toward 
the O.P. is from either the 
members of the Student 
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One note in closing is 
that we are not out to lynch 
Scott Nelson in particular. 
We are reporting the con-
duct of the President of the 
ness. If you out there do 
not have a clue as to what I 
am talking about, then I 
rest my case concerning 
student apathy. 
If you don't know what I 
am bitching about, then get 
off your posterior and grab 
the back issues of the O.P. 
and indulge in it. I'm sure 
you will find it very in-
teresting. If not, then it's 
your loss and the loss of the 
rest of the students, minus 
the jocks (sorry, it's a hard 
habit to break). 
Sigma W. 
the --..._· 
995 
... breathing darkroom chemicals since 1976 
1996 Alas poor Susan, 
we knew her ... 
well, not really. 
... And just like that, she's gone. Not 
so much as a "by your leave," just a 
brief letter saying, in effect, "I quit," and 
she's out of here. 
I'm referring, of course, to our 
esteemed, and now ex, president of 
DC, Dr. Susan Hunter-Harvey. Her 
Douglas email 
by Trent Ernst account canceled, 
her cellular phone 
returned.After Bill Day's monumental 
(and, it seemed, never-ending) reign as 
president, Susan Hunter-Harvey's nine 
months seem like no more than a blip 
in the continuum. 
What went wrong? Why, after such a 
lengthy process to select the perfect 
president, did Hunter-Harvey resign, 
having served less than a year in office? 
The official scuttlebutt is that 
nobody knows nothing except for 
Hunter-Harvey, and she's not talking, 
least of all to the OP. Everybody on the 
fourth floor looks suitably shocked 
over her abrupt departure, and the 
phrase "I don't know" rings from 
behind every office door and hangs on 
every lip, like they're afraid that people 
might hold them personally responsible 
for Harvey-Hunter's departure. 
She was doing a great job, they say. 
She was a great person, they say. There 
were a few problems, sure, but those 
were just transitional glitches after so many 
years of Bill Day. Give it time, and things will 
function smoothly. 
But did they? Or was she thwarted at 
every turn by the phantom of Mr. Day? The 
channels of power cut deep after 20 years, and 
it's tough to change their course, especially 
within a year. And, by her own admission, she 
spent most of her time playing figure-head-
networking with other BC colleges, meeting 
local businesspeople, sucking up to the 
government. How can you establish authority 
within an institution if you're always being 
shuttled off to another function, another 
meeting? 
Oh, I wouldn't go as far as to say that she 
was deliberately Shanghaied by petty bureau-
crats afraid for their own positions. Rather, I 
would say that the course she followed, 
"meeting with others such as college presi-
dents from around the province to ensure the 
entire post-secondary system functions 
effectively" kept her focus on the higher levels 
of administration. Hunter-Harvey admitted 
that "The building of partnerships between the 
college, busines~. government, labour and 
many international interests requires a great 
deal of time and effort." Perhaps it took too 
much time. Too much effort. Perhaps she 
would have been better served to look first to 
her own college, partnership building be 
damned, at least until she had established 
herself. 
The circumstances surrounding her 
appointment as president were hectic . 
Besides all the other responsibilities of her 
office, the school was going through major 
restructuring and reorganization, the last 
hurrah of the outgoing Day. Imagine 
hopping into a washing machine on the 
spin cycle, and you've got some idea what 
it must have been like sitting down in that 
presidential chair for the first time.And by 
spending a great deal of time and effort on 
things happening outside the college, I 
believe that she lost sight of what was 
happening inside of the college, just long 
enough for everyone to return to what 
they were doing before she arrived. She 
held everyone's attention, if only for a 
moment, and instead of calling people to 
her, she let them go back to the way they 
were before. Following old streambeds 
instead of forging new ones. 
Which is too bad, because I liked her, 
and I liked a lot of what she stood for. She 
dreamed of dragging Douglas into the 
future, but discovered that she had to drag 
the college. out of the past first. And she 
failed. Oh, she accomplished some good 
things, but she failed to change the course 
of an institution caught in a twenty-year 
deep rut. She suffered the slings and 
arrows of outrageous fortune, but ended 
her troubles after a mere nine months. 
Alas poor Susan. There are people who 
mourn your leaving, even if we didn't really 
know you. 
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Arts 
Festival challenges actress 
The idealogy of theatre 
by Trent Ernst 
Krista Levar is an attractive young women, and it's a bit unsettling talking to her 
about getting naked in front of an 
audience. I'm not deliberately leading 
the conversation, but we keep 
returning to the topic, because it is 
something that she has had to learn to 
deal with in prep.aration for A Fool For 
Love. "I'm not embarrassed or 
anything, but it takes getting used to. 
The first time it was like ... " she mimes 
covering herself. 
But baring herself physically is 
nothing compared to the strain of 
baring her soul. "It's a very passionate 
play. We're either passionately angry 
or passionately sexual. It's difficult 
sometimes to keep yourself separated 
from the character." But that's a 
problem that goes with the territory. 
"Even though the characters are only a 
part of what is written on the page, and 
the rest is us, you get used to it. You 
learn to distance yourself 
emotionally." She laughs. "It's really 
strange. After yelling "I hate you go 
away, I love you come back" on-stage, 
we'll go backstage and it's like, "so 
how was dinner? It's disconcerting." 
dialogue. 
They've changed the play in other 
ways, to. "We've given it a feminist 
twist. The original is very masculine, 
so we made my character, May, a lot 
stronger and we gave her a lot more 
power within the play. We aren't 
rewriting the play, we're just 
presenting the characters in a different 
light." 
C~ash Theatre Society, the company 
putting on Fools, was founded by 
Krista and her business partner. 
"We've been running the society for 
two years now. It's a non-profit group 
and this is the first time we've been 
involved with the Fringe. We do 
Murder Mystery dinner theatre shows 
throughout the Lower Mainland." 
Fools is a departure for Clash 
Theatre Society, and a change from 
the usual Fringe fare as well. "We 
chose to do this play because it deals 
with things that are taboo, things 
that other companies won't deal 
with." 
Working on the production has 
been interesting for Krista and 
cast. "It's been a real collective 
process. We have a director, and 
we have the basis for a 
hierarchical structure, but we 
operate as a collective, 
basically. If we don't like what 
she [the director] says, we 
"It's a ve.zy 
passionate 1 
tlr , Pay. 
vve re either 
Passionately 
angry or 
passionately 
sexual. It's 
difficult 
som . 
ehmes t 
ke 0 
An adaptation of Sam Sheppard's 
one-act play, Fool deals with a number 
of topics normally considered taboo. 
"We use coded language when we talk 
about [the play). It has 'mature 
content,' and there's coarse language, 
suggestive scenes, and nudity." She's 
quick to qualify the last point. "Not 
total nudity, just top up. And not even 
from the front...sort of from the side." 
won't do it, which really ticks 
her off. It's coming together 
really well, and it's a real 
learning process. 
"It's very challenging to do 
the play itself, and we 
thought it would be a 
worthwhile experience for 
us. Nest year we're doing a 
play, called Theatre of 
Domination, and it has 
ep Yourself 
separated -~-'-th lloOin Krista spent two years in the 
Douglas College Theatre program-
"Did you see anything I was in ... no? 
Oh well. It was a long time ago." Well, 
not that long ago, but 90-92 predates 
me by a year or two. She believes that 
students will enjoy Fools if the heavy 
themes don't scare them off. Besides, 
the play is only an hour long, due to 
Fringe time restrictions. Even so, they 
only shaved off about ten minutes of 
very Shakespearean themes to it. This 
year is an experimental run, because 
next year we'll be touring across 
Canada with Theatre of Domination. " 
A Foo_l For Love Venue #2, The Vancouver Performing Arts Centre, and will 
~ showmg Sunda~ Sept. 8 1 :45 PM and I 0 PM, Sept. 14 @ 1 PM Sun 15 @ 
4.30. Clash Theatres next Murder Mystery will be September 27. 
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Noon At 
·New West 
wttaUslt? 
It's a concert gut on by the music department, for 
all stUdent's. The purpose of which is to offer a 
broad range of muslc, to be appreciated by 
everyone. 
Where is it? 
In the Performing Arts Theatre, fourth floor 
north building t>f the NeW West Campus. ' 
When is it? 
Noon. ofGoursel (actually, 12:30 to be precise.) 
Starting September 12. · 
The Douglas College Choral Society would like 
t~ extent a warm welcome to anyone who loves to 
smg. Anyt>ne in~ted in becoming a chorus 
member please call 271·6797 for info. 
Perfonnances planned for this fall are the Faure 
Requiem and Handel's Messiah. 
Check out the 
Amelia Douglas 
Art Gallery on the 
fourth floor, New 
West Campus. The 
present exhibit is 
Short Stories, by 
JanaRayne 
MacDonald. 
Showing from 
September 1 to 
October 11, 1996 
Opening Reception 
September 1 ~ 
4 to 8pm 
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Music 
Down by Law 
All Scratched Up! 
Epitha th!Cargo 
Claiming to have paid their dues but 
still spouting the same ole tired punk 
shit. Only, and this is a bonus, they 
hate Counting Crows, and aren't 
afraid to say so. May I quote? 
"Counting Crows must die!I'd like to 
punch them in the eye/all the crap I 
hate so much/everything about them 
sucks ... . " So they can't be all bad. 
About halfway through the disc 
you get into the pattern of the lyrics 
and can easily sing/shout along with 
the vocalist- singing all about the 
human condition without ever 
expressing an opinion about life. Ah .... 
And then by the end of the disc you and DBL forget all about punk and just get on with the bid-
ness of music! And by then its too late to like these boyz. Ah well. 
Autour de Lucie 
Autour de Lucie 
Nettwerk 
If Crash Vegas moved to France ... This 
Parisian quartet have a really great sound. 
This album is easy to listen to. The track 
"L'Echappee Belle" was originally released 
on a French independant label, and boy 
have they come a long (and well deserved) 
way. There are a couple of english tracks, 
but this album is language-Jess. Good 
music doesn't need to bait people by doing 
songs in specific tongues. 
by Kim 
Trucker butt 
Cumby's Last Stand 
lag 
Adolescent rants, three guys trying to figure out sex 
and relationships and other people and themselves, 
twisting volume and distortion into some nouveau rock/ 
punk/industrial art form- but they forget form; 
pretending to be artists. Uniform in their lack of 
musical growth, fully illustrated with their tribute to the 
voice from BCTels voice messaging system. 
Instead of singing decent lyrics, most of each song is (' .. 
spent with the vocalist explaining what he wants to 
by K. Moore 
eh?! 
various artists 
Cargo 
Just what you'd expect of a 
compilation from indie distributors 
Cargo--eclectic, non-mainstream, and 
eminently listenable. Merlin, 
Malhavoc, Fumaceface and 
Facepuller all existing in the same 
space. Even three Francophone 
contributions. All Canadian, all the 
time. Neat-o. 
by Joyce 
say, without expecting any emotional response from the "'"'""""-' 
audience [no matter how remote. I have to wonder if they're this self-indulgent live ... ] 
Full of tired, tired cliches. Ack. Must have read the A. Morrissette book of writing song lyrics; the 
one that mistakenly espouses the use, nay, dependance on regurgitating overused cliches, claiming 
they're music. 
Pluto 
Pluto 
Virgin 
by K. Moore 
Pluto is one of the brightest new bands to emerge from the Vancouver music scene. If you like 
Soul Asylum then you will love Pluto's CD. The songs 'Paste' and 'When She Was Happy' frequent 
Vancouver's airwaves. Pluto is a super-charged band that can belt out songs with the best ofthem. 
This is one CD that has a summer sound so playing it loud is mandatory. The songs 'Uncola' and 
'Black Lipstick' are two songs that have the potential of being the kind of good songs that get 
embedded in your head and won't come out. 
by Marcel Martin 
Imperial Teen 
Seasick 
Slash 
.... 
If you're still in grade school or if you've been living in a remote Tibetan village for the past 30 
years or so, Imperial Teen may appeal to you. 
If neither of the above is the case, then you may find yourself with a case of deja vu when listening 
to Seasick. That, and perhaps a vaguely nauseous feeling in the pit of your gut. Why? Because 
Imperial Teen is churning out gritty (that's gritty with an "sh") three-chord pop-rock 
that would be equally at home in any of the "garage 
rock" scenes of the last three-and-a-
half decades. 
I 'spose my problem is that, at 
the ripe old age of26, I've 
outgrown the age demographic 
that this 38-minute slice of tedium 
was probably marketed for. My t 
cluttered melon is filled with 
enough rock 'n' roll knowledge 
and pop culture esoterica that I 
can tell the difference between 
hash and, in the case of 
Imperial Teen, rehash. If 
Imperial Teen were hash, the 
drug that is, they would make 
you cough like the good stuff, 
but they wouldn't get you 
high, they would just give 
you a headache and make 
you really sleepy. Believe 
me, this shit isn't the shit, it's just shit. 
by Kevin Sallows 
Fox fire 
Various 
Nettwerk 
Watch for Foxfire in theatres 
early September, but until then 
you can enjoy this album. It's a 
compilation from various artists 
that can be played at any time. 
The tracks range from The 
Cramps doing "let's get f*cked 
up" to a melodic Kirstin Hersh 
tune. Hey, I cleaned my room to 
this one, and got it all done! If 
you want to wait till you see the 
movie, by all means, but I don't 
think that should be necessary. 
by Kim 
• 
The Fringe Festival is 
coming Sept .. 5-15! 
Here's a'list' ofsome of the upcoming perfo:rmances, you can oo!I• CBO at 280.:2801 for further 
info, tix and times: 
(Program Guideil are available at all· Starbucks•Locatiorui) 
What: :, 
' -~1'c·~> •. """~·,, __  
Dirty t,aunqry ~ 
. Madame X t . " 
Qrigilr()ttlte Sp~~{ .. ,r.• .. ·. fhiYa~Oall 
Wome,;Wb() ,Rtlrt.Wittt$wine .. · · _., .,Oreeul~'b,~l> 
WouldYouLikefoMtetTheX~.~' :: .f+" J"" •i/ · 
. Little Man In My Head? . ·~ ·.. ijfihW.nia }Jigp ~h .. 
Onl)'}~ine \lk ··~.·~ -~~?~iij A~s'~h~, ···;~ .... 
Wantoppistegard . ~p,ferf, ~§entre "'">,.-4' k 
~ '· . ~,.,.. . .. • ~()~~ 
~Sep{t ,6-8, 13, 14 
Sept 9-14 
.epfr 5;7,8,12,14,15 
sept; 6,$,12-15 
' ~ 
Sept. !?-11,13,15 
seP-l,./5,6,8, 13,14 
sq>t: 7-9,14,15 
,... ii 
i~: 
Revievvs 
<;~s: 
:r•~. Gipsrilllis wiu be a.t~l miley staaturii S¢Vt. Jsth. " 
sept 14. List Loeb WiUb¢ pcnfonriint at 'Nat Baile.YStad.fWB, tts part ofTh.e Lllith Fait. 
Sarib. Mc&chlan can be $t& Sept.l4. 
l'be Jms LiZard at the Stadis:htoom.Sept. lh With Six Finger Satellite. 
lJqvfe$: 
Pacific Cineiliatbe<'fiie is holding a double billofArablati Cine~ Bab el..Oued City and Le 
Magique until September 5th, They're also showing Ingmar Bergman •s films starting Sept. 
6th thtU till N<tv. A different film. each :night, .so phone 688-FILM. for. info. 
ObsesSions .f6r Woment a sh()w)rtg of sh¢rt films that reflect w<lmen •s tee lings aoout their 
bodies, and that which afteet:S them. Thursday Sept. 12, at s p.m. 
Much Ad() About Nothing an<l.,Merchant ()f Venice are atBard 611 the Beach {Vanier Park) 
until Sept.21. 
The 8th annual murder mystery; Death On The Rocks is at th.e Pacific Theatre, Sept 19--28. 
Phone tieketn:taSter for info & tix. 
h No ... Solo. What can I say, Feeble 
Peebles' at it again. This movie isn' t 
even good in the commercials. Who 
honestly take a man with such a round 
seriously in a role that is really difficult 
pass off successfully, or should I say 
Hollywood cliche #5625: A man/machine 
should always be played by a figure who 
a machine with a touch of human-ness, while 
the rest of the time, he was a bad actor with a 
whole lot of Mr. Rogers inside. In the words 
of that irritating dance tune, "Please Don't 
Go" ... . The story line is so trying, and 
PAINFUL, most of the hour and a half was 
completely predictable, including the 
'terminator like' bad guy at the end (you 
know, those guys with machine gun arms?) 
A Streetear Named Desit~ T~nneaee William's classic masterpiece comes to The Deep 
Cove ShaWTheatre Sept. 20- Oct5, call929.9456 for reservations. 
·t ' 
Tommy is still at the Queen Elizabeth Theatre until Sept. 22nd. Gall ticketmaster 
The Great canadian Play Festival Is going on until Oct 5tl), with three "classic" Canadian 
plays. Salt Water Moon, until Sept~th. Damnee Manon Sacree Sandra,. Sept 10-22, and 
The Crackwalker, Sept. 24-0ct,Sth . . Phone 280-3311 fortix &info. 
chisled, or machine-like, from top to 
. Peeble's body was in fabulous form, 
his head is umm ... too sweet (If you don 't 
•n~ .. r«"''~ my point, think Terminator. 
a good machine's face). In my 
•IJJ,mun. Peebles is not our man for this part. 
'Solo talk' wasn't consistent, and when he 
injured, his movements were just plain 
I don't think the screenplay was fine-
enough, half the time Solo seemed to be 
This flick is too long. I have never, ever, 
wanted to run screaming from a theatre 
before (it always sounded so cliche to me), 
but now I really know what that feeling is 
like. Ifl had driven that night, I would've 
been outta there, lick-a-tee split. 
Unfortunately, I went with someone who, 
after looking at his watch at three different 
times during the show, was still convinced it 
may get better. 
Art Snows: 
Happy Hour, paintings by Thomas Christopher Wren will be at The Vancouver East 
Cultural Centre Sept 4 - 23. 
Sept. 12-22. The Surrey Art Gallery iS showing Survivors. In Search of a Voice: The Art 
of Courage to Surrey. It is. a collaboration between 24 of Canada's finest women artists 
and 100 breast cancer surviv()rs. 
Otlier: 
It didn't, it's a big bomb, stick a wick in 
Peebles' head and light that fuse. The Vancouver Reoord colleeU>rs AsS:oeiatiort is hold ill$ their fall recotd & CD s~les-that's 
right $'JY~ VINYL!! At 2690 Larch St. Sept S., U ~ Spm and admission is only $2.00. 
his movie starts out great. Perhaps the most original, 
eye catching, engrossing opening to a movie I have 
After that, it's all downhill. Ironic, in a movie about the 
l:e:res!;ion of the human spirit back to animalism. Adapted 
H.G. Well's potboiler, this movie tries painfully hard to 
relevant to modern society. The trouble is, it's not. Or 
it struggles to make a point that has been made a 
IJIOusaJla times before, and a thousand times better. 
H. G. Wells is not to blame for this. Not directly. His novel, 
Mary Shelley's Frankenstein, decries the evil within 
's breast, and the danger of science. He helped build a 
and a tradition that continues to this very day. 
therein lies the problem. So many copies have been 
of this story, so many variations have been played on 
theme that the original seems ... bland. Gothic, or gothic-
horror rarely works these days, at least on an audience 
than 12. R. L. Stine is more relevant, and at least he's 
for the right demographics. 
The movie relies too much on makeup and not enough on 
IJS]pem>e to carry the viewer over the basic plot 
1tcom;ist1encies. There is no reason given as to why the half 
half animal creatures are regressing, only that a magic 
will slow the rate down. And I don't even want to think 
the science behind the concept of gene-manipulation 
in this movie. Perhaps when science was young and 
•u.nu\lm people could buy such shameless lack of technical 
.,n,UJ_t,nUJ but the world is older, more cynical. Science is not 
Guerrilla Girls: The Constiehce of the Art World iS an illustrated lectUre on the 
techniques and prltieiples Whlchbave caUSed tf!~ SUtrrilla 's W6!'k(M artists and activists) to 
be adinited ®l'()ss diet)Otttinerit • Rullhin~ at th~ \!Qgue Theatrt:Sept, 22rtd. Phone 
tieketmasterfot info. 
Shattered 'Thngue; •j()in history's first reC()tded female writer 6rt an odyssey of myth, 
transformation tmd sensuality'. The Greek p¢etSappbo's poetry prov<lked controversy and 
speculation regardinS her ptiv;t:te lit"e, A Must,~!»· Phone ~90·3474 t"ot info & 13!'· 
IUJeidoscu~e: AFestivat.,~Wo~tn inMusit: Sept. 28~29, Tffis.incb.tdes workshOps and 
pert"onna.nees. Gail684·946tfor info. 
as mysterious as it used to be, and you can't pull the 
epistemological wool over the movie goer's eyes as 
easy as you used to. 
Val Kilmer does an adnlirable Brad Pitt imitation 
here, in true 12 Monkeys fashion. But at least 
Kilmer survives on-screen longer than Marlon 
Brando, who bites it (or rather, gets it bitten for 
him) just over halfway through the movie. It's a sad 
state of affairs when both big name actors are dead 
half an hour before the movie ends. (And hey look! 
Ron Perlman, hidden behind a disfigured 
mask ... again! Does anyone out there actually know 
what he looks like?) 
There are some good laughs in this movie--some 
intentional and some not. The fight on the life raft 
raised a few titters, and Marlon Bran do's smallest 
"son" is deliberately amusing (he plays a slower, 
quieter Salicious Crumb, if you would, to Brando's 
· philanthropic Jabba). The heartfelt guffaws at the 
closing soapbox speech on "I have seen the beast 
and it is man," were not. Nor, I suppose was tile 
musical reference to Python's Oliver Cromwell 
intentional, though I couldn't stop myself from the 
occasional drunken "SEPtember." 
But even laughing at the movie isn't enough to 
alleviate the inherent pain of watching it. Maybe ten 
years ago when I was younger and less wise iliis 
movie might have scared me. Or interested me. But 
schlock gothic horror just doesn't yank my crank 
anymore. 
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Exclusive N urn eric 
Pager Offer 
Douglas College Students And Staff ,. 
Never miss a call again 
All Inclusive Price for Douglas College!! 
ONLY $ 14.95 per month 
For your convenience FREE delivery 
h . I anyw ere ... anyttme. 
CALL NOW 
Giselle Ennis@ 669-8816 
or 
Page Me@ 844-8167 
Order by September 15196 and your I st month is FREE 
The· Othe; Press 'September-:3 1996 -n -
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-Classifieds STUDENT COMPUTER SALES. 
Pentium 75 systems for $1500.00, 
Pentium 100 for $1600.00, 
Pentium 120 for $1700.00, 
Pentium 133 for $1800.00 or 
UPGRADE COMPUTERS. 2 
Phone: 737-2729. 
loal and found----
LOST CALCULUS TEXTBOOK 
by James Stewart, 3rd Edition. If 
found please contact Matthew at 
942-2034, between 8-6pm. 
LOST SOMETHING? Post it in 
the OP Classifieds! 
FOUND SOMETHING? Be a 
good samaritan and post it in the 
classifieds! The Other Press, room 
1020. 
personals ------
SINGLE LESBIAN FEMALE 
seeking new womyn for casual and 
serious dating fun. I'm a playful 
romantic who's into close, 
intimate, non-sexual touching and 
I'm the new breed of lesbian who 
loves to be both butch and femme. 
Looking for same plus someone 
who is free to be humorous, 
outrageous, wild and woolly, 
physical, wants to be fit with 
"me," philosophical and 
optimistic. If you like what you 
read, find it interesting and want 
to be with me, then reply to Box 
#88. 
GWM, 20 years old, Douglas 
College student seeks friendship 
buy and sell -----
NEC Pentium 100 multimedia 
system, 16mb RAM, 850mb hard 
drive, CD-Rom, sound card, 
modem, softwares include 
Windows 95, MS Office, AccPac+ 
and more. Asking $1750.00. 
Retail over $2400.00. #581-2099. 
volunleera and public 
service announcemenla --
years warranty on parts & 3 years - TAKE BACK THE NIGHT. This 
on labour. For more information, woman only march and rally will 
call 279-1866 or fax 279-1867, take place on September 20th at 
contact Leeanna Tso, Wes-Micro 7pm at Trout Lake, the corner of 
Electronic. Victoria and East 15 Avenue in 
Vancouver. For more information 
Ford Tempo (1989) 140,000km, EVER WANTED TO MODEL 
good condition. Automatic. FOR FUN? Ever wish you had a 
$4400.00 Call Simon 469-1940. decent photograph of yourself? 
Well, you're in luck. Eric, the 
and to pre-register for childcare, 
Call 872-8212. Sign language 
interpreters and attendants will be 
available. Organized by 
Vancouver Rape Relief and 
Women's Shelter in association 
with the Canadian Association of 
Sexual Assault Centres. 
1984 Tempo 4 Door standard red, 
no rust, runs great, 100400km, 
$2600 obo #275-6764. 
MOVING SALE. One double 
bed, mattress and boxspring, 
black headboard, bed frame, 
excellent condition, original price 
- $1300.00, now - $880.00. One 
Cot, excellent condition, original 
price - $145.00, now - $90.00. 
Phone Barb at 527-3894. 
Photo Co. for The Other Press, 
wants you. No Fees! Just your 
time. Male/Female, long, short, 
skinny or fat, clothed, nude or 
otherwise. Drop a note in my 
mailbox at The Other Press room 
1020 or phone 524-1454. You'll be 
glad you did it next millennium. 
THINK THE SALESPERSON IS 
RIPPING YOU OFF? Well they 
probably are! Beat the 
salesperson! The Other Press' 
Michael Pierre aka The Phoenix, 
is here to help you! I specialize in 
IBM compatible comptuers and 
minor in Apple Macintosh 
platforms. Leave a message in my 
mailbox at The Other Press or use 
WOMEN VOLUNTEERS 
NEEDED. Vancouver Rape Relief 
& Women's Shelter needs women 
who are interested in volunteering 
for our: 24 Hour Crisis Line, 
Transition House for Women & 
their Children. Training sessions 
Tuesday Evenings. For more 
information and for a training 
interview. 
BURNABY 
CENTRE 
VOLUNTEER 
Public Service 
Announcement. 
Computer for sale, excellent for a 
new computer user, 386sx CPU 
(upgradable), vga monitor, dot 
matrix printer, approximately 6 
years old, $1,000.00, contact Mary 
at 733-7642 or 527-5078. 
your e-mail and send 
SAY YOU SAW IT IN THE opsysop@siwash.bc.ca. 
to INTERVIEWER: senior's home 
is looking for interviewers to assist 
with the intake of new volunteers. OTHER PRESS! 
possibly more. Interests include accomdaliona 
COMPUTER PROBLEMS? The 
Phoenix is back to help you once 
again! I even use Windows 95 at 
home so I know the problems! 
Affordable prices! Leave a 
message in my mailbox at The 
Other Press, room 1020, or use 
your e-mail and send to 
opsysop@siwash.bc.ca. 
Some interview experience and 
familiarity with the voluntary 
sector is an asset. ARTS & 
CRAFTS: Burnaby Sunday 
school is looking for a volunteer 
to assist the teacher with arts and 
crafts instruction. If you like 
working with children and enjoy 
working on arts and crafts 
evening walks, reading, ------
conversing over tea or coffee. 
Whichever you like. Non-smoker, 
social drinker. Reply to 
Alternating Current c/o The 
Other Press. 
LOOKING for new friends, old 
friends, new loves or old ones? 
Maybe some party goers? Put a 
CLASSIFIED up in THE OTHER 
PRESS! 
New Westminster: Room and 
Board, close to transit. $400/ 
month. Call Ruth or Gerry at 
526-0027 
business 
exercise/ aporla 
AVON Great Gifts for ALL 
occasions available. Phone: 805-
1022. 
CERTIFIED TESL Instructor 
available for tutoring. 
Conversation/Pronounciation/ 
Writing. New West, Surrey, 
Burnaby. Flexible rates. 
Call Douglas: 583-1142 
TAl CHI CLASSES start June 
14th. Small group classes are held 
in the morning, afternoon and 
evening throughout the lower 
mainland. No experience 
necessary. I have 23 years of 
experience teaching Tai Chi, Yoga 
and Meditation. Call Wayne at 
438-9494 for more information. 
Want to practise a great sport? 
Join the JUDO CLUB. Practices 
are Tuesday 7:30pm to lOpm, 
Thursday 7:30pm to 10pm and 
Saturday 2pm to 4pm. Room 
1313. 1 week free trial. $60 for 3 
months or $25 per month. 
lulorinB 
Need help in conversations and 
pronunciation? ESL TUTORING 
is available on evenings and 
weekends in New Westminster 
(near the Columbia Skytrain 
Station). Individual and Group 
sessions and I have flexible rates. 
Call Rick Orser at 525-3851. 
JAPANESE TUTOR (native 
Japanese), twice a week course (8 
times/month), each 1.5 hours, fee 
(incl. textbook) $240.00. Once a 
week course (4 times/month), each 
2 hours, fee (incl. textbook) 
$180.00. For beginner, 
intermediate and advanced. 
projects, you can get involved! 
RECREATION: Community 
centre is needs volunteers to help 
with a coffee house program. 
Assist with the set-up of the 
program and spend time talking 
to the participants. Great way to 
meet community members! PNE 
BOOTH: Be at the one and only 
PNE and give out information on 
caring for animals. If you enjoy 
talking to children and care about 
animals, you can participate. 
Shifts are available August 17 -
September 22, flexible times. 
FACILITATOR: Assist in 
providing support to families 
whose first language is not English 
and who have children with 
disabilities. Volunteers facilitate 
one-on-one support or assist with 
a family group. Extensive training 
provided. FOR MORE 
INFORMATION on these or 
other volunteer opportunities, 
please contact the Burnaby 
Volunteer Centre at 294-5533. 
BURNABY VILLIAGE 
MUSEUM Public Service 
Announcement. Family Activities 
this summer at Burnaby's 
Heritage Village and Carousel. 
Event: Leap back in time. Mingle 
with the townsfolk and make-
believe you're living in the 1920's. 
Ride the lower mainland's only 
vintage carousel. Make your own 
headline news at the printering 
shop. Participate in our artifact 
"treasure hunts" or rediscover 
silent film comedy in our village 
theatre. Familes will enjoy these 
'J 
students, staff, 
faculty -- FREE · for-
profit businesses - $10 
for each column inch 
(aprox. 30 words) · first 
three words bold typeset, 
free 
send to classifieds, 
do the other press, room 
1020 douglas college, 
700 royal ave, new 
westminster, be, v31 5b2 
or bring them to us, 
drop it in our mailbox or 
hand to a member or 
our stressed-out staff or 
fax 527-5095 attention 
other press, classilieds 
and many other daily activies at 
the Burnaby Village Museum. 
Dates: August 1st - September 
2nd 1996 *Fall house begin 
September 3rd. Times: Open 
daily l0:10am- 4:30pm. Where: 
Burnaby Village Museum, 6501 
Deer Late Avenue (cornter 
Canada Way and Sperling), 
Burnaby, B.C. FOR 
INFORMATION on 
scheduled events, admission rates 
and special group prices, 
call 293-6500 or 293-6501. 
jobs -------
NO JOBS THIS WEEK? Well 
there are, but I dido 't get ALL 
them. 
Term project? Thesis? 
records? Legal reports? 
setting, editing and transcription 
by experience editor (Msc in 
Pharmacology) Diskette or 
copy (printed at 600 dpi) 
Maxine at 444-4690. 
LOOKING FOR A JOB? 
Advertise in the OP! Room 1020. 
Il? is "Ba~in~ fDr 
t"B nET! E2 
SUfB tD t"Btk DUt 
DUf WBh pa~B fDr 
up~atBS tD 
artitlBs Dr just 
~BnBra l infD Dn us 
nr t YPB PBDPlB~ 
fDr mDrB 
infDrma tiD«, 
tDntact Dur lDtal 
~uru, at 
~y~iwashla.a 
fDr mDrB ~Btaits! 
Athletic Previevv 
olleyball 
Men's 
atop the BC rankings last 
the powerhouse DC Royals 
volleyball team, led by DC 
of the year Brian Newman, 
once again prove to be the 
.uv.u~;"~' team that the college puts 
league action this year. Although 
Brad Premack, JeffFoo, and 
setter James Sneddon will be 
National select and last year's MVP 
Kliendienst and the surprise 
of Cam Secret gives the Royals 
power hitting tandem that can rival 
in the country. 
starting middle blocker Ken 
finished last season with a 
omen's 
suffering some severe setbacks 
of injury last year, the DC 
volleyball team will be 
to find and rebuild its winning 
woman were far too 
nconstste11t last year and will need 
contributions from their only 
player of the game award at the 
National Championship tourney and 
will need to show the same type of 
inspired play throughout the entire 
season if the Royals are going to break 
new ground as a team. 
Up and comers Paul "Shotgun" 
Tudor, AI Goodall and Brett Lockhart 
will also be required to step up their 
games, and make greater contributions 
in their respective positions. 
Competition will be tougher in inter 
provincial play as Trinity western 
brings in some new, and highly touted 
talent. This could mean one of two 
things for last year's champions: either 
the competition will prove to be too 
much and the team will not find the 
form that gave them an easily achieved 
undefeated record in league play OR 
they will respond like the champions 
that they are and take a much needed 
hunger and intensity to next year's 
National championships. 
Marriot's Cralie Hemistra 
and Penticton 's Ashley 
Cooper. 
Open Tryouts will be held 
throughout the month of 
September. For more 
information contact Dave 
Dacanale in room 1317. 
UJ Women's 
One of!he biggestsuprises of 
last year was the play of the a. women •s basketball team. After a mediocre first half reeord of 5"3, the women came back 
after Christmas dinner and 
veteran players, the team, will 
be looking to avenge last year •s 
disapointment led by last year's 
MVP Janice Maclntosb. 
Coach Alison om claims that 
tbis year's team will run, 
rebound and attack the 
opposition with a multitude of 
its infamous pesky defenses. 
Her goals are clear; a Provincial 
title, and with it a bid for this 
YeatS NatitmalChampionship. 
outside Jocelyn Stendal, 
Leanne 1'rotter and Sarah 
Wright will be looking to 
light it up in 96/97. 
Some of the top prospects 
for the women this season 
include Earl Marriot's 
Roselyn Kraft, Steveston's 
Kristan Bennett, and 
Richmond's Stacy Reykdal. 
Also ofintrest is the 
prospect of mysterious 
Hungarian exchange student 
RekaRanky. 
0 
0 
I 
decided to make a bid for the 
Provincial title. Posting an 
awsome J 2~0 record in the 
second half of the season the 
woman looked to have all the 
momentum they would need to 
take the Provincial title. 
Despite the valiant effort, the 
women eventually fell to.Fraser 
Valley College and just missed 
the coveted opportunity to 
represent the proviDe at the 
National Championships. 
lf thls goal is to materialize, 
tbe team will need to see 
consistant and strong play from 
both its starters and the bench. 
The season should prove 
to be an interesting one and, 
if the team stays healthy, 
many feel that the woman 
indeed have a serious shot at 
the National championship. Despite the loSs of foUr 
Leading the ~side game will 
beo'2Andrea Dufua, 6'2 
Jasmine Foreman, and 6'1 
Kerry Williams. From tbe 
Basketball continues to rise in terms of 
its popularity atl over the World. As 
resentment for the American ''dream 
team'' continues to rise, rival countries 
witt certainly be looking to step up 
their caliber of play, and, of course, 
financial involvemen(. in the hopes of 
one day putting the "dream team" in its 
place. That day may uPt be any time 
soon but with basketball starting to 
develop within countries like Gauada, 
Croatia and Brazil, chances will indeed 
become better. 
Basketball is definitely one of the 
most popular of sports within tbe BC 
hlgh school system and with tbe 
involvement of organizations such as 
tbp Oriz.zl.ies the rise ofc<.>l\ege 
basketball teams is imminent. 
Despite a disappointing record of3-
J6 in last year's league play, hopes are 
hlgh for this years men's basket bait 
squad. The team showed definite signs 
ofimprovement towards the end of last 
year an4 the coaching staff of head 
coach Dave Munro, David Heel and-
Mr. Douglas College himself-
Richard Williams all feel that this 
year's squad should improve on last 
seasons record. 
Major contributions from returning 
players Steve Bennit, Bijan Jiany and 
Alex Zeboubory will be needed to 
make up for the loss of last year's 
stand out Ben Maben. As well, rookie 
prospects such as Kitsilano point 
Guard Willy Schmit, and Lee Craven, 
who is returning to play after a two 
year layoff, will be called upon to 
perform, 
After some solid recruiting and an 
otr season training program, the team 
should. turn some heads, draw some 
MUCH NEED FAN SUPPORT, and 
make some waves in its conference. 
Open tryouts will be held starting at 
the beginning of the Semester for all of 
those interested. For more information 
please contact Dave Munro in the 
athletics department. 
till hope for the Lions 
Jim Chiboylko 
f there was one song that could 
accurately sum up the 
performance of the BC Lions this 
it would probably be the 
Cockburn number 'Wonder 
the Lions Are'. A particularly 
line is Oh, I'm thinking 'bout 
. 'cause it seemed eternity 
have to elapse before the Lions 
win their next game. While 
teams were rolling to above .500 
the Leos were 1-8, and were 
looking for receivers, offensive 
and their second win. It was 
if they hadn't even left the pre-
(This all changed August 26. 
in about 400 words.) 
Though they have been dwelling in 
poorer neighborhood of the league 
had a "winning" percentage of 
, the Lions were better than their 
had suggested. They have lost 
games by less than a field goal, 
of those in the last minute of the 
usually courtesy of the over-
Be secondary. Opposing 
seem to have been able to 
successful desperation drives 
complete ulcer-inducing passes at 
Witness Ottawa QB David 
90-yard panic attack against 
boys in July, which led to Ottawa's 
win of the season. That was in the 
last minute. Losses like that make it 
evident the Lions' are not consistantly 
bad, they are discriminatingly bad. 
They seem to lack staying power more 
than talent. The word "flaky" comes to 
mind. 
In the last month, though, a few 
good men have come to ease the siege 
on BC Place. Ted All ford has been a 
lonely but effective deep threat. 
Substitute, Ron Williams has probably 
given Cory Philpot a few sleepless 
nights after a couple of 1 00 yard+ 
games. But the most prominent 
cavalryman is Damon Allen, veteran 
quarterback extraordinaire (though 
some might say veteran quarterback 
ordinaire). Acquired before a Hamilton 
back-to-back series, he showed poise 
immediately. Promising, pricy, but still 
timid Andre Ware was 
unceremoniously cut from the team, 
soon to be followed by loud-mouth 
"receiver" and special teams "expert" 
Clarence Verdin. But these were not 
painless surgeries. Financial scars left 
by hiring these two men have 
weakened the spending power of the 
team, which, with recent home 
audiences ofbetween 12 000 and 15 
000, is not exactly in the giving mood. 
Yeah, it has been a shaky summer. 
Management has dropped a few 
balls of their own. The folly of hiring 
Verdin, and a late, unorganized start to 
the season have left football pundits 
scratching their heads. One of the 
management's more boneheaded 
moves involved okaying a scheduled 
Saturday game which ended up 
competing against a Neil Diamond 
concert and one of the Symphonies of 
Fire. That led to the Lions'lowest 
crowd, ever. 
But at least they have solidarity. The 
players are fully behind head coach 
and general good guy Joe Paopao, 
though if he were offered some more 
relaxing job, like the mayorship of 
Sarajevo, or Soviet field commander 
in Grozny, he would probably jump at 
it. Oft-injured Cory Philpot has even 
gone so far as to say "If he goes, I go," 
though they might have to stop off at 
the hospital first, to get some 
replacement limbs for Mr. Deep Six. 
And they have promise. In their 
second meeting of the year against the 
Stampeders, the VanCats almost upset 
the chuckwagon, losing once again to 
a field goal with eight seconds left. 
Wonder where the Lions are? Perhaps 
they were trying out for NFL teams. 
Perhaps, since the near win in Calgary, 
and last Monday's game in Winnipeg, 
they're starting the long walk home. 
It was a defensive affair against the 
Bombers; that is to say, BC didn't give 
up three touchdowns in any of the 
quarters. Yardage counts on both sides 
were low, except for the totals that 
Williams generated, and pass coverage 
was good. The secondary seemed 
somewhat solid, (surprising since the 
air corps are so short of reinforcements 
that receiver All ford played comer late 
in the game, a result of payroll 
mismanagement that left a sixth back 
at home). The BC sack count was 
high, but so too was Winnipeg's. But 
then Lion quarterbacks should be used 
to this kind of treatment; the Lotusland 
offensive line has been about as solid 
as the W.A.C. Bennett dam this 
summer. 
Offensively, new recruit Larry 
Thompson hauled in his first 
touchdown, Williams had more than 
130 yards running, and Damon Allen 
pieced together a very solid, 
interception-free performance. While 
it wasn't a fantastic Flutie-esque 
demonstration of air invasion, it was 
Allen's, and the rest of the Lions', 
least flaky performance of the season. 
Except for the last minute. With BC 
ahead 22-11 very late in the game, 
Winnipeg QB Reggie Slack took 
advantage of the aforementioned 
Allford's second job, and drove the 
Bombers to a late TD. The fina160 
seconds were a display of horrible 
time management. The Lions were 
pinned deep in their own end due to 
bad penalties, and couldn't run out the 
clock. (The game was tainted by a 
nausea-inspiring lack of discipline, 
over 20 were called on the Lions 
alone. Rea/lions have more restraint). 
Not only did the Lions see fit to give 
up a safety with 13 seconds left, the 
second of the game, they let Winnipeg 
get an amazing return off the ensuing 
kick-off. BC was saved only by Troy 
Westwood's gutterball on a tying field 
goal attempt with no time left. The 
Lions' had led at the half, and they 
were now leading at the end of the 
fourth quarter- ... Hey! That means they 
won! 
BC plays their next game on Sat., 
the 7th of September, in Montreal. 
Their next home game is a week later 
on the 14th, against Jason Flutie and 
the Argonauts. Come out while you 
can; the Lions' needed league help to 
cover the payroll this past week. It 
seems they need a student loan; i.e., a 
loan from students. It's sure to be a 
good one; the Lions are playing for 
their financial lives. 
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As coaches Mike Collins and "Diver "Dave 
Dando will both tell you, or show you if your 
man or women enough to step on to the pitch 
with either one of them, rugby players are the 
meanest , hardest, toughest lot of athletes that 
Douglas college has to offer. 
The sport continues to rise in terms of its 
popularity in both the men's and women's 
divisions and with 20 scholarships for both the 
men's and women's teams the talent continues to 
poor in from high schools across the lower 
mainland. Factor in these variables and this year 
should be no exception to the long history of 
success that the men's and women's sides have 
previously enjoyed. 
With the addition of a developmental squad to 
the women's program the upcoming season 
should prove to be exciting not only because of 
the high hopes of improving on last season, but 
also in terms of fun as women who are 
newcomers to the sport learn and improve under 
14 September 3 1996 The Other Press 
the watchful eye of coach Dando. 
The loss of stand out prop Pam Hadikan will 
be immeasurable not only in terms of her skill, 
but her leadership skills. The team will be relying 
heavily on up and coming stars as well as 
returning players such as Jen Ginther, Anne 
Carnachan, Stephanie Bigger, and leading try 
scorer Jen "Cliff' Fletcher. The Men's side , led 
by inspirational coach and long time player Mike 
Collins, will be looking to avenge a 
disappointing loss to SFU in last years playoffs. 
The strong regular season record of7-3 was good 
enough for second overall in the North West 
Collegiate Rugby Union, but the regular season 
doesn't win championships and expectations will 
be high in 96/97. 
Much of the weight lies on the shoulders of 
last years standouts, Mike Lewthwaite and 
Brendan Leong. Some new talent will also have 
to have imerge if power houses such as SFU and 
UBC are to be dethroned. 
I' 
I I 
Open training and tryouts will be held through out September for players of all skill 
levels. For more information please contact Dave Dando at 231-1895 or Mike Collins 
at 936-4955. 
OPinions 
iary of a ma·d tela-register 
y Jim Chilboyko 
As the balmy days of July turned to the dry heat of August, it occurred to me 
at it was time, once again, to register 
r classes at Shaky Triangle College. 
registered over the phone, there is no 
ther way to register, then continued 
n with my summer, tying a mental 
· g around my cerebellum to remind 
e to watch out for a confirmation 
tter. When I receive the letter, the 
eory went, then I would dutifully 
ay for the courses to which I had 
bscribed. 
Monday. The confirmation did 
me, on Monday, Ailgust 19th, in an 
velope postmarked August 16th. 
side, it politely reminded me to pay 
fore the deadline, or else my 
gistration would be tom asunder. Oh, 
d the deadline was August 17th. 
Omigod! What to do!? My August 
ftemoon had suddenly come upon the 
ll-consuming brushfire of 
ureaucracy! My education was in 
pardy! What would I do? I couldn't 
one the help line, that only worked 
ring registration and re-registration. 
at would everyone think? What 
ut rna? Her heart would be broken. 
a panic I thought, strangely enough, 
at perhaps I would go to the source 
seek assistance. 
That is where my week on the 
one commenced. When I began 
oning the registrar's office for help, 
e first few attempts were met by a 
sy signal. So I phoned some more. 
d more. But there was no getting 
ound that monotone drone. It stood 
my way like a bully at the beach, 
ring me to proceed, but not letting 
e. It didn't like me and I sure as hell 
dn't like it. I was used to the old way 
doing things, that is, actually 
registering in person, or, in this case, 
asking for help in person. There was 
feedback, at least; as the line of 
students got shorter, the closer I came 
to being registered. And if the queue 
was moving particularly slowly, then 
you could get to know your neighbors. 
Camaraderie would develop, and you 
might even meet a future classmate. 
There would be no bonding between 
me.and that incessant nasal tone, 
though. Ngiii, ngiii, ngiii, ... Even 
when I took a bathroom break, or went 
to stretch my dialing finger, I felt it's 
presence lurking under the idling 
receiver. Ngiii, ngiii, ngiii ... It was as 
if it were physically in the room with 
me, as if it's tongue ran from the 
college, down hollowed out cables and 
into my apartment, to choke my call 
before it passed the first telephone 
pole out. Ngiii, ngiii, ngiii... 
That was fine, I let it win the Battle 
of Monday. I told myself, after almost 
two hours of phoning, that I would go 
to school the next day in person,, to 
inquire about my options. I had 
to stop 
phoning, anyway. The registrar's 
office had the self-righteous hours of a 
bank; I 0 till 4. Odd, for such a busy 
time of the year. 
That night I had a horrifying dream. 
I was walking down Columbia Street, 
on my way to school. There were no 
busses, Columbia was a muddy 
thoroughfare and the sidewalks were 
made of wood. This wasn't the New 
West I was used to; there was a saloon 
where Starbuck's was supposed to be, 
there was a hangman's platform in 
front of the Keg. And as I turned to 
walk up the 8th Avenue hill, I came 
upon none other than Jack Palance, 
dressed in black, standing in the 
middle of the road. It was clear that I 
wouldn't be going any further. He 
slowly started reaching for his gun. 
"No, wait," I pleaded. "I just came 
for information." 
The Ukranian cowboy snorted at my 
panic, squinted and gestured over his 
shoulder towards the big red brick 
building behind him. Only, it wasn't 
Douglas College, it was a great 
monolith of a bank, ringed by a motley 
army of security. Ragged samurai, 
pathetic cowboys and gauchos with 
tom clothes sat under wan sunlight on 
the windswept and treeless hill. 
''No, you don't understand, I just 
want to re-register! For school." 
He stopped reaching for his gun, 
and I felt a flutter of hope. He raised a 
hand to his face, pulled the cheroot he 
was smoking out of his 
mouth and seemed 
to start to 
But, ''Ngiii, ngiii, ngiii," was all he 
said. 
I woke up before I was shot. 
Tuesday. Shaken by that horrifying 
episode, I took an alternate route to 
school, encountering no gunmen. No 
obvious gunmen, anyway. 
The pleasant woman at the desk in 
the registrar's office answered my 
questions happily. Re-registration was 
no problem, just phone on the 21st, 
and you're in, I was told. In five 
minutes, I was reassured and on my 
way. That day, the time that it took to 
take a bus to school, go to the 
CIBC National 
Student Centre is 
Coming to You! 
We'll be right on campus during the times listed 
below to process government sponsored student 
loans as quickly as possible. 
• Direct Deposit to your account at any bank 
• Just bring your properly completed loan 
documents, a voided cheque or your complete 
banking information. 
For Answers on Government Sponsored 
Student Loans, Calll-800-563-2422 
from 7:30a.m. -8:30p.m. your local time. 
CIBC 
CIBC National Student Centre 
registrar's office and 
return home was 
shorter than the time 
spent trying to phone 
the office the day 
previously. 
Wednesday. I woke 
up this morning, 
refreshed. I got myself 
some coffee, got out 
my tele-registration 
guide and made the 
call, with one eye 
on the clock. 
This'djust take 
a second and I 
had plans, I 
thought. 
An hour 
later, 
I 
I 
I 
! 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 weren't going after my 
1
/ courses, and checked the status 
/ of the classes I wanted. She also 
, } 1.~ told me, that although I had been 
was still 
sitting, 
slumped 
i~-~ dropped from the courses I had 
; · .: initially registered for because I 
' hadn't paid, "the screen hadn't been 
cleared." This was some dialect of 
Registrarese, I gathered, which meant 
that although I had been officially 
dropped, I hadn't been officially 
dropped, even though I had gone in 
person to clear things up the day 
before. Well, I had this woman 
officially officially drop me, so I could 
now properly register. Perhaps it was a 
good thing that I hadn 't gotten 
through, after all . 
in my 
chair, still in my robe. I had one hand 
on the television remote control, and 
one hand on the phone, the fingers of 
which alternated between the redial 
button and the hang-up button. When I 
snapped at the recording of the woman 
who told me the number was 
improperly dialed, I realized it was 
time for a shower. I needed a break, as 
well. I had actually developed a cramp 
in my phone holding arm. 
This was a good idea. In the shower 
I had an epiphany. I remembered there 
was this new feature that BCTel was 
offering. If you pressed a certain 
combination of numbers, you could 
hang the phone up, and the phone 
would automatically try phoning the 
previously dialed number until it got 
through, whereupon your own phone 
would ring and upon answering you 
would be connected. Or something 
like that. I was rejuvenated. I wouldn't 
have to spend the rest of the 
day channel surfing and 
pressing the redial button. 
"Yeah, it only works for 
certain numbers, though," 
the nice woman at BCTel 
customer service said, as 
she crushed the joy out 
of me, "it won't 
work for 
Ticketmaster, for 
example, or tete-
registration." 
I spent the hour after that trying to 
pronounce "Fugees", pondering why 
we have two country music video 
channels, and listening to sinister busy 
signals. 
For a Fun Break, I called the 
registrar's office (Surprise, it was 
busy). After a few scant minutes, I got 
through and the woman on the other 
side was very helpful. She reassured 
me that everything was okay, seemed 
to think that all the people phoning 
It is now afternoon. The television is 
off, the computer is on, and every few 
minutes I try to dial that number, 
which might account for the jumpiness 
of my narrative. I am looking at the 
tele-registration guide, and at the old 
Douglas College logo and I'm 
wondering about the new Douglas 
College logo, and specifically how it 
cost over $14,000. If the college is so 
determined to rely so heavily on 
telephone communication, I'm 
thinking, perhaps that money could 
have gone to hire a temp who 
.would man the switchboard 
r......,.....;..:~:v.~l year. Or perhaps 
a few more 
phone lines could 
· have been 
installed. These 
things would 
improve the 
college, instead of 
improving its image. 
0 r, hey, how about this? 
Some ofthat $14,000 could go 
towards extending the hours of the 
registrar's office. Or here's another 
great idea-
W-w-w-wait a second, I actually got 
through! That man's voice! It's not 
Jack Palance, is it? No! It's the tele-
registration man! I'm through, I'm 
through! Mama, can you hear me? I'm 
through! I made it... top o' the world, 
rna ... I made it, .. .I made it... 
V\pcomil'\9 evel'\ts at the Othe.,. P ... ess 
OP Collective M eetings• E very W ednesd ay a t 4 pm1 room 1020 
P roduction M eeting: Thursday S ept. 51 2 pm1 room 1020 
Seminar: What is this thing you huma ns ca ll 'The O h pee'? 
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Welcome Back to School! 
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